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Artemis Alexiadou, Elisabeth Sophia Maria Verhoeven

The syntax of argument structure
Empirical advancements and theoretical relevance

Abstract: In recent years, enormous progress has been made in the development
and availability of empirical techniques in language research. They have been
fruitfully integrated into the discussion of theoretical models at all linguistic layers.
The present article sets out this background and identifies relevant questions and
challenges that arise from these novel empirical data for the study of the syntax of
argument structure. It presents the articles collected in this volume in their contri-
bution to progress in the field.

Keywords: argument structure, empirical methods, theoretical modelling

1 Introduction

Bridging theoretical modelling and advanced empirical techniques is a central
aim of current linguistic research (e.g. Featherston & Sternefeld eds. 2007; Stol-
terfoht & Featherston eds. 2012). The progress in empirical methods contributes
to the precise estimation of the properties of linguistic data and promises new
ways for justifying theoretical models and testing their implications (Fanselow
et al. eds. 2006). The syntax of argument structure has been the focus of numerous
studies following this line of research, investigating phenomena such as the causa-
tive alternation (Fadlon 2014), unaccusativity (Keller & Sorace 2003; Hirsch &Wag-
ner 2011; Irwin 2012; Verhoeven & Kügler 2014; Momma et al. 2018), ergativity
(Longenbaugh & Polinsky 2017), argument structures of unergatives and transi-
tives (Olta-Massuet et al. 2017), argument hierarchies and argument realization
(Bornkessel et al. 2005; Lamers & de Swart eds. 2012), psych predicates (Lamers &
de Hoop 2014; Verhoeven 2014, 2015), the dative alternation (Bresnan et al. 2007),
inherent vs. structural case (Bayer et al. 2001).
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Such studies provide interesting but potentially controversial contributions
to linguistic theory: some discover gradience in the verbal lexicon that can only
be precisely measured with quantitative methods (see e.g. Keller & Sorace 2003);
others claim that properties attributed to verbal syntax are an epiphenomenon of
other layers of grammar (see e.g. Hirsch & Wagner 2011). Furthermore, new em-
pirical methods also come with the challenge to disentangle the effects of gram-
mar from the effects of further sources of variation, e.g. processing (Fanselow &
Frisch 2006). Studies such as e.g. Polinsky et al. (2012) show reflexes of core prop-
erties of verbal syntax in the processing of ergativity.

The present collective volume takes up the line of research represented in
such studies. It originates from a workshop addressing the interplay between
new empirical advancements and theoretical perspectives in the investigation
of argument structure held on the occasion of the 38th annual meeting of the
German Linguistic Society at the University of Konstanz. The volume contains six
studies on the syntax of argument structure combining empirical and theoretical
perspectives. The main focus lies on the relevance of empirical results achieved
through up-to-date methodology for the theoretical analysis and modelling of argu-
ment-structure. The contributions tackle issues of argument structure from differ-
ent perspectives addressing questions related to diverse verb types (unaccusative
and unergative verbs, (di)transitive verbs, psychological verbs), morpho-syntactic
operations (prefixation, simple vs. particle verbs), case distinctions (dative vs. ac-
cusative, case vs. prepositions), argument and voice alternations (dative vs. bene-
factive alternation, active vs. passive), word order alternations (object preposing)
and the impact of animacy, agentivity, and eventivity on argument structure. They
report data obtained through a variety of methods such as psycho- and neurolin-
guistics experiments, corpus studies and acceptability judgments.

2 Bridging theory and empirical methods

It is by now commonly acknowledged that linguistic theories need to stand the
test of the rapidly growing possibilities of objectivized quantitative empirical
testing in order to be legitimate. The last decade has seen the rise of fields such
as experimental syntax or experimental semantics and pragmatics, employing
methods originating from psycho- and neurolinguistics such as acceptability
judgments, reaction or reading time measurements, priming tasks, eye tracking,
or event-related potential (ERP). The relevance of these new fields is visible in
recent and upcoming book publications (Goodall ed. to appear; Sprouse ed. to
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appear; Noveck 2018; Cummins & Katsos eds. 2018; Meibauer & Steinbach eds.
2011; etc.) or larger research endeavors such as XPrag.de – New Pragmatic The-
ories based on Experimental Evidence (https://www.xprag.de/). These research
directions involve a change in the focus of interest originally associated with
experimental methods in linguistics. While from a psycho-linguistic and neuro-
linguistic perspective the subject of interest lies on processes of language pro-
duction and processing, here the focus shifts to questions of the adequacy of
grammar theories and their predictions.

Another constantly growing field of empirical research in linguistics in-
cludes corpus linguistics, which provides the tools and techniques for analyz-
ing ever larger amounts of data from natural language production. Coupled
with a rapid development of statistical methods, as witnessed in recent years,
these methods provide a powerful tool for the study of language in general and
the testing of grammatical theories in particular. At the same time, the con-
stantly expanding empirical methods not only make it possible to test predic-
tions inherent in a theory or compare competing assumptions of alternative
theories, but also create new types of data that demand corresponding theoreti-
cal developments that have the potential to lead to new, e.g. cognitively more
adequate, linguistic theories (cf. Phillips to appear).

What are the challenges resulting from advanced empirical methods as em-
ployed in psycho- and neurolinguistics or corpus linguistics for theoretical model-
ing? Does the investigation of argument structure come with special prerequisites
when it comes to empirical testing? How does empirical testing feed linguistic the-
ory? We want to elaborate on two such challenges inherent in quantitative studies
of argument structure: (a) gradience resulting from gradient acceptability or fre-
quencies in observation data and forced choice acceptability studies; (b) disentan-
gling effects of grammar and effects of processing.

The nature of the observed gradience immanent in quantitative data depends
on the scale of the data. We obtain different numeric values for a given phenome-
non, depending on the selected scale, e.g. in analyzing the proportions of aggre-
gated data (by several speakers and/or several lexical items) or in calculating the
central values of gradient acceptability judgments. A crucial question/controversy
that has been addressed by many scholars using quantitative methods is the rela-
tion between gradience in experimental or corpus results and the nature of gram-
matical categories (e.g. Keller 2000; Keller & Sorace 2003; Sprouse 2007, 2015).
Does gradience in empirical measurement (necessarily) imply a gradient nature of
grammatical categories? How can gradient measurements be reconciled with a
categorical understanding of grammar? Studies in experimental syntax typically
test syntactic structures or operations with various lexical items. The reasoning
for this is the aim to test the generalizability of a syntactic hypothesis across lexical
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realizations. Variation is expected in any type of repeated observations and it is
taken for granted that different lexical realizations will not render the same result,
even if the syntactic structure or operation at issue does not depend on the lexical
realization. This is not evidence that the grammar itself is gradient, it is rather the
null hypothesis in observing gradient data like proportions, time intervals, or ac-
ceptability values in a scale. At the same time, gradience in lexical categories may
well reflect the residual of our understanding of grammar. The lexical items that
we use in order to test the acceptability of a syntactic construction are not just idio-
syncratic entries in a lexicon but finally multidimensional entities that can be
further decomposed in semantic/syntactic features. Hence, suspecting lexical
variation opens the challenge to identify and (empirically) establish the rele-
vant semantic/syntactic features that may contribute to reduce the residual varia-
tion in the data.

Argument structure by its very nature seems to be more susceptible to or
dependent on lexical variation since the lexical items themselves constitute ar-
gument structure classes. Quantitative studies on argument structure are com-
monly based on testing several lexical instantiations of a given class (as also
evidenced in most studies of the present volume), e.g. they examine a number
of verbs as representing a verb class. Here, gradience at the lexical level is par-
ticularly relevant since it is a major source of indeterminacy in establishing
boundaries between verb classes. For instance, certain readings may not be cat-
egorically excluded for a verb or a class of verbs but may be possible in an ap-
propriate context (see e.g. Darby et al. this volume on gradient agentivity and
eventivity with psych verbs and a proposal of coercion being at play for a sub-
class of psych verbs). Furthermore, certain lexico-semantic properties of verbs
may be less stable than others. For instance, Keller & Sorace (2003) show that
lability or underspecification of aspectual properties or argument roles produce
gradience in the acceptability of auxiliary selection and impersonal passivization
with certain unaccusative and unergative verbs. Moreover, gradience may arise
from the fact that syntactic properties are determined by the interplay of various
lexical factors, whose mutual interactions are indeterminate (Sorace 2004).

A crucial question is again whether the empirically observed gradience re-
flects gradience in grammar or can be reconciled with a categorical or binary
view of the involved grammatical categories. One possible empirically based an-
swer to this question is exemplified in Verhoeven (2017) where the impact of
gradient agentivity with psych verbs on word order choice in natural language
production is measured. If we assume a binary notion of agentivity this involves
a binary classification of psych-verbs: a subset of psych verbs allows for agen-
tive readings and another subset of verbs does not do so. Non-agentive verbs
such as concern exclude an agentive interpretation in which the subject has
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conscious control over the event whereas verbs like bother are compatible with
agentive or non-agentive readings. Such a binary distinction is expected to lead
to a straightforward classification of every verb in one or the other class. As a
diagnostic for this distinction we expect that the respective verbs are (in)com-
patible with a propositional content that entails an agentive contribution of the
subject constituent, as exemplified in (1) and (2).

(1) a. John concerned the teacher on purpose.
b. John bothered the teacher on purpose.

(2) a. John decided to concern the teacher.
b. John decided to bother the teacher.

However, applying these diagnostics in an experimental setting reveals gradience:
most psych verbs are not unambiguously compatible or incompatible with such
contexts, but they are judged to be compatible to a certain extent. The crucial ques-
tion is whether this gradience is grammatically relevant. This is tested with gradi-
ent and categorical models of agentivity as predictors for corpus frequencies of
word order with the respective verbs. The results show that a binary notion of
agentivity reaches the maximal fit in explaining the respective frequencies in the
corpus. Such results have implications for theories of argument structure in general
and psych verbs in particular, see the discussion in Darby et al. (this volume).

Advanced experimental methods also present the challenge of dissociating the
effects of grammar from the effects of further sources of variation, e.g. processing
(Fanselow & Frisch 2006; Phillips et al. to appear). One well-known effect in accept-
ability measurements relates to grammatical illusions, i.e. putatively ungrammatical
sentences are judged as acceptable due to a mismatch between the grammar and
the parser (cf. for instance subject verb agreement mismatches due to agreement at-
traction with an intervening DP as in the key to the cabinets are rusty, see Wagers
et al. 2009; Phillips et al. to appear). In speeded judgment experiments such struc-
tures reached better acceptability values than structures without an intervening DP
that can be responsible for agreement attraction (i.e. the key to the cabinet are rusty).
However, in careful judgment tasks this difference is less clear. This points to the
significance of the type of measurement applied as well as the cognitive mecha-
nisms involved in the judgment process. As demonstrated and advocated in Phillips
et al. (to appear), the use of sophisticated empirical testing needs to come along
with a better understanding of which cognitive processes are involved in the differ-
ent measurements and how the grammatical system and the cognitive system are
linked more specifically.
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While it is true that disentangling the effects related to the grammar from effects
related to processing is a prerequisite for a fruitful application of experimental meth-
ods in the study of grammar theory, progress has been made in this endeavour by
systematically integrating typological variation in experimental studies. Such stud-
ies allow for testing competing hypotheses on the role of grammatical properties
such as for instance the relation between linear and hierarchical structure (cf.
e.g. animate-first vs. animate-high in Prat-Sala & Branigan 2000) or reflexes of
core properties of verbal syntax in the processing of relative clauses (Polinsky
et al. 2012). The latter issue relates to effects of differences in alignment sys-
tems (accusative vs. ergative) on (universal) assumptions about the subject
function and the role of morphological coding of intransitive and transitive
subjects (and objects) (Polinsky to appear). Traditionally, most studies investi-
gating processing effects of different grammatical functions examine (well-
researched) accusative-aligned languages such as English, German, Japanese or
Korean. That means that the attested subject-preference in the processing of rela-
tive clauses (i.e. the processing advantage for subject gaps over object gaps) is
potentially dependent on the specific properties of this type of languages. The
inclusion of ergative-aligned languages in this family of studies (e.g. Carreiras
et al. 2010 on Basque; Polinsky et al. 2012 on Avar; Longenbaugh & Polinsky
2017 on Niuean; Clemens et al. 2015 on Ch’ol and Q’anjob’al) allowed for a
more comprehensive view of the subject preference, integrating not only the syn-
tactic properties of ergative languages but also the role of morphological case and
agreement marking in accusative and ergative languages for relative clause proc-
essing. The results so far show that the subject preference is basically independent
of alignment type and also holds for the mentioned ergative languages. At the
same time morphological marking of the dependent case (i.e. accusative or erga-
tive, respectively) facilitates processing of the gaps corresponding to the DPs with
independent cases (i.e. nominative or absolutive, respectively) resulting in process-
ing differences between ergative and accusative languages.

3 Contributions to the present volume

The articles gathered in this volume all respond in one way or another to the
questions raised in the previous section. They present data using a wide range
of methods such as psycho- and neuro-linguistic experiments, corpus studies
and acceptability judgement in order to further the analysis of well-known is-
sues in the analysis of argument structure.
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In their article, entitled Too strong argument structures and (un)prepared re-
pair: The case of zu-excessives Patrick Brandt and Petra Schumacher study struc-
tures with zu (zu groß ‘too big’) as comparatives. They propose an analysis which
involves an intermediate step of reflexivization, where the two arguments of the
underlying comparative are identified, leading to a contradiction which needs to
be repaired. The results from two ERP studies are taken as evidence for this analy-
sis. They demonstrate that zu-excessives show processing patterns similar to other
structures which also have been shown to involve contradictory semantics such as
structures with privative adjectives (a fake diamond). The ERP results from the zu-
excessives reveal additional processing costs which are analysed as indicating a
repair mechanism enforced by the contradiction in the semantic representation.
The authors take the results as evidence supporting compositional approaches to
syntax and semantics, which assume interface operations that repair conflicting
structures and result in hidden meaning.

The study Evidence against lexicalist or configurational approaches to struc-
tural encoding in sentence production by Michael Baumann, Sandra Pappert,
and Thomas Pechmann tests the hypothesis of strict incrementality in sen-
tence production against lexicalist approaches of a mapping of thematic roles
onto syntactic functions or configurational accounts assuming functional heads
for the integration of arguments in syntactic structure. The series of priming ex-
periments presented takes dative and benefactive alternation structures, which
are assumed to differ in their argument structure both in lexicalist and configu-
rational analyses, as testing ground. The experiments reveal significant priming
across structures, which was not modulated by the specific alternation type.
Hence the results do not provide evidence for the relevance of lexicalist or con-
figurational assumptions of argument structure in sentence production. Rather the
experimental results are argued to be in line with a strictly incremental conception
of structural encoding which relies on conceptual notions such as proto-roles.

The contribution by Anna Czypionka and Carsten Eulitz entitled Case mark-
ing affects the processing of animacy with simple verbs, but not particle verbs reports
the results of two ERP studies on German sentence comprehension with respect to
argument processing. In two separate experiments, this study tests simple verbs
and particle verbs while manipulating object case (accusative vs. dative) and ob-
ject animacy (animate vs. inanimate). The experiment testing simple verbs re-
vealed increased processing costs for sentences with animate accusative objects in
comparison to the three other conditions (inanimate accusatives, animate datives,
inanimate datives). In contrast, the parallel experiment with particle verbs showed
increased processing costs for sentences with animate objects across case values.
The results are interpreted as supporting syntactic accounts that assume a more
complex structure for simple nominative-dative assigning verbs but not for simple
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nominative-accusative assigning verbs. According to these authors, the fact that
particle verbs only show animacy effects but no case effects rules out an alterna-
tive semantic (i.e. non case-based) account.

Helen de Hoop and Peter de Swart explore constraints on object fronting
and passivization structures in relation to animacy properties of the arguments
in their article Unexpected marking of (in)animate arguments. The structures dis-
cussed include word order freezing in Kinyarwanda which occurs when objects
are equal to or outrank subjects in animacy, or constraints on passivization in
Biak where only inanimate patients can be subjects in a passive construction.
Furthermore, the frequency patterns of object preposing and passivization in
unaccusative vs. causative object-experiencer structures in Dutch are analyzed.
Assuming a bidirectional optimality-theoretic approach the authors show that
the respective patterns in the typologically diverse languages (Dutch, Kinyar-
wanda, and Biak) can be explained as a competition between a subject-first
preference and a topic-first preference. The model takes into account both the
speaker’s and the hearer’s assumptions about their interlocutor’s perspectives
in production and interpretation, respectively.

In a large-scale acceptability study Jeannique Darby, Artemis Alexiadou,
Giorgos Spathas, and Michael Walsh investigate English Object-Experiencer
verbs, testing their behaviour with respect to agentivity and eventivity and com-
paring them to canonical agentive/eventive verbs and experiencer subject verbs.
They highlight the role of processing effects in acceptability studies and explain
their results in the light of aspectual coercion. In contrast to Grafmiller (2013), they
interpret the gradient acceptability results as being due to differences in aspectual
coercion and reach the conclusion that the tested Object-Experiencer verbs belong
to two different event-structural classes, a subclass with members that more easily
receive agentive/eventive readings and a subclass consisting of verbs denoting
causative states that may be coerced into agentive/eventive readings. The involved
type of additive coercion functions as a repair mechanism, which involves process-
ing difficulties reflected in decreased acceptability found with the stative Object-
Experiencer verbs when occurring in agentive/eventive contexts. Hence this
study supports theoretical approaches to Object-Experiencer verbs that assume
the existence of a subclass of causative states.

In her article Discourse and unaccusativity: quantitative effects of a struc-
tural phenomenon Patricia Irwin argues for a common syntactic analysis of a
subset of unaccusative verb phrases (containing motion or manner of motion
verbs such as arrive, walk in) and existential BE verbs which predicts their occur-
rence with indefinite (discourse-new) subjects due to their function of establishing
new discourse referents. The establishment of the new discourse referent is pro-
posed to be due to the function INSTANTIATE as part of the VP’s denotation. This
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contrasts with VP structures of unergative verbs (laugh) and change of state unac-
cusatives (break). This prediction is tested and corroborated in a corpus study
based on the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA). It is shown that
the so-called existential unaccusatives occur significantly more frequently with in-
definite subjects than unergatives do. Based on this study, Irwin discusses the sig-
nificance of natural production data as provided in corpora for syntactic theory
but also highlights their limits when arguing for specific theoretical analyses.

In summary, the present collection of articles takes up current theoretical
questions on the syntax of argument structure and advances their investigation
by adding insights from various empirical paradigms. It thus demonstrates the
fruitfulness of an approach that tests theoretical assumptions with current em-
pirical methods.
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Patrick Brandt, Petra B. Schumacher

Too strong argument structures
and (un-)prepared repair
The case of zu-excessives

Abstract: We present zu-excessive structures like Otto ist zu schwer ‘Otto is too
heavy’ as instantiations of comparatives that have been reflexivized. Comparatives
express asymmetric relations between distinguished referents, but reflexivization
identifies argument places (or reduces two argument places to one), leading to a
symmetric relation. Reflexivization is thus in conflict with the asymmetry property
of comparatives and leads to an intermediate semantic representation that is con-
tradictory. Two experiments substantiate that zu-excessives share this property
with privative adjective and animal-for-statue constructions that similarly give rise
to contradictory semantics. The processing of any of the constructions mentioned
yields a positivity in the event-related-potential signature characteristic of concep-
tual reorganization; however, the observed positivity occurs earlier in the case of
zu-excessives than in the other cases. We propose this difference is due to zu
signalling the mandatory preparation for an ensuing repair rather than reflecting
the repair operation itself that involves manipulating the standard of comparison,
coded elsewhere in the string (if at all).

Keywords: compositionality, repair, standard, excessive, comprehension

1 Hidden meaning and compositionality

Over the last few years, rule- and derivation-based conceptions of the syntax and
semantics of the argument structure of natural languages have come under fire
from approaches questioning the central role of compositionality, i.e. the idea that
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the meanings of complex expressions derive from the meanings of their parts and
the way these parts are put together structurally. Construction grammar (Gold-
berg 1995) holds that the syntax-semantics interface really consists in a taxonomy
of constructions, which are more or less complex meanings that are irreducibly
linked to more or less complex syntactic structures. In contrast, compositional
approaches hold that hidden meaning may be the result of interface operations
that repair otherwise conflicting structures (Brandt 2016, 2019; Jackendoff 1997;
Reinhart 2006). With this contribution, we want to shed more light on this debate
by examining a particular case of hidden meaning – namely the excessive con-
struction in German. Excessive constructions like (1) that are formed with the de-
gree particle zu (‘too’) can occur without explicit information that is necessary for
interpretation, such as being too heavy for something. This standard of compari-
son can be overtly realized (2) but can also remain unarticulated. In the latter
case, the missing information must be recovered from context.

(1) Otto ist zu schwer.
Otto is too heavy

(2) Otto ist zu schwer für einen Jockey.
Otto is too heavy for a jockey

In the following, we propose an analysis of excessive constructions as compara-
tives, the two arguments of which are identified by reflexivization. This is in
conflict with the asymmetry property of comparatives, reflected by the intuitive
oddity of locutions like Otto is heavier than himself. The conflicting semantic in-
formation is repaired much akin to repair mechanisms described for so-called
privative adjectives (as in fake diamond) that require the negation of properties
of their head noun or material expressions that when combined with an ani-
mate noun give rise to a statue reading (as in the stone lion) and similarly neces-
sitate the negation of certain properties of the head noun.

In section 2, we present these cases of syntax-semantics mismatches that
strengthen the analysis of syntax-semantics interface repair operations before
turning to a more in-depth discussion of excessive structures in section 3. Sub-
sequently, we present a series of real-time comprehension experiments on ex-
cessive constructions in section 4, which reveal similar processing patterns as
previously observed for constructions involving privative and material adjec-
tives. These data show that processing excessive structures is computationally
demanding (compared to structures containing the particle so ‘so’ that does not
trigger repair mechanisms) and reflect a mechanism that has previously been
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associated with updating processes following mismatches in argument structure.
Section 5 indicates directions for future research.

2 Privative predicates and weakening

One of the most basic principles of syntactic-semantic composition is the head
principle, stating that the syntactic head of a phrase determines the overall
meaning of that phrase as much as it determines its overall category. The head
primacy principle of Kamp & Partee (1995) guarantees that adjectival modifica-
tion of nominals delivers nominals again which due to the modification have a
more specific meaning.1 For instance, [[German jockey]] denotes a subset of
what [[jockey]] denotes, namely, the intersection of the sets denoting things
that are German and things that are jockeys. Somewhat more involved than this
simple case of so-called intersective modification, [[skillful Jockey]] denotes a
subset of the things that are jockeys, where what this set contains exactly is
also a matter of what the relevant standards regarding skillfulness in the do-
main of jockeys are. Regardless of the question of how such standards are deter-
mined (cf. below sections 3 and 5), the head primacy principle assures that a
skillful jockey is a jockey just as much as a German jockey is a jockey. More
abstractly, the principle guarantees that we can be sure to find the referent(s)
(if any) of [[A N]] among the referents (if any) of [[N]] but do not have to look be-
yond the meaning of [[N]], which arguably is an important asset when the mean-
ing of complex noun phrases is to be determined.

Against the background of the head primacy principle, so-called privative
adjectives – among them English fake, false, or forged as well as German falsch,
gefälscht, unecht – present a puzzle in that interpreting noun phrases that con-
tain privative adjectives involves moving outside the denotation of the noun
that functions as the phrasal head indeed. A fake diamond is not a diamond
and forged evidence is not evidence, crucially, even if the denotata of the com-
plex noun phrases bear obvious traits of the denotata of the nominal heads of
the construction. The meaning of noun phrases that involve modification by
privative adjectives appears to be characterized by an extra operation that is
not overtly coded in syntax. The case of privative adjectives suggests itself for

1 Kamp and Partee’s (1995: 161) “Head Primacy Principle” is given in (i):
(i) The Head primacy principle (HPP): In a modifier-head structure, the head is interpreted rel-
ative to the context of the whole constituent, and the modifier is interpreted relative to the
local context created from the former context by the interpretation of the head.
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an analysis in terms of a repair mechanism to resolve conflicting information;
quite intuitively, privative predicates give rise to a contradiction that is due to
the predication of both the presence and the absence of a certain property
(being a diamond, constituting evidence) of one and the same referent and thus
violate the basic semantic requirement of non-contradictoriness. The derivation
of the hidden quantificational meaning in terms of redressing an intermediate
contradictory and hence semantically “illegal” meaning representation can be
sketched as in (3).

(3) This is a fake diamond.
This is a diamond and this is not a diamond.
In some sense this is a diamond and in some sense it is not.

In (3), the “in some sense it is not” is really the negative (absent property)
meaning mentioned above that is moved from the level of ordinary objects to a
higher structural level that achieves the encoding and quantification of indexi-
cal information, i.e. the “coordinates” with respect to which propositional mean-
ings are evaluated such as times, possible worlds and thresholds (viz. standards of
comparison) as laid out in Brandt (2016, 2019). Privative predicates are genuinely
contradiction-inducing according to this analysis, and the hidden quantificational
meaning of the structures involving them is the effect of redressing the interpretive
problem that this poses.

Experimentally investigating modification by means of privative adjectives
in an event-related potential (ERP) study,2 Schumacher et al. (2018) find in asso-
ciation with the processing of this particular type of construction a positive ERP
component that is also characteristic of certain types of referential shift or rec-
onceptualization (Schumacher 2013, 2014), which is attributed to the updating
of mental representations due to syntax-semantics mismatches. Specifically,
reading a fake diamond vs. an impure diamond yielded late positive-going ERP
effects relative to the onset of the adjective and the noun, with an onset latency
around 600–700 ms each. Schumacher et al. (2018) submit that the observed
positivities for the privative construction reflect the repair mechanism sketched
above that redresses a semantic contradiction which arises from the negation

2 ERPs reflect the neuronal activity triggered by cognitive, sensory and motor events. They
provide a high temporal resolution of the underlying activity and help to tease apart discrete
processes as they are for instance involved in the resolution of syntax-semantics mismatches.
Importantly, the underlying processes are identified by contrasting the relative difference of
the ERP signal between a critical construction and a minimally differing control construction.
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encoded lexically for the privative adjective. Support for the idea that suspend-
ing the local realization of certain meaning aspects leads to processing difficul-
ties reflected in a Late Positivity comes from Schumacher’s (2013) investigation
of the productive animal-for-statue alternation, shown in (4a), compared to the
unproblematic combination of material adjective and artefact in (4b).

(4) a. The wooden dove was on the table.
b. The wooden trunk was next to the bed.

Quite obviously, the interpretation of animal-for-statue constructions involves
negating or ignoring certain properties of the head noun (like animacy), such
that it fits the semantics of the modifying adjective. In particular, the semantic
features of the noun (here being animate) are too strong to be combinable with
the adjective (that requires an artifact-denoting entity) without giving rise to
contradiction.3 To note, animal-for-statue constructions and constructions involv-
ing nouns modified by privative adjectives bear one and the same ERP signature
characterized by a Late Positivity. Other types of adjective-noun combinations
that do not involve contradictory meanings do not show such processing costs,
e.g. the signature produced by processing adjectives with a highlighting function
(echter Diamant ‘real diamond’) that might be expected to require pragmatic ad-
justments during the highlighting of a particular property of the head noun does
not significantly differ from that of ordinary adjectives (weißer Diamant ‘white di-
amond’) that were used in a control condition.

The next section presents a parallel case that involves a functional formative
for which we argue that it triggers a contradiction. By “functional formative” we
refer to a bound or free morpheme that serves to relate content elements structur-
ally or marks certain paradigmatic grammatical operations like comparison, plu-
ralization or reflexivization.

3 The formative zu

The grammatical formative zu ‘too’ shows a wide range of functions; from the cat-
egorial perspective, it includes at least the word classes preposition, adjective,
adverb, infinitive marker and degree particle. Especially in the latter two quasi-

3 Partee (2010) presents an analysis according to which privative adjectives suspend the head pri-
macy principle such that the nominal head is interpreted with respect to the adjective. Furthermore,
she submits that the head noun receives a weaker interpretation in the scope of privative adjectives.
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inflectional uses, zu appears to systematically bring about modal interpretations,
cf. Holl (2010) and references therein for infinitival zu, as well as the remarks
around (2) above. We focus here on zu in its use as a degree particle in so-called
excessive constructions like (5).

(5) Otto ist zu schwer.
Otto is too heavy

Excessive constructions are a kind of comparative structure; zu ‘too’ appears to fill
the same structural position as the comparative morpheme -er (already Bresnan
1973 for English too). One of the basic traits of comparatives is that they are asym-
metric: if x is A-er than y, then it follows that y is not A-er than x. This asymmetry
entails that comparatives are genuinely two-place constructions syntactically and
semantically that call for two well-distinguishable individuals. In particular, on
the “A not A” approach to comparatives going back to Ross (1969) and Lewis
(1972) (cf. as well Klein 1980 and Schwarzschild 2008, among many others), a
comparative codes the predication of a gradable predicate of the first individual
and the negation of that gradable predicate of the second individual, such that
(6a) becomes (6b), where “d” is short for a certain degree of instantiation of the
relevant property.

(6) a. Otto is heavier than Ede.
b. Otto is d-heavy and Ede is not d-heavy.

(6) entails that Ede is less heavy than Otto; in fact, negation comes out meaning
‘less’ in gradable domains, such that not heavy conveys the same as less than
heavy.4 Now, however, excessive structures allow for only one ordinary individ-
ual argument in their structure, at least superficially. If the semantics associ-
ated with the two argument places of regular comparatives are predicated of
one single individual, that individual will end up being ascribed contradictory
properties, namely, being both d-heavy and not d-heavy at the same time. In-
deed, we can observe that structures belonging to the comparative realm be-
have corruptly if semantically only one individual is available. For example, all
of the following sentences with positive or superlative adjectival predicates are
true and rather acceptable when addressing one’s only son:

4 Jespersen (1924: 325) writes concerning the matter: “Not means ‘less than’, or in other words
‘between the terms qualified and nothing’. Thus not good means ‘inferior’, but does not com-
prise ‘excellent’.”
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(7) You are my big son.
You are my little son.
You are my biggest son.
You are my smallest son.

In contrast, the corresponding pairs of bona fide comparative structures are rather
odd, indicating that regular comparatives strictly require the semantic presence of
at least two distinguishable individuals.

(8) # You are my bigger/smaller son.

We submit that excessive structures are reflexivized comparatives (Brandt 2016,
2019), i.e. that the structure underlying them codes that “something is more A than
itself”. Let us briefly illustrate how this intuitively odd semantics reduces to a con-
tradiction similar to what we observe with privative predicates or animal-for-statue
constructions as discussed in the last section.

Under the “A not A” approach to the semantics of comparatives just men-
tioned, x is A-er than y yields (9).

(9) x is A and y is not A

For example, Otto is heavier than Ede corresponds to a situation in which Otto is
d-heavy and Ede is not d-heavy. Assuming now that excessive structures are re-
flexivized comparatives and further assuming that reflexivization corresponds
to the identification of the two argument places of a transitive structure (cf.
Steinbach 2001 for German), we have:

(10) x is A and y is not A (regular comparative semantics)
x = y (reflexivization)
x is A and x is not A (resulting contradiction)

The first line expresses the asymmetry of the two arguments related in a com-
parative with respect to the instantiation of a certain property: the degree to
which x instantiates the property in question is higher than the degree to which
y instantiates the property. The second line represents the result of reflexivization
that we take here to correspond to the identification of the argument places. Al-
ternatively, reflexivization would reduce one argument place by “bundling” the
properties associated with the respective semantic roles (Reinhart & Siloni 2005).
Either way, one argument will end up being ascribed a certain property as well as
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its negation, as expressed in the plain contradiction in the third line in (10).5 Let
us now see how the underlying contradictoriness of the excessive structure could
be the reason for the modal interpretation not transparently marked but intui-
tively present in excessive structures; a comparative structure that contains an
existential modal in the than-clause acting as the standard of comparison thus
gives a fair paraphrase of the zu-excessive as in (11).

(11) Otto is too heavy.
‘Otto is heavier than he may be (regarding a certain standard).’

The norm or standard relevant for the interpretation of the excessive depends on or
presupposes a purpose or comparison class, much like a regular comparative con-
struction depends on a standard of comparison, coded in the than clause in English
or the als clause in German. Indeed, the purpose clause or phrase coding the com-
parison class in zu-excessives appears to fill the same slot that the standard of
comparison in regular comparatives fills. In the absence of an agentive verbal
predicate, it is thus impossible to add a purpose clause to a regular adjectival com-
parative construction, contrast the excessive in (12a) and the comparative in (12b).

(12) a. Otto is too big to be a jockey / for a jockey.
b. *Otto is bigger (than Ede) (in order) to be a basketball player / for a bas-

ketball player.

Suggestively from a syntactic point of view, it is possible to code the purpose
clause in an excessive structure specifically with typically comparative means
in German, namely, as an als clause that is ordinarily used to mark the standard
of comparison.6

(13) Otto ist zu gross als dass er Jockey sein könnte.
Otto is too big as that he jockey be could
‘Otto is too big to be a jockey.’

5 Indeed, reflexivization is a suspicious operation independently also in the ordinary individ-
ual domain to the extent that one individual (or two individuals that are identical to each
other) come to realize differing semantic role information, in particular, properties of the agent
as well as the patient role that are more often than not taken to be incompatible. A way out of
the dilemma consists in assuming that patient arguments are in fact not restricted at all or so
weakly so that their semantics includes (is entailed by) agentive semantics as well; already
when we say that patients are non-agents (the result of) reflexivization becomes problematic.
6 Eric Fuß (p.c.) has reminded us of this supportive fact.
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Other properties of purpose clauses in excessives like the licensing of negative
polarity items similarly point to the kinship between purpose clauses in zu-
excessives and than-clauses in regular comparative structures (pace Bylinina
2014: chapter 3). In light of these facts, we suggest that excessive structures are
fundamentally two place relations like other comparatives, the difference being
that in excessives, the second argument place is not filled by the than clause as in
a regular comparative but by the purpose clause instead. At a more general level,
both types of clause play the central role in determining the standard relevant for
the comparison. We will therefore henceforth collectively refer to them as “stand-
ardizers”.7 Less surprisingly given the common function as standardizer, we pro-
pose that in the excessive construction, the purpose clause substitutes for the
‘regular comparative’ standard of comparison, essentially. More precisely, the neg-
ative predication that is the hallmark of the standard of comparison in the regular
comparative under the “A not A” approach is “moved” to the purpose clause that
comes with excessive structures (even if it remains silent) in reaction to the inter-
mediately derived contradiction. The negative meaning “not: P(x)” (Otto is not d-
heavy) is ignored with regard to the main predication (i.e. in terms of the regular
standard of comparison as coded by a than-clause) and realized with regard to the
predicate provided by the purpose clause. The syntax derives a structure that as
such would receive a contradictory semantic representation; the interface re-
acts by suspending the interpretation of the offending negation, effectively
“moving” it to the purpose clause that takes the place of the standard. The
basic derivation is sketched with a concrete example in (14), where “d” stands
for “degree” again.

(14) a. Otto is too heavy (to be a jockey).
b. Otto is d-heavy and Otto is not d-heavy (and Otto is a Jockey)
c. Otto is d-heavy (and Otto is d-heavy) and Otto is not a Jockey

7 This perspective may help solve a long-standing puzzle in the realm of comparatives,
namely, the fact that so-called absolute comparatives appear to code a meaning that is weaker
than the meaning coded by the positive counterparts. Thus, jüngerer Professor ‘younger profes-
sor’ does not entail that the professor in question is young. If the standardizer is not articulated
but implicitly corresponding to something like “someone is less heavy”, then the absolute
comparative comes out meaning “more A than not A”, i.e., in the case at hand, “younger than
not young (or less than young)”, which is pretty much what the absolute comparative seems to
mean. See footnote 4 above.
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We contend that the last line corresponds to the basic semantics of the excessive
construction.8 More elaborately, Brandt (2016, 2019) assumes that the infinitival
purpose clause codes possibility (Otto is possibly a Jockey),9 which becomes im-
possibility after accommodation of the negative meaning. More superficial prag-
matic mechanisms drawing on rhetorical relations ensure that Otto’s weight is
taken to be the reason for this impossibility (Asher 2007), entailing that if Otto
had a different weight, it might be possible for him to be a jockey. What is crucial
for our purposes is that the state of affairs coded in the purpose clause is essential
for constructing the “original” standard of comparison as much as its manipula-
tion by means of the repair proposed here leads to a new standard of comparison
(which can be modelled as a world where the requirements regarding the weight
of jockeys are different). The standard of comparison or purpose clause, collected
here under “standardizer” thus mark the beginning and the end result of the syn-
tactic-semantic derivation of the excessive structure which eventually receives an
interpretation along the lines of (15).

8 An anonymous reviewer suggested that the locution expressed by “Otto is not a jockey”
does not belong to semantics proper but has the status of an implicature. Flanked by a small
survey conducted with native speakers, the authors’ intuitions with respect to German reveal
that cancellation is hard already in the case of expressing the standard by means of a preposi-
tional phrase (a), harder in the case of infinitival expression of the standard (b) and quite im-
possible in the case of introducing the standard by a finite sentence (c); special marking by
discourse particles like doch (‘still’/‘anyway’) is needed in any case:

(i) (a) Otto ist zu schwer für einen Jockey, ?#aber er ist doch ein Jockey.

(b) Otto ist zu schwer, um Jockey zu sein, #aber er ist doch ein Jockey.

(c) Otto ist zu schwer, als dass er Jockey sein könnte, #aber er ist doch ein Jockey.

It has been argued prominently that patterns originating as implicatures may get hard-wired
and become presuppositions (non-negatable entailments), compare for instance Levinson’s
(2000) analysis of Principle B effects. More generally, there is an acknowledged path of gram-
maticalization from particularized to generalized implicatures up to conventionalized implica-
tures and presuppositions, such that there “soft presuppositions” and “hard implicatures”
arise (Romoli & Schwarz 2015). On our analysis, the target of the “movement” of the negation
is not a priori determined but a matter of the structural options available. In comparatives, the
“second” argument place is predestined to host it as it is the “negatively defined” argument
place to start, cf. as well the discussion around (10) above. In sum, we do not agree that the
less than crystal-clear status of the standardizer with respect to the notoriously problematic
semantics-pragmatics divide is challenging specifically for our approach.
9 Cf. for discussion of the modal interpretation of infinitives in terms of anchoring proposi-
tional meanings to possible worlds Reis (2003).
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(15) Otto has a certain weight, and (therefore) he is not a jockey.

Turning again to the empirical side of our investigation, the next section presents
evidence from an ERP study that processing excessive structures may give rise to a
positivity in a similar way as in the case of animal-for-statue alternations or priva-
tive predicates. This suggests that the three constructions may indeed be unified
by a derivation in terms of redressing a contradictory meaning representation.

4 Processing of excessives

In two ERP studies, we compared excessive structures containing the particle zu
‘too’ (16a) to equative structures containing the particle so ‘so’ (16b), the latter
not giving rise to a contradiction at the syntax-semantics interface by hypothe-
sis. In light of the link to the processing of privative predicates and animal-for-
statue alternations, we predicted a positive-going potential for the (a) over the
(b) structures. We further tested whether context exerts a facilitating advantage
in providing a standard for comparison. To this end, we compared excessive
and control structures without context (experiment 1) to those preceded by a
context sentence (experiment 2).

(16) a. (Jockeys dürfen höchstens 55 kg wiegen.) Peter ist zu schwer für einen
guten Jockey.
(jockeys may after most 55 kg weigh) Peter is too heavy for a good jockey
‘(Jockeys may weight at most 55 kg.) Peter is too heavy to be a good
jockey.’
‘(Jockeys may weight at most 55 kg.) Peter is too heavy to be a good
jockey.’

b. (Ringer müssen mindestens 70 kg wiegen.) Simon ist so schwer wie ein
echter Ringer.
(wrestlers must at.least 70 kg weigh) Simon is as heavy as a real wrestler
‘(Wrestlers must weigh at least 70 kg.) Simon is as heavy as a real
wrester.’
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4.1 Participants

Forty-eight monolingual native speakers of German, all of whom were students
at the University of Cologne, participated in the investigation. All participants
were right-handed and reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no his-
tory of neurological disorder. Twenty-four participants were recorded in each ex-
periment. In experiment 1 (no context), data from 20 participants were included
in the analysis after artifact screening (18 women, 2 men; mean age: 23.2 years;
range: 19–31 years). In experiment 2 (prior context), we were able to analyze data
from 22 participants (10 men and 12 women; mean age: 23.3 years; range: 19–30
years of age).

4.2 Materials

Forty pairs of stimuli were constructed that included either an excessive zu or
an equative/positive so before an adjective. They were interspersed with 400
fillers in experiment 1 and 160 fillers in experiment 2. All items were pseudo-
randomized and presented in three different orders across participants. To as-
sure that participants attended to the stimuli, each test item was followed by a
word recognition task (50 % with a correct word probe and 50 % with an incor-
rect word probe).

4.3 Procedure

After giving written informed consent, the participants were prepared for the
recording of the electroencephalogram (EEG). They were then seated in front of
a computer monitor in a sound-proof booth and performed a practice session to
get accustomed to the experimental setup and task before the experimental ses-
sion started. The written experimental items were presented word by word in
the middle of the monitor in off-white letters against a black background. Each
trial started with a fixation star that was displayed for 500 ms in the center of
the screen and followed by a 150 ms blank screen. Each word was displayed for
450 ms with a 150 ms blank screen between words. Each experimental item
ended with a 1000 ms blank screen, followed by three question marks that
served as signals for the upcoming word recognition task and the presentation
of a probe word. The maximum response time to the word recognition task was
set to 3000 ms. Participants were asked to decide whether the probe word had
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occurred in the previous stimulus or not. They used a gamepad controller to
mark their response. True and false answer buttons were counterbalanced across
participants.

4.4 EEG recording

The EEG was recorded from 24 Ag/AgCl scalp electrodes (ground: AFz), which
were referenced to the left mastoid and re-referenced offline to linked mastoids.
To monitor for artifacts due to blinks and other ocular movements, two sets of
electrode pairs were placed around the participants’ eyes. Electrode impedan-
ces were kept below 5 kΩ and all channels were amplified with a BrainAmp DC
amplifier (Munich, Germany) and digitized at 500 Hz.

4.5 EEG preprocessing

After recording, the EEG data were filtered offline with a 0.3–20 Hz band pass
filter to correct for slow signal drifts prior to the target words. Automatic (±40 μV
for the eye electrodes) and manual rejections were performed to exclude trials
containing artifacts from ocular movements or amplifier saturation. Trials with
time-outs and incorrect responses in the behavioral task were also removed prior
to statistical testing. Average ERPs were time-locked to particle onset and com-
puted from 200 ms before until 2000 ms after the onset of the particle.

4.6 Data analysis

Statistical analyses were carried out on the basis of the mean amplitude values
per condition in time windows determined by visual inspection. A repeated
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed with the factors CONDI-
TION (excessive vs. control) and the topographical factor REGION OF INTEREST
(ROI, with two levels: anterior vs. posterior). The channels were grouped by
their anterior-posterior distribution across the scalp and entered the analysis
as anterior (F3, F4, F7, F8, Fz, FC1, FC2, FC5, FC6, FCz, C3, C4, Cz) or poste-
rior sites (T7, T8, CP1, CP2, CP5, CP6, CPz, P3, P4, P7, P8, Pz, POz). The anal-
yses were carried out using the ez-package (Lawrence 2013) in R (R Core
Team 2015).
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4.7 Results

For experiment 1 (no context), Figure 1 presents the averaged ERPs for excessive
structures (solid line) compared to the so-control structures (dotted line). The
plotted ERPs span from the onset of the particle (onset at 0 ms) across the adjec-
tive (onset at 600 ms) and the spill over region representing the beginning of
the purpose clause (onset at 1200 ms, as indicated by vertical bars in the fig-
ure’s scale). The ERPs show an early positivity between 150–300 ms following
the particle zu and a later negative deflection between 1550–1700 ms (350–500
ms after onset of spill over segment). No other differences reached statistical
significance. The analysis of variance in the window from 150–300 ms regis-
tered an interaction of CONDITION x ROI (F(1,19)=7.13, p<0.02), which when re-
solved by region showed an effect over posterior electrode sites (F(1,19)=6.30,
p<0.03). It further revealed a main effect of CONDITION between 1550–1700 ms
(F(1,19)=6.85, p<.02).

F3

P3

C3

zu/so adj

s
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

F4

P4

CZ

FZ

Neg

–3

3Pos

μV

C4

Figure 1: Effects of excessives in experiment 1 (solid line; the dotted line represents the
control condition): Posterior positivity (between 150–300 ms) time-locked to particle onset
and negativity relative to onset of spill over segment (350–500 ms).
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For experiment 2 (prior context), the averaged ERPs for excessive structures
(solid line) and the so-control construction (dotted line) following supporting con-
text sentences are illustrated in Figure 2. The plot shows the same range as in ex-
periment 1. The figure indicates again an early positivity between 200–350 ms
relative to the onset of the excessive particle zu and a negative deflection further
downstream between 1550–1700 ms (350–500 ms after onset of spill over seg-
ment). The ANOVA for the window from 200–350 ms revealed an interaction of
CONDITION x ROI (F(1,21)=11.76, p<0.01). The resolution of this interaction showed
a marginal difference in the posterior ROI (F(1,21)=4.18, p<0.054). The analysis of
the window from 1550–1700 ms brought forth an interaction of CONDITION x
ROI (F(1,21)=17.13, p<.01), which was reflected in an effect of CONDITION over
the anterior electrodes (F(1,21)=9.46, p<.01).
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0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

F4

P4
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Neg

–3

3Pos

μV

C4

Figure 2: Effects of excessives in experiment 2 (solid line) vs. equative controls (dotted line):
Posterior positivity (between 200–350 ms) time-locked to particle onset and anterior
negativity relative to onset of spill over segment (350–500 ms).
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The findings from the two experiments indicate that the processing of ex-
cessive structures is costly. In particular, encountering the excessive particle
immediately exerts computational demands, reflected in a positive ERP signa-
ture. This positivity occurs very early and given the parallel construction of the
experimental material, it can only be triggered by the occurrence of the particle
zu ‘too’, which signals to the reader the presence of an excessive structure and
hence the upcoming need to redress a literally coded contradictory meaning
along the lines of the repair sketched above. Intuitively, the repair consists in
manipulating the standard of comparison, the coding of which is a matter of
heated discussion in the current syntax-semantics-pragmatics literature (cf. By-
linina 2014, for a recent overview and discussion). Our results so far suggest
that when a standardizer is encountered (i.e. the first segment following the ad-
jective in our experimental material, like für ‘for’ in the example stimulus above),
its processing exerts additional costs reflected in a negative deflection. However,
the contextual manipulation in our experimental setup was not aimed at differen-
tiating among standardizers; as a consequence, eventual processing differences
between different types of standardizers could not be interpreted systematically
as a function of differences regarding the presentation and construction of the
standard of comparison. As this appears to be a promising strategy to approach
empirically the question of how standards of comparison are actually built up,
we discuss in the next section potentially important differences in the test mate-
rial as leading to distinct predictions regarding processing.

5 (Un-)prepared repair

We have seen experimental evidence suggesting that the degree particle zu acts
as a kind of warning sign, indicating that a repair operation will have to be car-
ried out promptly that involves manipulation of the standard of comparison –
given its promptness, the observed positivity does not seem to reflect the repair
operation itself (as the standard to be manipulated is not coded by zu), but
rather flags the problem and in its train the preparation for the repair, so to
speak. There is some agreement that construing a standard involves at least a
person acting as a “judge” regarding the instantiation by an object of some
gradable property that is often relative to a comparison class as well as to a pur-
pose (Bylinina 2014). These ingredients may be distributed over the linguistic ex-
pression in different ways, such that properly controlling for how it is contributed
might help improve our understanding not only of the linguistic coding of stand-
ards of comparison but also more general properties of the relation between
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syntax, semantics, and processing. Crucially, constructions with privative adjec-
tives also registered an early sign of a repair: the positivity emerged as early as on
the privative adjective. This indicates that the repair is already lexically encoded in
the privative adjective, respectively the degree particle.

In light of what we know about incremental language processing, we might
expect that from a processing perspective, getting relevant information about
the to-be-manipulated standard of comparison in advance of the actual manip-
ulation is preferable to getting it late – technically under the analysis here en-
tertained, the problem is that there is a meaning component that cannot be
directly accommodated locally and has to be accommodated on the standard-
izer. We would expect that it matters whether the standard of comparison has
been established when the problem occurs so that it can be promptly redressed,
rather than that the interface has to “wait” for the information that is needed
for the repair and keep the problematic material active in the meantime. Most
tellingly in this regard, the experimental material contained (some) examples
where the standardizer appears before the critical excessive particle zu and
(many) examples where it occurred after zu. Future experiments should care
about a differentiation between and a balanced distribution of “standard first”
and “standard last” examples, provisionally exemplified in the used test sen-
tences in (17) (repeated from above) and (18) respectively.

(17) a. (Jockeys dürfen höchstens 55 kg wiegen.) Peter ist zu schwer für einen
guten Jockey.
(jockeys may at.most 55 kg weigh) Peter is too heavy for a good jockey
‘(Jockeys may weigh at most 55kg.) Peter is too heavy to be a good jockey.’

b. (Ringer müssen mindestens 70 kg wiegen.) Simon ist so schwer wie ein
echter Ringer.
(wrestlers must at.least 70 kg weigh) Simon is as heavy as a real wrestler
‘(Wrestlers must weigh at least 70 kg.) Simon is as heavy as a real
wrestler.’

(18) a. Die Schwimmer gingen wieder nach Hause. Das Wasser war zu kalt
für einen Wettkampf.
the swimmers went again to home the water was too cold for a competition
‘The swimmers went home again. Thewater was too cold for a competition.’
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b. Die Schwimmer gingen wieder nach Hause. Das Wasser war so kalt dass
es beinahe fror.
the swimmers went again to home the water was so cold that it nearly
froze
‘The swimmers went home again. The water was so cold that it nearly
froze.’

Clearly, (17) and (18) are not quite minimal pairs – while a judge remains im-
plicit in both examples, the standardizer in (17) is a prepositional phrase denot-
ing a comparison class, but a prepositional phrase denoting a purpose in (18); a
putatively relevant cutoff point is given in (17), but not in (18). Obviously, com-
parison classes as well as purposes may be coded by other categories (like ad-
verbs or infinitival clauses), as well as remain implicit or be deduced from
independently present material in other functions, and so on. Teasing apart
and systematizing the relevant distinctions and properly testing them experi-
mentally surely makes for a noble and time-consuming task. One of our aims
here has been to suggest that it may be worthwhile as well.
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Michael Baumann, Sandra Pappert, Thomas Pechmann

Evidence against lexicalist or configurational
approaches to structural encoding
in sentence production

Abstract: Psycholinguistic accounts of sentence production differ in the role
they attribute to lexically represented information as, e.g. the argument structure
of verbs. According to lexicalist approaches, argument structure information trig-
gers the mapping of thematic roles onto syntactic functions. In contrast, the hy-
pothesis of radical incrementality claims that conceptual factors are the main
determinants of linguistic encoding. Models further differ in whether they assume
one or two stages of grammatical encoding. Despite its ubiquity in parsing theory,
a configurational account of sentence production has not been proposed explic-
itly (but see Shin & Christianson 2009). The finding that priming of the dative al-
ternation (DA) is boosted by verb repetition (Pickering & Branigan 1998) is in line
with a lexicalist account. Experiments on German showed structural priming be-
tween DA and benefactive alternation (BA) sentences, the latter including verbs
of creation and preparation (Pappert & Pechmann 2013). Since DA and BA struc-
tures were both semantically and syntactically similar (cf. Hole 2014; Kittilä 2005;
Pylkkänen 2008) the evidence was not conclusive. A recent experiment to be re-
ported here combined DA primes and BA primes (the latter now without reference
to an event of transfer, e.g. Der Schüler wischt dem Lehrer die Tafel / die Tafel für
den Lehrer, ‘The pupil wipes *the teacher the blackboard / the blackboard for the
teacher’) with DA targets. There was significant priming across structures. Even
though DA and BA structures in this experiment are suggested to differ in seman-
tics, argument structure and syntactic configuration, the priming effect was not
modulated by alternation type. This outcome speaks against both a lexicalist and
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a configurational account in terms of low vs. high applicatives in German DA
and BA structures (cf. Pylkkänen 2008). It favours an incremental approach to
structural encoding that makes reference to proto-roles (proto-recipients com-
prising beneficiaries). Whether or not such an approach generalizes across
languages is a matter of debate (cf. Chang, Baumann, Pappert & Fitz 2015; Pappert
& Pechmann 2014).

Keywords: sentence production, lexicalist accounts, radical incrementality,
structural priming, benefactive alternation, dative alternation

1 Introduction

Currently, there are at least two competing hypotheses on the main driving
force of structural encoding. The lexicalist hypothesis holds that syntactic infor-
mation stored with word entries in the mental lexicon, especially the argument
structure of verbs, guides the mapping from thoughts to linguistic forms. Most
proponents of this account assume weak incrementality, i.e. that the subject
may be encoded independently from access to argument structure information
which the encoding of additional constituents has to await (Kempen & Hoen-
kamp 1987; Levelt 1989; Pechmann 1989). In contrast, advocates of radical in-
crementality (cf. Ferreira & Swets 2002) assume that conceptual accessibility
guides structural encoding and that all nominal constituents may be encoded
irrespective of structural constraints imposed by a verb, allowing a late selec-
tion of the verb (Hwang & Kaiser 2014; Momma, Slevc & Phillips 2016). Such a
view might be consistent with configurational accounts of syntax that assume,
e.g. functional heads that accomplish the integration of constituents in the syn-
tactic tree (cf. Pylkkänen 2008).

The aim of the experiment presented here is to shed light on the contribu-
tion of argument structure and syntactic structure to the degree of incremental-
ity in sentence production. It made use of the syntactic priming technique (Bock
1986b) based on the observation that speakers tend to persist in the use of previ-
ously processed constructions. It allows for the manipulation of factors that affect
grammatical encoding. Since it is far from obvious that the processes involved in
syntactic persistence are purely syntactic and not, e.g. semantic or lexical, we
commit to the term structural priming. The last decades saw an increase of studies
investigating sentence production with variants of this method, looking at differ-
ent languages, constructions, and populations (cf. Mahowald, James, Futrell &
Gibson 2016, for a recent meta-study) and thereby contributing significantly to
the refinement of existing models (Branigan & Pickering 2017).
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The present contribution is devoted to the evaluation of lexicalist and config-
urational approaches to sentence production that differ in their commitment to in-
crementality. Firstly, an outline of a consensus model of sentence production is
given that focuses on the process of grammatical encoding. Subsequently, the
competing accounts of structural encoding are introduced. Then, evidence from
structural priming experiments is reviewed that supports or undermines the re-
spective approaches. This section begins with an explication of the phenomenon
of structural priming as well as of the evidence from the corresponding experi-
mental paradigm, also covering cross-constructional priming. The following sec-
tion presents linguistic analyses of benefactive alternation constructions before
our study on cross-constructional priming between dative and benefactive al-
ternation structures is reported that tests the predictions of the competing ap-
proaches to structural encoding. Finally, the implications of the results for
models of sentence production are discussed.

2 Overview of the production model

The investigation of structural priming effects at different levels of linguistic en-
coding requires a theory of sentence production that specifies relevant notions
for each of the assumed processing levels. We adopt the consensus model of
grammatical encoding as identified by Ferreira & Slevc (2007). It is called a
‘consensus’ model because it represents those hypotheses that are shared by
most researchers in the field. The evidence it is based on stems from various
sources such as speech error corpora and experiments. Nonetheless, we will see
in the course of this chapter that architectural details are still under debate. The
model subdivides the process of sentence production in three subprocesses:
conceptualization, grammatical encoding, and articulation.

Information transfer is supposed to proceed from one stage to the next in
either a serial or a weakly interactive manner. The first stage takes the meaning
the speaker wants to express and forms a preverbal message that specifies a
proposition and the intended speech act (e.g. a question or an assertion). A
message is commonly conceived as an event involving inter alia thematic roles.
For example, in an event of a dog chasing a cat, two participants are involved –
a cat and a dog. The referents are related by means of the event and, thus, are
assigned appropriate thematic roles: The dog as the chaser is the agent and the
cat as the chased entity is the patient. The preverbal message thus contains the
information about ‘who does what to whom’. Additionally, the perspective to be
expressed is grounded. Concepts of information structure theory like topic and
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comment or given and new information are applicable here (Gundel, Hedberg &
Zacharski 1993; Prince 1981). If the dog was already mentioned in the discourse
and the cat is new information, the message may be encoded in active voice
(The dog chases the cat). But if the discourse statuses were reversed, the mes-
sage might be encoded in passive voice instead (The cat is chased by the dog).
The tendency to place given before new information was amongst others sug-
gested by Gundel (1988). Bock (1977) yielded experimental evidence for it in a
question-answering task.

The preverbal message is handed over to the stage of grammatical encoding.
Grammatical encoding is assumed to proceed in two steps (cf. Garrett 1975). In a
first step, thematic roles are mapped onto syntactic functions. Garrett (1975) termed
the resulting structure a functional representation and, inspired by Chomsky (e.g.
Chomsky 1965), assumed that the functional representation is hierarchically orga-
nized, resembling a linguistic tree. Since there was no evidence for this view (but
see Shin & Christianson 2009), an alternative proposal claimed that the functional
structure is flat instead of hierarchically organized (Levelt 1989). Irrespective of its
internal organization, the functional structure is assumed to play an important role
in the computation of agreement because it identifies the controller, namely the
superficial subject in languages like English and German (Bock, Eberhard, Cutting,
Meyer & Schriefers 2001). In the chase event (The dog chases the cat), the agent
(the dog) is assigned the subject function and identified as the controller of the
verb whereas the patient (the cat) is assigned the function of the direct object. In
a second step, the constituents are assembled and the phrase structure is specified.
This is the moment where distinctions are made, e.g. between noun phrases and
prepositional phrases and noun phrases are marked for definiteness, number and
case. Function words and affixes are assumed to be stored separately from content
words and different mechanisms are suggested for their insertion in the syntactic
structure. This idea traces back to an observation made by Merrill Garrett (1975,
1980): In word exchanges, inflectional affixes tend to strand in their original posi-
tions (e.g. It just sounded to start instead of . . . started to sound).

Word order is traditionally assumed to be specified during constituent as-
sembly, an idea that led to the designation of the resulting structure as a posi-
tional representation (Garrett 1975). However, this idea has been questioned.
The radically incremental view of sentence production holds that participants
are encoded in the order they become available at the conceptual level (Ferreira
& Swets 2002; Prat-Sala & Branigan 2000). In a language with rigid word order,
structural rules constrain this order during constituent assembly whereas in a
language with relatively free word order, structural preferences may just modu-
late the order of thematic roles (Pappert 2016). This view receives independent
support from structural priming data showing that the order of thematic roles
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persists irrespective of their phrase structural realization (Chang, Bock & Gold-
berg 2003; Pappert & Pechmann 2014). Since there is some doubt that the line-
arization of phrases (as opposed to phrase-internal word order) is determined at
the so-called positional level, the term phrase structural representation might be
a better choice.

Two steps of syntactic encoding parallel the idea of twofold lexical access on
syntactic (lemma) representations and morpho-phonological (word form) repre-
sentations (cf. section 3.1). Lemma information like a verb’s argument structure
has been suggested to guide syntactic encoding (cf. Kempen & Hoenkamp 1987).
According to this view, the subject is the only constituent that may be encoded
before the verb is selected. The lexicalist approach was adopted by Levelt (1989)
and influenced theories of structural persistence as the combinatorial nodes ac-
count (Pickering & Branigan 1998; cf. section 4.1).

Alternative proposals do not explicitly assume a lexical involvement in syn-
tactic encoding (Garrett 1975) or they even deny a necessary interaction of lexical
and syntactic information (Chang, Dell & Bock 2006; Chang, Baumann, Pappert
& Fitz 2015). Formulation is then guided by conceptual information including an
event structure that specifies information about the situation and the involved
participants as, e.g. their thematic roles. Encoding proceeds as participants be-
come available and the verb is selected such that it fits the syntactic structure
built so far. This conception is compatible with radical incremental encoding that
allows that all nominal constituents are encoded before verb information is ac-
cessed – an idea highly relevant for grammatical encoding in verb-final lan-
guages (cf. Hwang & Kaiser 2014 for Korean; Momma et al. 2016 for Japanese).

In any case, phrase structural encoding yields a representation that is handed
over to phonological and phonetic encoding. The representation resulting thereof
in turn activates articulatory motor programs (Levelt 1989). The details of these
processes are beyond the scope of this chapter.

3 Approaches to sentence production

Psycholinguistic theories of sentence production unanimously distinguish concep-
tualization, formulation, and articulation (for overviews see Bock & Levelt 1994;
Ferreira & Slevc 2007). However, they differ both in the emphasis they put on the
factors that constrain linguistic encoding (conceptual, lexical and/or syntactic fac-
tors; cf. Melinger, Pechmann & Pappert 2009) and in the assumption of sub-stages
(e.g. one vs. two levels of syntactic encoding). We will shortly outline the lexicalist
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view and the notion of incrementality before discussing the extent to which sen-
tence production might rely on configurational representations.

3.1 Lexicalist encoding

Lexicalist approaches to sentence production claim that the argument structure
of a verb guides the mapping from meaning to form at least for those partici-
pants that are not realized as subject (as for the specific status of the subject
see section 3.2). The argument structure thus has the potential to license (or
exclude) certain structural options. Lexicalist theories differ in the impact at-
tributed to lexical information on structural encoding. Moderately lexicalist
theories assume that several factors guide encoding as, e.g. information struc-
ture, thematic role hierarchies, and syntactic patterns or rules, but that the ar-
gument structure of the verb is a particularly important one (Bock & Levelt
1994; Ferreira 2000). By contrast, strictly lexicalist theories propose that con-
ceptual information has its impact on lexical selection but that solely lemma
information triggers syntactic encoding (Kempen & Hoenkamp 1987; Levelt
1989). In the following, we will concentrate on the latter view.

Sentence production begins with the encoding of an event. The concept ac-
tivates a lexical concept that signals the availability of a corresponding verb in
the language (cf. Bierwisch & Schreuder 1992). The lexical concept then calls
the lemma which informs about the syntactic category and relevant syntactic
properties of the lexical item. In the case of verbs, these relevant syntactic prop-
erties correspond to abstract categories that determine morphological details
as, e.g. tense, person, and number and to the argument structure (Levelt 1989;
Levelt, Roelofs & Meyer 1999; Pickering & Branigan 1998). In accordance with
linguistic theories (cf. Levin & Rappaport Hovav 2005 for an overview) the argu-
ment structure is suggested to list the number and type of constituents to be
realized with the verb. It guides the mapping of conceptually specified thematic
roles onto syntactic functions. These call their own procedures that initiate phrasal
encoding (Kempen & Hoenkamp 1987). In the case of a dative alternation verb
such as hand, two argument structures are represented that guide the realization
of the theme as direct object in both cases whereas the recipient is realized either
as a prepositional object (e.g. The girl hands the flowers to the minister) or as an
additional direct object (e.g. The girl hands the minister the flowers; cf. Pickering &
Branigan 1998). Again, lexical concepts mediate between referents at the concep-
tual level and the corresponding lemmas (e.g. nouns; Bierwisch & Schreuder 1992;
Levelt et al. 1999). The lemmas further activate word forms that fill the slots pro-
vided by the phrase structure. It has been proposed that function words are stored
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in a separate lexicon and that they are activated only after constituent assembly,
thus not guiding phrasal encoding (Bradley, Garrett & Zurif 1980).

Lexicalist theories of sentence production are very influential in the explana-
tion of structural persistence (cf. section 4.1) and lexical manipulations are perva-
sive in related experimental research (cf. Mahowald et al. 2016). Nevertheless, it
is very likely that lexicalist models are especially apt to account for sentence pro-
duction in SVO languages whereas there is some doubt that early verb activation
is effective in the production of SOV sentences as well (cf. section 3.2).

3.2 Incrementality

Theories of incremental sentence production focus on the time course of struc-
tural encoding. Starting from the observation that we often begin with the ar-
ticulation of an utterance without having planned it to its end, Kempen and
Hoenkamp (1987) proposed that some units of the sentence may already be artic-
ulated meanwhile other units are encoded and still others are conceptualized.
This phenomenon was termed incremental sentence production. Experimental
evidence demonstrates that conceptualization, formulation and articulation
can indeed interleave (Brown-Schmidt & Konopka 2015; Ferreira & Swets 2002;
Konopka & Meyer 2014).

However, the conditions of incremental sentence production are far from
settled. Most authors adopt a weak version of incrementality, stating that the
most accessible participant may be encoded as subject before the verb lemma is
activated (Bock, Irwin & Davidson 2004; Christianson & Ferreira 2005; Ferreira
& Swets 2002; Kempen & Hoenkamp 1987; Levelt 1989). Studies that investigate
the timing of noun phrase encoding mostly focus on structures that do not
speak to the role of verb-specific information as, e.g. complex or coordinated
noun phrases as well as simple locatives like De pijl staat naast de tas (‘The
arrow is next to the bag’; Meyer 1996; Wagner, Jescheniak & Schriefers 2010).
There are some studies on more complex sentences but these focus on sentence-
initial constituents and confirm early encoding of the subject (Griffin 2001; Ko-
nopka & Meyer 2014). A mechanism that guarantees early encoding of the subject
is efficient in SVO languages since it allows the constituent preceding the verb to
be realized before verb-specific information is accessed. In contrast, the encoding
of post-verbal constituents can wait until structural constraints imposed by the
verb are available. Thus, weak incrementality is compatible with a lexicalist ac-
count of sentence production.

But weak incrementality should be less effective in an SOV language. Experi-
mental evidence is equivocal, indicating that the verb is encoded late in German
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and Korean SOV sentences as well as in Japanese SV sentences whereas it
seems to be encoded early in Japanese OV sentences that display subject pro
drop (Hwang & Kaiser 2014; Momma et al. 2016; Schriefers, Teruel & Mein-
shausen 1998). Late verb selection would favour the counterpart of weak in-
crementality. Radical incrementality holds that conceptual accessibility alone
drives the relative order in which constituents are encoded (cf. Ferreira &
Swets 2002; Melinger et al. 2009). Future research is needed to ascertain the
conditions under which late verb selection occurs in SOV languages. We sug-
gest that late verb selection has to be supported by an array of alternative
argument structures provided by verbs and their diatheses. Otherwise, the
incidence of reformulations will be higher in these languages than in SVO
languages.

If structural encoding does not rely on argument structure information,
other factors may come into play, i.e. the relative accessibility of concepts and
lexical items. Conceptual accessibility refers to the availability of a participant
in the discourse context. It has been shown to influence both structural choices
and word order (Christianson & Ferreira 2005; Osgood & Bock 1977; Prat-Sala &
Branigan 2000) and to cause divergences from the default order of encoding im-
posed by the hierarchy of thematic roles (Chang et al. 2006). Moreover, lexical
access to nouns may be easier or harder and affect the relative position of the
respective noun phrase (Bock 1986a). Finally, structural persistence may exert
its impact on encoding (Bock 1986b). Since the experiment reported here used a
structural priming paradigm, structural persistence will be discussed in more
detail below (cf. section 4).

Incremental sentence production may result in structural alternations that
are licensed by the verb. During the conceptualization of, e.g. a transfer, the
availability of the theme may exceed that of the recipient. As a consequence,
the theme will be realized as the direct object and the recipient will be as-
signed the complementary function of the prepositional object. If, by contrast,
the recipient is more prominent than the theme, the recipient will first be en-
coded as the direct object and then the theme will be encoded as the second
object.

Eventually, the degree of incrementality applied to structural encoding may
vary with task demands and articulatory pressure (Ferreira & Swets 2002; Schrie-
fers 1993). Thus, the production system might not be either weakly or radically
incremental but it might flexibly adapt to the needs of real life conversations
(Konopka & Meyer 2014).
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3.3 Configurational representations?

The consensus model of sentence production introduced above (section 2) pos-
tulates two levels of syntactic encoding, thereby following classical serial mod-
els (Garrett 1975; Kempen & Hoenkamp 1987; Levelt 1989). According to this
view, thematic relations are first mapped onto syntactic functions and thereaf-
ter the corresponding constituent structure is assembled. With all due caution,
the functional representation might be interpreted as a syntactic configuration
in the sense of generative grammar or its successors even if models of grammar
should not be confounded with models of processing. As far as we know, there
is actually no theory of sentence production that adopts an explicitly configu-
rational account. But some central claims concerning sentence production re-
semble at least vaguely proposals that are discussed in theoretical linguistics.
For example, the idea of incremental mapping of conceptual representations
onto syntactic structures (cf. section 3.2) might evoke theories that posit a strong
semantics-syntax interface (e.g. Levin & Rappaport Hovav 2005). Moreover, lexi-
calist accounts of structural encoding postulate lexical procedures that build hi-
erarchical syntactic representations (Kempen & Hoenkamp 1987; Levelt 1989).
These accounts were explicitly inspired by Lexical Functional Grammar (Bresnan
1982) but might probably also adapt more recent ideas like, e.g. the integration of
lexical roots into syntactic representations (Marantz 2013; a recent lexicalist ac-
count of sentence production rather relies on unifications; Kempen 2014). Merely
syntactic accounts are less prominent in psycholinguistic theorizing maybe be-
cause they do not help to model the flow of information from conceptualization
to articulation. There is one study on structural alternations that refers to differ-
ences in branching directions within the VP (Shin & Christianson 2009). How-
ever, incremental encoding of the subject receives independent support from
linguistic analyses that treat the subject different from the object(s) as an ex-
ternal argument (Kratzer 1996). Beyond research related to argument struc-
ture, hypotheses on the computation of agreement tend to have a richer notion
of syntactic theories, e.g. with respect to mechanisms involved in feature check-
ing (e.g. Franck, Lassi, Frauenfelder & Rizzi 2006).

There are alternative accounts that refuse the assumption of two levels of
syntactic encoding. One group of authors assumes that thematic roles and rela-
tions are directly mapped onto a flat syntactic structure (Pickering, Branigan &
McLean 2002; Cai, Pickering & Branigan 2012; Köhne, Pickering & Branigan
2014). Another group refers explicitly to the notion of constructions in a series
of experiments (Chang et al. 2003; Hare & Goldberg 1999) but does not base the
model of sentence production on it (Chang et al. 2006).
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To summarize, there are much fewer accounts of structural encoding that
are inspired by theories of syntax than there are in sentence comprehension re-
search (see Pickering & van Gompel 2006, for an overview). A main reason for
this might be that the input to sentence production is not syntactic and that its
output is less susceptible to experimental control than the input to sentence
comprehension. Nevertheless, actual developments in linguistic theories might
be inspiring for future sentence production research.

4 Evidence from structural priming

Structural priming refers to the tendency of speakers to reuse previously processed
syntactic structures despite available meaning equivalent alternatives (Bock 1986b;
see Pickering & Ferreira 2008 for an overview). Structural alternations with the
same truth conditional meaning (like grammatical voice or the dative alternation)
constitute the test case. Experimental and corpus studies have shown that persis-
tence does not hinge on the use of a structure by the speaker herself (Gries 2005;
Tooley & Bock 2014). Findings also evidence that persistence emerges irrespective
of lexical overlap between structures but that the repetition of lexical material, es-
pecially that of verbs, enhances the priming effect (Cleland & Pickering 2003; Pick-
ering & Branigan 1998; Scheepers, Raffray & Myachykov 2017).

4.1 Within-construction priming

In the corresponding experimental paradigm, participants are presented with
prime sentences whose properties are systematically manipulated and consecu-
tively generate target sentences. If participants utter more frequently construc-
tion A after exposure to construction A than after exposure to construction B
then it can be concluded that (some aspects of) the constructions have their
own representational equivalents in the production system. Thus, the manipu-
lation of primes allows for the dissociation of factors that drive structural persis-
tence. This in turn permits inferences on the representations and mechanisms
that are involved in sentence production.

Early systematic research on structural repetitions dates back to Levelt and
Kelter (1982). In a question-answering study, they interrogated Dutch shopkeepers
via telephone about their closing time ((Om) hoe laat gaat uw winkel dicht?, (at)
how late goes your shop closed, ‘At what time does your shop close?’) and found a
tendency in answers to retain the initial preposition when it was present in the
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question or to leave it out when it was not ((Om) vijf uur, ‘(at) five o’clock’). This
behavior was attributed to a mechanism that supports syntactic planning and thus
contributes to fluent speech production. Shortly thereafter, Weiner and Labov
(1983) independently advocated a syntactic source. In an analysis of the fac-
tors that drive speakers to choose a passive over an active construction in in-
terviews, they found that the probability of a passive (vs. active) construction
was above chance if a passive structure preceded the actual sentence within a
range of up to five clauses. Inspired by Weiner and Labov, Estival (1985) ex-
plicitly studied passive persistence in a speech corpus and reported conver-
gent evidence.

The first experiments in a laboratory setting that addressed structural persis-
tence were conducted by Kathryn Bock (1986b). In her experiments, participants
heard and repeated sentences (the primes) either in passive (The file was dropped
by a clerk into the wastebasket) or in active voice (A clerk dropped the file into the
wastebasket). The relative proportion of active and passive responses was counted
in a subsequent picture description task. To isolate conceptual from syntactic
sources she manipulated the animacy of the agent referents in the target pictures.
In line with the observational corpus data, she found a significant effect of persis-
tence from passives to passives in participants’ responses. She also showed that
dative alternation constructions behaved comparably: The probability of a double
object (DO) response increased after a DO prime sentence (The corrupt inspector
offered the bar owner a deal) relative to that after a prepositional object (PO)
prime (The corrupt inspector offered a deal to the bar owner). The findings were
ascribed to persistence at the level of functional syntactic representations since
the priming effect occurred independently from message level factors (agent ani-
macy manipulation in passive priming).

In another study, Bock et al. (1992) tried to disentangle conceptual and syn-
tactic factors in structural persistence. They systematically varied the animacy of
the subject and the object in active and passive prime sentences and let partici-
pants describe pictures that depicted inanimate agents and animate patients. This
time, inanimate subjects in primes promoted inanimate subjects in targets irre-
spective of a structural match between primes and targets. This independent
effect of animacy was interpreted in favour of the hypothesis that syntactic
function assignment is strongly influenced by conceptual features (see also
Osgood & Bock 1977).

A drawback of the studies was that animacy features were confounded with
thematic roles. Therefore, the results were inconclusive as to whether the map-
ping of animacy to syntactic functions or that of thematic roles was primed.
Chang et al. (2003) further investigated how semantic and syntactic constraints
in the production process are linked. They conducted an experiment on the
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English locative alternation. Results showed persistence of the location-before-
theme construction (The farmer loaded the wagon with hay) compared with the
theme-before-location alternative (The farmer loaded hay onto the wagon). Since
the alternatives match in their syntactic properties (NP V NP PP) but diverge in
the linear order of the location and the theme, Chang et al. inferred that the
mapping of the thematic role array (such as agent/theme/location) to equiva-
lent syntactic forms (in terms of argument structure constructions; cf. Goldberg
2002) was primed. An account that assumes priming of basic conceptual fea-
tures such as animacy (Bock 1986b; Bock et al. 1992) as primary factor could be
ruled out because both the theme and the goal were inanimate. Consequently,
they concluded that the processor is sensitive to categories that can be captured
in terms of thematic roles.

Evidence for the enhancement of structural persistence by verb overlap be-
tween primes and target utterances favours a lexicalist account of structural encod-
ing, though. Pickering and Branigan (1998) demonstrated that verb repetition leads
to an effect called the lexical boost in priming. In a written sentence completion
task, they found a pronounced tendency to a PO (vs. DO) completion when the tar-
get fragment contained the same verb as the prime fragment did compared with a
different verb condition. The results speak in favour of a lexicalist approach. Spe-
cifically, Pickering and Branigan suggested that so-called combinatorial nodes that
encode syntactic rules (e.g. VP→ V NP PP; Chomsky 1965) and are linked with verb
lemmas at the lemma layer of the lexicon (Levelt 1989; Levelt et al. 1999) guide
grammatical encoding. These nodes retain residual activation after the processing
of a corresponding prime structure (Branigan, Pickering & Cleland 1999). For this
reason, the (re-)access of a primed node is facilitated relative to that of its competi-
tor node(s) and this leads to lexically-independent structural persistence. In the
case of verb repetition priming is boosted because of additional pre-activation of
the link between a specific verb lemma and a combinatorial node.

Nonetheless, the finding of similarly enhanced persistence by noun repetition
(Cleland & Pickering 2003; Scheepers et al. 2017) questions this interpretation be-
cause it is not easy to plausibly accommodate this in the model proposed by Pick-
ering and Branigan (1998) for verb representations (but see Cleland & Pickering
2003 for an attempt). Furthermore, the results of a primed dialogue experiment by
Hartsuiker, Bernolet, Schoonbaert, Speybroeck, and Vanderelst (2008) show that
the boost is relatively short-lived (Branigan et al. 1999). The boost effect did not
survive the separation of primes and targets by six filler trials whereas the verb-
independent effect still showed up. Hence, an alternative explanation for the lexi-
cal boost has been proposed by Bock and Griffin (2000) and put forward by others
(Chang et al. 2006; Chang, Dell, Bock & Griffin 2000; Chang, Janciauskas & Fitz
2012). They attribute the boost to traces in the episodic memory that act as a kind
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of cue to encoding. Hartsuiker et al.’s (2008) arguments support this notion. They
speak in favour of a separation of a lexically-based short-term mechanism from
that of priming abstract mapping procedures (see also Bernolet, Collina & Hart-
suiker 2016). Based on their findings, Scheepers et al. (2017: 113) concluded that
“the lexical boost to structural priming should not be regarded as being diagnostic
of lexically-specific syntactic representations”.

Nevertheless, alternating verbs exhibit specific preferences for one struc-
ture over the other and these were shown to modulate the persistence effect.
Priming experiments that included verb bias as a variable found stronger effects
if verbs occurred in a low bias prime structure than if they occurred in a high
bias prime structure compared with a baseline condition (Bernolet & Hartsuiker
2010; Jaeger & Snider 2007; Segaert, Weber, Cladder-Micus & Hagoort 2014).
These findings are accounted for in terms of surprisal theory (cf. Hale 2001).
The theory predicts a positive correlation of the input surprisal (the prime-verb
mis/match) and the strength of the behavioral adjustment – in our case, the
weighting of meaning-to-structure correspondence that leads to priming. Prime
surprisal is compatible both with an implicit learning account of structural per-
sistence that is augmented by a mechanism for the tracking of verb-structure
links (Chang et al. 2000; Chang et al. 2006) and with a lemma-based account
that locates preference information in the lexical argument structure (Malhotra,
Pickering, Branigan & Bednar 2008; Segaert et al. 2014). Thus, both accounts
presume at least a potential lexical involvement in sentence production.

To summarize, within-construction priming studies indicate that several fac-
tors unfold their potential to guide the sentence production process. In this sense,
sentence production itself can be characterized as multi-factorial. The mapping
from meaning to linguistic structure seems to hinge on the relation between units
that can be characterized in terms of thematic roles on the one hand and func-
tional syntactic representations on the other hand. Nonetheless, many details re-
main to be settled. For example, the grain size of thematic roles at the conceptual
level is not yet ascertained. In addition, the evidence concerning the involvement
of lexical argument structure in the mapping procedure is inconclusive. Thus fur-
ther research is required to test the competing predictions of lexicalist accounts,
radical incrementality, and configurational representations.

4.2 Cross-constructional priming

The preceding paragraphs reported effects of structural persistence that were
attributed to different levels of linguistic encoding. A means to isolate effects on
a certain level is to present primes that pertain to some constructional variants
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and to elicit responses that pertain to other (slightly different) constructional
variants (cf. seminal studies by Bock & Loebell 1990; Chang et al. 2006). The
incidence of structural priming is then taken as evidence for an effect on a level
where the structures resemble each other. If constructions for which priming
was found are for example semantically similar but syntactically distinct, this
may mean that priming is semantically based. If there is, by contrast, priming
between constructions that are syntactically similar but differ in semantics,
priming might be syntactic. However, the picture tends to be more compli-
cated. Usually, constructions resemble each other in some semantic and syn-
tactic features but differ in others. In such a case, a series of experiments with
different constructions may be needed to ascertain the location of the effects.
The absence of a priming effect, by contrast, should not be interpreted but
with the utmost caution. The null effect might be due to differences between
structures or to methodological issues. If a null effect is predicted in the criti-
cal conditions, a design including control conditions that are expected to pro-
duce a difference may warrant the interpretability of results.

Cross-constructional priming has the potential to shed more light on the
levels of structural encoding. We will focus here on priming between benefac-
tive and dative alternation structures that resemble each other in some aspects
but differ in others. Classical examples are given in (1)–(4).

(1) The secretary gives a cake to her boss.

(2) The secretary gives her boss a cake.

(3) The secretary bakes a cake for her boss

(4) The secretary bakes her boss a cake.

As we will see, these structures show rough parallels on the conceptual level
and on the phrase structural level. They differ with respect to both the events
involved (transfer vs. creation and preparation) and the thematic roles filled by
the third participant (recipient vs. beneficiary), in terms of argument structure
(ditransitive vs. transitive verb), and with respect to the prepositions used in
the prepositional object variants of the alternations (to vs. for). Whether or not
their functional structure is assumed to be parallel or not depends on the theo-
retical framework the analyses are based on (see section 5).

The first study that tested structural persistence between dative and bene-
factive alternation primes and dative alternation targets in English focused on
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the different prepositions for and to (Bock 1989). Participants repeated a prime
presented auditorily and then described a picture showing a situation in which a
transfer would probably occur. Two experiments revealed a significant effect
of structural priming not only from dative alternation conditions to dative al-
ternation responses but also from benefactive alternation conditions to dative
alternation responses. The type of alternation did not modulate the priming
effect. The author concluded that overlap of function words between primes
and targets is not a necessary condition for structural persistence to arise.
Additional conclusions might concern the events and the thematic roles in-
volved, the argument structure and maybe the syntactic configuration. Since
the verbs used in the responses were not documented, interpretations as to
whether the effects might have arisen on the one or the other level of encod-
ing remain speculative.

A second investigation of cross-constructional priming from dative alterna-
tion structures to benefactive alternation structures and vice versa in English
focused on phrase structural as opposed to thematic role effects (Chang et al.
2003). During a prime trial, participants read a double object or a prepositional
object structure of one alternation type, performed a distractor task, and then
recalled the previously read structure and repeated it aloud. In target trials, par-
ticipants performed the same series of tasks, but now they saw a double object
construction of the alternation type not seen in the prime trial. The proportion
of erroneous prepositional object recalls was found to vary as a function of the
phrase structural realization of the prime. The authors assumed that the dative
and the benefactive alternation differ in the involved thematic role (recipient vs.
beneficiary), but, abstracting from prepositions, display parallel phrase structure,
alternating between the double object construction (NP NP) and a prepositional
object construction (NP PP). Results revealed evidence for structural persistence
that was taken as a phrase structural effect. Since data were collapsed across alter-
nation conditions, we do not know whether priming was stronger in one direction
than in the other. Moreover, the suggested interpretation ignores the similarity of
the roles. In a later publication, the authors acknowledge this and assume a hierar-
chy of thematic roles (XYZ) that does not differentiate between recipients and ben-
eficiaries (Chang et al. 2006).

A third study examined priming between the dative and the benefactive alter-
nation in German (Pappert & Pechmann 2013). German differs from English in
having no double object construction but an indirect object construction (dative
before accusative; cf. (6) and (8) as examples for dative and benefactive alterna-
tion constructions, respectively) that contrasts with the prepositional object
construction (accusative before prepositional phrase; cf. (5) and (7); as for the
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analysis of both constructions as indirect object constructions cf. Malchukov,
Haspelmath & Comrie 2010).

(5) Die Sekretärin überreicht einen Kuchen an ihren Chef.
the.NOM secretary hands a.ACC cake to her.ACC boss

(6) Die Sekretärin überreicht ihrem Chef einen Kuchen.
the.NOM secretary hands her.DAT boss a.ACC cake
‘The secretary hands a cake to her boss/her boss a cake.’

(7) Die Sekretärin backt einen Kuchen für ihren Chef.
the.NOM secretary bakes a.ACC cake for her.ACC boss

(8) Die Sekretärin backt ihrem Chef einen Kuchen.
the.NOM secretary bakes her.DAT boss a.ACC cake
’The secretary bakes a cake for her boss/her boss a cake.’

Participants first heard a prime sentence and repeated it. Subsequently, they
saw a word list that served as input for a sentence generation task (cf. Ferre-
ira 1994; Verhoeven 2014). The word list included either a ditransitive trans-
fer verb or a transitive verb of creation or preparation that was to be used in
the response. In addition, three nouns were presented that referred to a po-
tential agent, theme, and recipient or beneficiary. Responses showed signifi-
cant effects of cross-constructional priming in both directions: Participants
produced more benefactive indirect object responses (8) after dative indirect
object primes (6) than after dative prepositional object primes (5); and more
dative indirect object responses (cf. (6)) after benefactive indirect object primes
(cf. (8)) than after benefactive prepositional object primes (cf. (7)). The authors
suggest that this cross-constructional priming might be due to parallels in, e.g.
broadly defined thematic roles or phrase structure. It encompasses events of
transfer and of creation and preparation, recipients and beneficiaries, ditran-
sitive and monotransitive verbs, obligatory and optional constituents or argu-
ments and adjuncts, an- (‘to’) and für- (‘for’) phrases. This evidence suggests
that these linguistic differences need not necessarily be distinct categories for
the sentence production system. In the next section, we will take a closer look
at how the constructions are treated in different linguistic accounts.
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5 Semantic and syntactic characteristics
of benefactive alternation constructions

Pappert and Pechmann (2013) tested priming between dative and benefactive
alternation constructions that differ with respect to the described events, the in-
volved thematic roles, the argument structure of the verbs, the syntactic status of
the critical constituents and the prepositions used. However, a review of linguis-
tic accounts of benefactive alternation constructions of the baking-type (The sec-
retary bakes her boss a cake/a cake for her boss) reveals that these constructions
are quite similar to the corresponding dative alternation constructions both in
terms of semantics and syntax. For example, the described event does not only
entail a preparation, but also an event of transfer (Shibatani 1996), and thus, the
beneficiary is better conceived as a participant that is also a recipient (Kittilä
2005). Consequently, there are syntactic approaches that assume a parallel syn-
tactic configuration of both dative alternation structures and benefactive alterna-
tion structures that refer to a transfer event (Pylkkänen 2008).

But there are alternative benefactive constructions that are claimed to differ
more from so-called dative constructions than those that describe a transfer.
Even though not all authors do discuss these subtypes (e.g. Goldberg 1995,
2002), it is a rather uncontroversial issue that there are some differences in
meaning. Van Valin and LaPolla (1997) distinguish three types of beneficiaries
(they call them benefactives): (a) recipient beneficiaries who benefit from an ac-
tion of the baking type by receiving the product or affectee, (b) plain beneficia-
ries who just benefit from an action that does not involve a transfer (e.g. The
mother sings for her child), and (c) deputative beneficiaries who benefit from an
action by not having to perform it on their own (instead of-relation, e.g. She
stood in the line for him). A change of possession is intended in actions of transfer
and might be so in actions of creation or preparing, whereas alternative actions
that affect the theme as for example improvements and impairments rather do
not imply a transfer (dativus commodi and dativus incommodi; Wegener 1985). It
should be noted that both recipient beneficiaries and plain beneficiaries are po-
tentially ambiguous and might alternatively be interpreted as deputative benefi-
ciaries at least in English and German. Without knowledge of the context, it may
be not obvious whether (the speaker assumes that) the beneficiary of an action
would also have performed the action and, e.g. have baked a cake on his own.
For independent reasons, Hole (2014) stresses the shared properties of beneficia-
ries and treats them alike but distinguishes them from recipients.

In English, all three types of beneficiaries may be realized as for-phrases. The
realization as a “dative” (i.e. an object in a double object construction) seems to
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be more restricted. Only the realization of the recipient beneficiary in a double
object construction is motivated because there is an implication of transfer
(cf. Goldberg 1995) whereas the realization of the plain beneficiary and the
deputative beneficiary is not. However, there is evidence for some language-
internal variation as to whether these beneficiaries alternate as well (Shibatani
1996). Corpus data reveal soft constraints on the use of the double object con-
struction with plain beneficiaries in English (Fellbaum 2005).

In German, the realization of a beneficiary as a dative-marked constituent
varies rather freely with its realization as a für-phrase. Lehmann (2005) assumes
that datives may be used to refer to plain beneficiaries if there is a theme refer-
ent encoded in the sentence (indirectus). This does not seem to require a specific
engagement by the beneficiary (e.g. Der Junge mäht seinem Opa den Rasen, the.
NOM boy mows his.DAT grandpa the.ACC lawn, ‘The boy mows the lawn for his
grandpa’) as observed for Korean (Song 2010). Nonetheless, some examples
seem highly marked (e.g. ?Das Mädchen singt seinem Vater ein Lied, the.NOM girl
sings its.DAT father a.ACC song, ‘The girls sings a song for her father’), pointing
towards verb meaning constraints on the use of the dative (Wegener 1985). If a
beneficiary may be realized either as a dative or as a für-phrase, the alternating
structures show verb-specific differences in production frequency (cf. Colleman
& Bernolet 2012). Moreover, German für-phrases may display an ambiguity be-
tween so-called VP- and NP-attachment that is not necessarily resolved prosodi-
cally (cf. Zschernitz, Pappert & Pechmann 2010). Since the ways of encoding
the recipient beneficiary do not differ from those of encoding the plain bene-
ficiary, German may be considered as a beneficiary-prominent language (cf.
Kittilä 2005).

Whereas there is relatively broad consensus on the semantics and the syntac-
tic surface realization of dative and benefactive alternation items, the syntactic
configuration of these structures is a much more controversial issue. Since they
are non-core arguments, it has been proposed that beneficiaries are introduced
into the syntactic structure either by prepositions or via applicative procedures
(Pylkkänen 2008). Whereas the original account of applicatives refers to argu-
ment structure changing operations that are associated with the affixation of the
verb (Bresnan & Moshi 1990), the proposal made by Pylkkänen holds that there
are applicative heads (Appl) in the syntactic configuration that introduce addi-
tional arguments. Pylkkänen (2008) assumes two applicative positions, a high
applicative and a low applicative. If there is a possessive relation between the
applicative referent and the referent of the direct object, the applicative is low
and enters the configuration within the VP. This analysis treats recipients and
recipient beneficiaries alike. If, however, there is a thematic relation between the
beneficiary and the event described by the verb, as, e.g. in plain beneficiaries
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and deputative beneficiaries, the applicative is high and enters the configu-
ration in a position above the VP. These high and low applicatives are pre-
dicted to be superficially similar, e.g. when realized as datives, but there
should be asymmetries in syntactic behaviour. Such asymmetries were not
found in German (Colleman 2010). To test if the account applies nonetheless
to German, Pappert and Pechmann (2013) presented two types of low appli-
catives, such that cross-constructional priming might also be due to parallels
in the syntactic configuration.

The evaluation of cross-constructional priming is further complicated by
the fact that the German dative is subject to many competing analyses. The tra-
ditional view holds that there are indirect objects that are arguments as well as
so-called free datives that are adjuncts. Free datives were proposed to be more
restricted in word order than dative arguments (Lenerz 1977; but see Müller
2016). This view is questioned by an account that analyses all datives as free
datives that can adjoin anywhere in the syntactic tree, just obeying semantic
constraints (Vogel & Steinbach 1998). This view of free positioning contrasts with
proposals that at least all datives with animate referents have their base position
above the direct object (McIntyre 2006), that all datives are base-generated below
the direct object (Müller 1999), or that their base position is either flexible, or
above, or below the direct object, depending on the verb (Haider 2000). Very
similarly, the mechanisms of dative case assignment are a controversial issue,
ranging from the assumption that dative is a structural case (McFadden 2006;
Wegener 1991) to the assumption that the dative is a lexical case (Haider 2010). A
third view holds that the dative is both a structural and a lexical case (Fanselow
2000). Finally, it has been proposed that datives are prepositional phrases with-
out a preposition (Bayer, Bader & Meng 2001). These controversial issues about
the German dative will not be explicitly addressed in the experiment to be re-
ported below, but we should keep them in mind for the discussion of the results.

The current experiment was designed to further investigate the parallels or
differences between dative and benefactive alternation structures, now focusing
on plain or deputative beneficiaries and henceforth collapsed under the label
beneficiary (cf. Kittilä 2005) that are less similar to recipients than recipient ben-
eficiaries. It takes advantage of the fact that beneficiaries alternate more freely in
German than in English. These benefactive alternation constructions differ from
the dative alternation constructions in various aspects, as, e.g. their argument
structure. This holds for the constructions presented by Pappert and Pechmann
(2013) as well. In addition, they differ in semantic aspects since the dative alter-
nation constructions refer to a transfer event involving a recipient whereas the
benefactive alternation constructions involving a beneficiary do not. According to
the account by Pylkkänen (2008), they further differ in the syntactic configuration,
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i.e. the recipient is integrated as a low applicative whereas the beneficiary is inte-
grated as a high applicative. If these semantic and configurational differences mat-
ter for the speaker, there should be no cross-constructional priming between the
dative and the benefactive alternation structures in this experiment. If, however,
these differences are irrelevant, and the similarities in terms of the proto-recipient
role (Primus 1999) as well as of the surface phrase structure are important, there
should be cross-constructional priming.

6 Experiment

The current study aimed at a further dissociation of confounds that were pres-
ent in cross-constructional priming between benefactive alternation and da-
tive alternation constructions (Pappert & Pechmann 2013). Since the conceptual
similarity of recipients and recipient beneficiaries might have favoured cross-
constructional priming, we increased the contrast between the competing roles
now. To achieve this, we paired benefactive alternation primes with dative alter-
nation targets. As explained above, benefactive constructions referred to benefac-
tive actions that did not entail a transfer. If the semantic differences between
events of transfer involving a recipient and events of improvement or impairment
involving a beneficiary are substantial to the sentence production system, there
should be no or weaker priming between these benefactive alternation items and
the dative alternation targets. Moreover, the semantic differences might even
have syntactic consequences. Since the beneficiary does not enter a possessive
relation with the theme (as the recipient does) but relates to the event of, e.g. im-
provement itself, it is suggested to merge as high applicative above the VP (Pylk-
känen 2008). In consequence, these beneficiary constructions are assumed to be
integrated differently than recipient beneficiaries (and recipients) into the syntac-
tic configuration because they map to different positions in the syntactic tree.
Thus, if persistence reported by Pappert & Pechmann (2013) was due to parallels
in the syntactic configuration we would not expect to find priming in the actual
experiment. However, if the priming mechanism is not sensitive to differences in
semantics, syntactic configuration and argument structure, we should replicate
the effect reported by Pappert & Pechmann (2013) and find cross-constructional
priming. This would likewise suggest the independence of the mapping proce-
dure from lexical information and in turn speak for an account of sentence
production where participants can be passed on to syntactic function assignment
incrementally.
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6.1 Method

We conducted a sentence production experiment in the structural priming para-
digm. The experimental method closely resembled that adopted by Pappert &
Pechmann (2013).

6.1.1 Participants

Forty-eight participants (38 female) who were native speakers of German were
recruited at the University of Leipzig. Their mean age was 25 years, ranging
from 18 to 38 years. They did not report visual or auditory problems that might
have hindered them from solving the experimental task. They got a monetary com-
pensation for their engagement.

6.1.2 Materials

As prime sentences we selected 20 monotransitive verbs that undergo the bene-
factive alternation and paired them with 20 dative alternation verbs taken from
the materials of Pappert & Pechmann (2013). Monotransitive verbs were restricted
to the criterion of denoting benefaction events without an entailment of transfer,
thus licensing beneficiaries in the sense of Kittilä (2005; plain or deputative bene-
ficiaries, Van Valin & LaPolla 1997). The beneficiary benefitted from the action
himself and an interpretation as a caused transfer of the theme into the direction
and/or possession of the benefitting participant was unlikely as ascertained by
the authors and two independent judges. The described events implied improve-
ments from the perspective of the beneficiary, as, e.g. schrubben (‘to clean’), an-
schieben (‘to push-start’), wischen (‘to wipe’), and betanken (‘to fuel’). In German,
the benefactive alternation comprises a construction with the theme realized as a
direct object in accusative case before the beneficiary realized as a prepositional
phrase (AccPP, cf. (9)), and the counterpart with the beneficiary as a dative con-
stituent preceding the theme participant realized as a direct object in accusative
case (DatAcc, cf. (10)). The German dative alternation varies between a construc-
tion with the theme realized as the direct object in accusative case preceding the
recipient participant realized as a prepositional object (AccPP, cf. (11)) and an al-
ternative construction with the recipient realized as an indirect object in dative
case before the theme realized as a direct object in accusative case (DatAcc, cf.
(12)). Consequently, the benefactive and the dative alternation constructions are
identical in phrase structure but can be analyzed to differ in the entailed thematic
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roles (beneficiary vs. recipient; Kittilä 2005) and underlying syntactic configura-
tion (high vs. low applicative; Pylkkänen 2008).

We used the same nouns to construct the benefactive and dative prime sen-
tences of a pair to keep the variation due to nouns low among alternations. The
preposition in the dative alternation AccPP primes was always an (‘to’) whereas
the preposition heading the PP in the benefactive constructions was always für
(‘for’). The prime sentences were spoken by a native speaker of German and re-
corded for auditory presentation.

For the targets of an item we made up word lists of a dative alternation verb
together with nouns that could plausibly be used as the agent, the theme and
the recipient of the event denoted by the verb. In the item set, these verbs were
presented twice, once in primes and once in targets. But primes were combined
with targets so that dative alternation prime and target verbs of a resulting pair
were always different. Nonetheless, dative alternation verbs occurred twice as
often in the experiment than the verbs used in benefactive prime constructions.
If any, the dative alternation verb repetition should boost priming by dative al-
ternation structures as compared to benefactive alternation structures. Addi-
tionally, no noun was repeated in the whole item set. An item then consisted of
two benefactive alternation primes (cf. (9) and (10)), two dative alternation primes
(cf. (11) and (12)) and a dative alternation target (cf. (13)).

(9) benefactive alternation, accusative before prepositional phrase (AccPP)
Der Schiffsjunge schrubbt den alten Kahn für
the.NOM cabin.boy cleans the.ACC old boat for
den Fischer.
the.ACC fisher
‘The cabin boy cleans the old boat for the fisher.’

(10) benefactive alternation, dative before accusative (DatAcc)
Der Schiffsjunge schrubbt dem Fischer den alten Kahn.
the.NOM cabin.boy cleans the.DAT fisher the.ACC old boat
‘The cabin boy cleans the old boat for the fisher.’

(11) dative alternation, accusative before prepositional phrase (AccPP)
Der Schiffsjunge vermittelt den alten Kahn an
the.NOM cabin.boy offers the.ACC old boat to
den Fischer.
the.ACC fisher
‘The cabin boy offers the old boat to the fisher.’
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(12) dative alternation, dative before accusative (DatAcc)
Der Schiffsjunge vermittelt dem Fischer den alten Kahn.
the.NOM cabin.boy offers the.DAT fisher the.ACC old boat
‘The cabin boy offers the fisher the old boat.’

(13) dative alternation target
Fan (‘fan’) Rose (‘rose’) Sänger (‘singer’) überreichen (‘to hand’)

Target word lists appeared on the monitor in vertical order. They were arranged
so that the agent noun always occupied the top position followed by the theme
and the recipient noun. The verb always appeared at the bottom. This sequence
resembles that of thematic roles in an AccPP construction. We created four ex-
perimental lists using the 2x2 Latin Square design. As a consequence, each par-
ticipant saw each item only once and an equal number of items per condition.
Critical trials were intermixed with 72 structurally unrelated filler primes and
targets to conceal the intention of the experiment. Fillers were, e.g. intransitive
sentences like Das Licht flackert (‘The light is flickering’). We created four pseudo-
randomized versions of each list. The resulting sixteen versions of the experimen-
tal lists were assigned to an equal number of participants.

6.1.3 Procedure

Participants were tested individually in a sound attenuated chamber. The ex-
periment was run on a desktop PC using the software ERTS (Beringer 1999).
They received written instructions prior to taking a seat in front of a computer
monitor. Participants were instructed to listen to and to repeat prime sentences.
Subsequently they should generate a sentence from the target words that they
were presented with as a vertical list on the computer monitor. They were told
to produce aloud a grammatical sentence using all target words.

The session started with a short practice phase of 12 trials to ensure that
participants became accustomed to the task. An experimental trial proceeded
as follows: An asterisk was displayed in the center of the monitor. Simulta-
neously, a prime sentence was played via loudspeakers and participants subse-
quently repeated the sentence. The experimenter confirmed the repetition with
a button press. In that moment, the asterisk was substituted by the target word
list that was shown centered on the screen for 1300 ms and was then replaced
by an asterisk again. Target words (and asterisks) were shown in white on black
background, the font was IBM 18pt. Words were presented in upper and lower
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case, obeying the capitalization rules of German. When the experimenter had
coded the response by a button-press, the consecutive trial began. A response
counted as valid dative alternation response if it displayed the canonical word
order, contained all target words and was grammatical. Valid responses had the
accusative object preceding a prepositional phrase (AccPP) or a dative object
preceding the accusative object (DatAcc). Alternative responses were coded as
Other. For example, the sentence Der Fan überreicht die Rose an den Sänger (‘The
fan hands the rose to the singer’) counted as valid AccPP response whereas Der
Fan überreicht an den Sänger die Rose (‘The fan hands to the singer the rose’) was
coded as Other because it exhibited a scrambled word order. The sentence Der
Fan überreicht der Sänger die Rose (the.NOM Fan hands the.NOM singer the.ACC
rose) counted as Other as well because it was ungrammatical with two noun
phrases marked for nominative case. Responses were recorded to allow for post-
experimental checking of the codes.

After half of the trials, a short break was offered to participants. The whole
experiment lasted about 30 minutes.

6.2 Results

The whole response set (N=951; nine trials had to be discarded due to technical
errors) was made up of 31.9 % dative alternation AccPP, 37.4 % dative alterna-
tion DatAcc and 30.7 % invalid Other responses. Invalid responses were equally
distributed over conditions. Only valid dative alternation responses entered fur-
ther analyses. The valid 659 responses split up into 46.0 % AccPP and 54.0 %
DatAcc responses. Frequencies and percentages of AccPP responses per condi-
tion are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Absolute number of dative alternation responses and percentage
of AccPP responses per Alternation Type and Prime Structure.

Prime
Alternation

Prime
Structure

AccPP
Responses

DatAcc
Responses

% AccPP

Benefactive AccPP   .
DatAcc   .

Dative AccPP   .
DatAcc   .
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Statistical analyses were carried out in the R software environment (R Core
Team, 2014) making use of the afex package for factorial designs (Singmann,
Bolker, Westfall & Aust 2016). We computed generalized linear mixed effect
models (GLMMs) with the factors Alternation Type and Prime Structure as inde-
pendent variables and the response category (dative alternation AccPP vs. DatAcc)
as binary dependent variable. The likelihood ratio test method was employed. We
started with the maximal model justified by the data (Barr, Levy, Scheepers & Tily
2013) and further simplified the model with ANOVA model comparisons (Matu-
schek, Kliegl, Vasishth, Baayen & Bates 2017). The optimizer was changed to bo-
byqa to facilitate model convergence. The final model then contained Structure
(AccPP vs. DatAcc) and Alternation (benefactive vs. dative) as fixed factors, as
well as their interaction. Random intercept terms for participants and items
constituted the random effects part. The effects in the simple model did not
diverge from those in the maximal model. The output of the simple model re-
vealed a significant main effect of Prime Structure (beta = 0.58, SE = 0.12, z = 5.18,
p < .001) which means that the overall 18.3 % difference between AccPP and
DatAcc prime structures was reliable. There was no effect of Alternation type
(beta = 0.06, SE = 0.11, z = 0.57, p = .57). Finally, the analysis showed no sig-
nificant interaction: The priming effect was not moderated by the Alternation
type (beta = 0.03, SE = 0.11, z = 0.23, p = .82). Hence, the slight increase of
3.7 % AccPP responses from benefactive alternation AccPP to dative alternation
AccPP primes was not statistically reliable.

6.3 Discussion

The experiment tested cross-constructional priming between benefactive alter-
nation primes and dative alternation targets. A previous experiment had shown
that benefactive alternation constructions with recipient beneficiaries prime da-
tive alternation targets to the same extent as dative alternation primes do (Pap-
pert & Pechmann 2013). The current experiment aimed at a dissociation by
using the same method, but presenting non-recipient beneficiaries now. The
priming effect produced by benefactive alternation constructions was compared
to that produced by dative alternation constructions, again. The current experi-
ment yielded a main effect of priming that replicated previous effects, showing
that accusative-PP responses were more frequent after accusative-PP primes than
after dative-accusative primes. As in the predecessor experiment, there was no
modulation of the priming effect by the alternation type, i.e. the effect was
not stronger after dative alternation than after benefactive alternation primes.
Moreover, a supplemental comparison of the response data from Pappert and
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Pechmann (2013) with the present results showed that relative response pro-
portions after recipient beneficiaries and non-recipient beneficiaries did not
differ, either.

Dative and benefactive alternation constructions display linguistic similari-
ties and dissimilarities (cf. section 5). We found a significant priming difference
between structures that was not modulated by the alternation type, i.e. the as-
sumed linguistic dissimilarities did not interfere with the strength of the priming
effect. These findings indicate that the differences between dative and benefac-
tive alternation constructions are not that relevant to the production system that
they hindered priming to occur. At the conceptual level, the distinction between
events of transfer on the one hand and events of improvement or impairment to
the benefaction of someone on the other hand does not seem to be essential. This
implies that the dissimilarities between beneficiaries, recipient beneficiaries and
recipients do not matter, either. Since the results show persistence from struc-
tures with transitive verbs to structures with ditransitive verbs, the results also
speak against a necessary involvement of argument structure in structural prim-
ing (against Pickering & Branigan 1998). However, they do not exclude the possi-
bility that verb lemmas are connected with any syntactic contexts the respective
verb appeared in (cf. Pickering & Branigan 1999). The experiment further tested
the prediction that the syntactic configuration is relevant for persistence and that
priming occurs between structures that are parallel with respect to phrases that
for semantic reasons are suggested to be applied high or low (cf. Pylkkänen
2008). It turned out that priming occurred irrespective of whether there was a
high or a low applicative in terms of Pylkkänen (2008). Hence, this distinction is
not relevant to structural encoding, either. Finally, we replicated the finding that
preposition identity (an ‘to’ vs. für ‘for’) is not a necessary condition for structural
persistence to be found (cf. Bock 1989; Pappert & Pechmann 2013).

Besides these dissimilarities, there are several similarities between dative and
benefactive alternation constructions, which might have contributed to structural
persistence. During conceptualization, the entailment of a benefit in an event
might be more relevant for encoding than a distinction in terms of a physical
transfer, since all dative alternation target verbs referred to an event of positive
transfer to the benefit of the target recipient. Moreover, the hierarchy of thematic
roles (XYZ; cf. Wunderlich 2006; Chang et al. 2006; as for the disagreement on
whether Y represents the recipient or Z represents the goal, cf. Levin & Rappaport
Hovav 2005) might matter rather than role details. The findings are also in line
with a proto-role account of thematic relations (Dowty 1991; Primus 1999) that
subsumes recipients and beneficiaries under the role of the proto-recipient. De-
tailed thematic relations should be evoked during conceptualization, but in a lan-
guage that does not code these roles differently, the preverbal message might just
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refer to proto-roles as input for uniform grammatical encoding. As an alternative to
a proto-role account, the priming effect might be attributed to parallels in phrase
structure and case marking (dative-accusative vs. accusative-PP). But given the
finding that the order of thematic roles can be primed across different phrase struc-
tural realizations (Pappert & Pechmann 2014), an account solely in terms of phrase
structure seems less likely.

To summarize, the experiment reported here helped to dissociate predic-
tions derived from both linguistic analyses of the involved constructions as well
as from psycholinguistic accounts of grammatical encoding. Nonetheless, the
effects we found may still be attributed to different levels of representation.

7 Conclusions

The productivity of dative case marking in German even in constructions with
beneficiaries allowed us to continue testing cross-constructional priming be-
tween dative and benefactive alternation structures. We thus arrived at the dis-
sociation of factors that were potentially confounded in previous research on
grammatical encoding. However, some confounds remain and call for further
investigations.

Firstly, there is no consensus on the adequate syntactic analyses of dative
and benefactive alternation sentences in German (cf. section 5). Accordingly,
our results do not speak to the general relevance of syntactic configurations to
grammatical encoding. Hence, we cannot decide on whether there are two lev-
els of syntactic processing or not (cf. section 3.3). Nevertheless, the experiment
indicated at least that the distinction between high and low applicatives as pro-
posed by Pylkkänen (2008) is not relevant for the production of dative and ben-
efactive alternation sentences in German.

Secondly, the experiment evaluated the predictions derived from lexicalist
theories of sentence production. It showed that overlap in argument structure is
not a necessary condition for structural persistence in German, thus question-
ing the pivotal role of verbs for sentence generation. As far as we can see, the
lexicalist approach to sentence production resembles to some extent recent de-
velopments in Minimalist frameworks (cf. Marantz 2013, for an overview). Our
findings are not compatible with such approaches. Future research will show
whether this outcome can be replicated in other languages and whether verb
positions in these languages are an issue. Maybe verb-specific information is
less essential for grammatical encoding in a language in that speakers are used
to listen to verb-final sentences.
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Finally, the outcome can be reconciled with accounts that emphasize the
impact of conceptual processing on sentence production. We suggest that con-
ceptual representations will be elaborated in detail, but if it comes to the gener-
ation of a preverbal message, they will be reduced to shallow representations
that include just the necessary information for grammatical encoding. Thus, ac-
counts of sentence production have to adopt a theory of thematic roles for the
preverbal message that assumes rather broad categories either in terms of proto-
roles or in terms of a hierarchy of thematic roles (XYZ). The absence of evidence
in favour of a lexicalist approach together with some evidence that conceptual
factors are relevant for grammatical encoding is most compatible with the notion
of radical incrementality. Further research is needed to scrutinize the interdepen-
dence of verb positions (SVO vs. SOV) and processing types (lexicalist weakly in-
cremental encoding vs. radically incremental encoding).
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Case marking affects the processing
of animacy with simple verbs,
but not particle verbs
An event-related potential study

Abstract: In sentence comprehension, animate-animate argument sequences are
associated with higher processing costs than animate-inanimate argument se-
quences. This increase in processing costs is reflected in enhanced N400 compo-
nents in ERP measurements. In German, a language that morphologically marks
case on the arguments of verbs, this increase in processing cost is only found for
standard nominative-accusative assigning verbs, but not for nominative-dative
assigning verbs. So far, it is unclear whether this interplay between object ani-
macy and case marking in sentence comprehension reflects the non-standard
syntax or semantics of nominative-dative assigning verbs.

We present the results of two ERP experiments designed to tease apart syn-
tactic and semantic contributions to lexical case marking effects in sentence
comprehension. Our first experiment monitored the interaction of object animacy
and case marking for non-separable simple verbs. This experiment revealed an
enhanced N400 for animate objects with simple verbs assigning nominative-
accusative, but not for those assigning nominative-dative. Our second experiment
monitored the same interaction for separable particle verbs. This experiment re-
vealed an enhanced N400 for animate relative to inanimate objects, both for par-
ticle verbs assigning nominative-accusative and nominative-dative. Our results
suggest that the attenuation of the object animacy effect for simple nominative-
dative verbs reflects the processing of syntactic, rather than semantic, differences
between verb classes.
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1 Introduction

During the comprehension of transitive sentences, different cues are used for
grammatical and thematic role assignment. These cues can be divided into dif-
ferent groups: Information like word order, person and number congruency of
subject and verb, and case marking on the arguments, could be described as
formal cues (Bader & Meng 1999; Carminati 2005; Frazier & Flores d’Arcais
1989; Frisch & Schlesewsky 2001; Hemforth et al. 1993; Pearlmutter et al. 1999;
Schlesewsky et al. 2000; Schriefers et al. 1995). Semantic information like ar-
gument animacy also has an influence on grammatical and thematic role as-
signment (e.g. Czypionka 2014; Frisch & Schlesewsky 2001; McDonald et al.
1994; Paczynski & Kuperberg 2011; Trueswell et al. 1994). In German, one of
the main cues for argument processing in transitive sentences is case marking.
Subjects are nominative, and objects are usually accusative. A small group of
two-place verbs, however, assign lexical dative instead of structural accusative
to their objects. These verbs show lexical, semantic and syntactic differences
from ‘standard’ nominative-accusative assigning verbs (e.g. Bayer et al. 2001;
Blume 2000; Grimm 2010; Haider 2010; McFadden 2004), and the processing of
both verb classes is measurably different (Bader et al. 2000; Bayer et al. 2001;
Bornkessel et al. 2004; Czypionka 2014; Czypionka et al. 2017; Hopf et al. 1998;
Hopf et al. 2003). It is still unclear whether these processing differences reflect
syntactic, semantic or lexical differences between both verb classes.

Here, we present data from two ERP experiments aimed to disentangle
the syntactic and semantic contributions to processing differences of nomi-
native-accusative and nominative-dative assigning verbs. To this end, we
used well-established effects from the processing of argument animacy con-
trasts in a variety of sentence backgrounds. In the remainder of the introduc-
tion, we will set out by introducing the role of argument animacy in sentence
comprehension, followed by an overview of the existing literature on the
processing of nominative-accusative and nominative-dative marking verbs
in German. This will allow us to explain how argument animacy contrasts
can be used to monitor the processing of lexical case marking. We will then
introduce another distinction between German verb types, namely, the one
between non-separable simple verbs and separable particle verbs. In combi-
nation with argument animacy contrasts, this distinction will allow us to dis-
entangle the semantic and syntactic contributions to lexical case marking
effects.
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1.1 Animate and inanimate objects

The animacy of a noun’s referent is a semantic property that has different lin-
guistic reflections across the world’s languages. Examples are different interrog-
ative pronouns (English who or German wer for animates, but English what or
German was for inanimates), number marking (Corbett 2000; Croft 1990; Haspel-
math 2013) or case marking (in Differential Object Marking languages, see e.g.
Bossong 1985, 1991; Næss 2004). Based on observations from corpus linguistics
and typology (Aissen 2003; Bossong 1985; Comrie 1989; Dahl 2008; Dixon 1994;
Jäger 2004; Malchukov 2008; Silverstein 1976), sentences with an animate subject
and an inanimate object are often considered the “most natural” transitive con-
structions in psycholinguistics.

Argument animacy plays a central role in sentence production and compre-
hension. In production, argument animacy has an influence on word order and
the assignment of syntactic function (Bock 1987; Bock & Loebell 1990; Bock &
Warren 1985; Branigan et al. 2008; Branigan & Feleki 1999; Ferreira 1994; McDo-
nald et al. 1993; Prat-Sala & Branigan 2000), and interacts with the assignment
of thematic roles (Ferreira 1994; van Nice & Dietrich 2003), sometimes interact-
ing with case marking (Verhoeven 2009, 2014). In comprehension, contrasts in
argument animacy are used for assigning grammatical roles.1 The general pat-
tern is that sentences with animate objects have higher processing costs than
sentences with inanimate objects (Czypionka 2014; Czypionka et al. 2017; Frisch
& Schlesewsky 2001; Kuperberg et al. 2007; Paczynski & Kuperberg 2011; Trues-
well et al. 1994; Weckerly & Kutas 1999).

The ERP component usually associated with animate-animate argument se-
quences relative to animate-inanimate argument sequences is an enhanced N400.
Frisch and Schlesewsky (2001) monitored the comprehension of German embed-
ded verb-final transitive sentences. Objects in these sentences were either inani-
mate or animate objects, and all arguments were marked nominative, which made
the sentences ungrammatical. Animate-inanimate argument sequences elicited an
enhanced P600 on the clause-final verb, but animate-animate argument sequences
elicited an enhanced N400 in addition to the P600. For English, Paczynski and
Kuperberg (2011) found an enhanced N400 for postverbal animate compared to

1 For reasons of space, we cannot give a detailed outline of the earlier uses of argument ani-
macy in the sentence comprehension literature, which was mainly concerned with assessing
the time point at which semantic information influenced the buildup of syntactic structure
(e.g. Clifton et al. 2003; Ferreira & Clifton 1986; Frazier & Rayner 1982; MacDonald et al. 1994;
Trueswell et al. 1994).
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inanimate objects in grammatically and semantically well-formed sentences.
They did not find differences between animate objects that were patients or
experiencers. This suggests that the enhanced N400 for animate objects is not
caused by (mis)matches of the arguments’ semantic properties with their as-
signed thematic roles.

The findings outlined above suggest that argument animacy is a central cue
in sentence comprehension, and is used during the assignment of grammatical
and thematic roles. It is processed differently from other aspects of a sentence’s
semantics (for example, the checking of plausibility, or whether the verb’s se-
mantic selectional restrictions are met). The processing of animate-animate ar-
gument sequences is more costly than that of animate-inanimate sequences.
This enhanced processing load is reflected in an enhanced N400 component. The
important role of argument animacy contrasts for the assignment of grammatical
and thematic roles is reflected in different models of sentence comprehension
(Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky 2006, 2009, 2013; Kuperberg 2007).

In this chapter, we will call the increased processing cost for animate-animate
argument sequences the object animacy effect. We will take advantage of the object
animacy effect to investigate another issue in German sentence comprehension,
namely, the processing of different verb types. To give a more detailed outline of
our research question, we will introduce two possible distinctions between German
verb types: By the case assigned to their direct objects, and by their separability.

1.2 Structural and lexical case marking verbs

In German, arguments are marked with morphological case (although case syn-
cretism sometimes leads to grammatical, but case-ambiguous arguments).

Case marking is one of the most important cues for grammatical role as-
signment in German sentence comprehension. Subjects are nominative, direct
objects are accusatives, and indirect objects of ditransitive verbs are dative.
There is, however, a class of German transitive verbs that assign dative instead
of accusative to their direct objects. Here, we will call these transitive verbs
that assign noncanonical case NOM-DAT verbs or lexical case marking verbs.
The verbs assigning canonical case will be called structural case marking verbs
or NOM-ACC verbs. Lexical case marking verbs are not restricted to German, but
occur in many different case marking languages. Interestingly, they seem to
always refer to situations with a special type of argument semantics (Blume
2000). These are situations that deviate from prototypical (Dowty 1991) or
maximal (Grimm 2010) transitivity, meaning that they do not describe situa-
tions with a prototypical (i.e. unaffected, volitional, sentient . . .) agent doing
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something to a prototypical (i.e. affected, moved) participant. Instead, they
encode situations where the semantic features or properties associated with a
specific semantic proto-role are distributed among both participants. A simpli-
fication would be to say that their objects tend to be more agentive relative to
their subjects than those in prototypically transitive situations.2 However, this
diagnostic for non-prototypical argument semantics does not work both ways:
NOM-DAT verbs always denote situations that deviate from prototypical transi-
tivity. At the same time, non-prototypically transitive situations may be en-
coded by a NOM-ACC verb. In the literature, this is often illustrated with the
verb pair helfen (‘to help’, NOM-DAT) and unterstützen (‘to support’, NOM-ACC).
Different authors have claimed that this verb pair shows that case marking
can be predicted from verbal semantics (Meinunger 2007) or that case marking is
unpredictable and idiosyncratic (Haider 2010). For the purposes of our study, we
will assume that NOM-DAT verbs are always non-prototypically transitive, while
NOM-ACC verbs may encode all kinds of situations with respect to transitivity.

Dative on direct objects is an idiosyncratic or lexical case (Czepluch 1996;
Haider 1993, 2010; Woolford 2006) (in contrast to dative for indirect objects, see
Woolford 2006; but see also Meinunger 2007). Many syntactic analyses propose
that the structure of NOM-DAT verbs is different from that of NOM-ACC verbs. Fol-
lowing Fanselow (2000) and Woolford (2006), lexical datives must be assigned
by lexical heads like V0 or P0. McFadden (2004) suggests that there are different
base positions for indirect objects, depending on the verb, and that lexical case
marking verbs assign dative in one of the indirect object positions. Bayer sug-
gests that lexical case is assigned in an additional syntactic layer of projection
called KP for Kase Phrase (Bader et al. 2000; Bayer et al. 2001; since this analy-
sis has already informed psycholinguistic experiments, we will return to this in
more detail below).

In German sentence comprehension, NOM-DAT verbs are associated with higher
processing costs than NOM-ACC verbs. It seems that this increase in processing cost
only occurs when case marking on the arguments is ambiguous (Bader et al.
2000). In ERP studies, clause-final NOM-DAT verbs elicited an enhanced N400 rela-
tive to NOM-ACC verbs (Hopf et al. 1998, 2003) with case-ambiguous arguments. In
contrast to NOM-ACC verbs, NOM-DAT verbs can have either subject-object or object-

2 Importantly, neither Dowty (1991) nor Grimm (2010) include animacy in their list of proto-
agent properties; in fact, both some of the proto-agent properties like volitional involvement,
and some of the proto-patient properties, like affectedness, imply animacy. We can therefore
not assume that the non-prototypically transitive argument semantics of NOM-DAT verbs always
translate to a clear preference for animate objects.
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subject as their pragmatically unmarked argument order. This fact is also reflected
in sentence comprehension, and object-subject verb orders lead to reduced gar-
den-path effects and different ERP patterns with NOM-DAT verbs relative to NOM-ACC
verbs (Bader 1996; Bornkessel et al. 2004). Argument animacy is also processed
differently for NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs. Czypionka (2014) and Czypionka et al.
(2017) showed that the contrast between grammatical sentences with animate and
inanimate objects was reduced for NOM-DAT compared to NOM-ACC verbs, using be-
havioural and ERP measures. Processing differences between NOM-DAT and NOM-
ACC verbs have been explained in different ways in the psycholinguistic literature.
In the extended Argument Dependency Model (eADM; Bornkessel-Schlesewsky &
Schlesewsky 2006, 2009, 2013), processing differences between both verb classes
are predicted (Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky 2006: 792), although cur-
rently, the specific processing differences are not formulated in greater detail. In
the context of this model, it is assumed that this difference arises from the non-
prototypically transitive semantics of NOM-DAT verbs (Bornkessel-Schlesewsky &
Schlesewsky 2009: 43). In the KP-based account (Bader et al. 2000; Bayer et al.
2001), it is assumed that sentences with case-ambiguous arguments lead to two
additional processing steps. The first is the insertion of an additional projection
(KP for Kase Phrase), allowing the assignment of lexical case. The second step is
lexical reaccess to the object to check if its morphology licenses lexical case (this
step is assumed to cause the N400 reported by Hopf et al. 1998, 2003).

Taken together, NOM-DAT verbs are processed differently from NOM-ACC verbs
in sentences without overt morphological case marking. These processing dif-
ferences can surface as additional processing load for NOM-DAT verbs, but also
in different effects of word order and attenuated object animacy effects.

For now, it remains unclear what exactly is reflected in the processing dif-
ferences of NOM-DAT and NOM-ACC verbs – differences in lexical, syntactic or se-
mantic processing, or a mix of these factors. Our aim in the current study is to
disentangle the contributions of these different factors, focusing on one of the
many differences, namely, the attenuation of the object animacy effect with
NOM-DAT verbs. This attenuated object animacy effect could be explained in two
different ways:
– The attenuated object animacy effect could reflect the non-prototypically

transitive semantics of NOM-DAT verbs. As outlined above, these verbs have
objects that bear semantic properties that do not correspond to the thematic
role of proto-agent (Blume 2000; Dowty 1991; Grimm 2010). Under this as-
sumption, the non-prototypically transitive semantics of these verbs interact
with semantic argument information, i.e. animacy. This could enable them
to license noncanonical animacy patterns like animate-animate argument
sequences. This explanation fits the explanation given in the eADM for the
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processing differences found with NOM-DAT and NOM-ACC verbs (Bornkessel-
Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky 2006, 2009).

– The attenuated object animacy effect could reflect the syntactic differences
between NOM-DAT and NOM-ACC verbs, leading to mild syntactic reanalysis
and lexical reaccess to the object, as proposed by the KP-based account (see
above). While some earlier studies reported results that could be interpreted
as reflecting increased processing cost for NOM-DAT compared to NOM-ACC
verbs (i.e. the N400 reported in Hopf et al. 1998, 2003), it is also possible
that case-marking effects in some way interfere with the effects of argument
animacy contrasts during the buildup of the sentence representation, lead-
ing to seemingly absent effects of argument animacy (we give an outline of
a more detailed proposal in the discussion section). Although not explicitly
predicted by the KP-based account (Bader et al. 2000; Bayer et al. 2001), this
assumption fits the KP-based account.

To distinguish between these two possible explanations, we will introduce an-
other distinction between different verb types. This distinction is the one be-
tween non-separable simple verbs and separable particle verbs. Both of these
verb types include two-place verbs assigning NOM-ACC or NOM-DAT to their argu-
ments. Below, we will give a short outline about the characteristics of particle
verbs. This in turn will allow us to give a more detailed explanation of how par-
ticle verbs can contribute to solving the underlying reasons for attenuated ob-
ject animacy effects with NOM-DAT verbs.

1.3 Simple and particle verbs

German verbs can either be non-separable or separable. Non-separable verbs
can be simple, like folgen, ‘to follow’, or prefixed like verfolgen, ‘to pursue’. (For
the sake of readability, we will refer to both kinds of verbs together as simple
verbs in this text). In main clauses, simple verbs are realized as the second con-
stituent; in embedded clauses, they are realized as the clause-final constituent.
In contrast, separable or particle verbs, like nachlaufen (‘to run after’), are com-
pounds that can be realized as multiple or single words in a sentence (see Olsen
et al. 1996 for a definition; see also Dehé 2015 or McIntyre 2007 for overviews).
They consist of a particle and base. The base may often function as a stand-
alone verb (here: laufen, meaning ‘to run’ when not combined with a particle).
The particle (here: nach) is often homologuous to a preposition. Just like simple
verbs, particle verbs occur as one orthographical unit in clause-final positions.
In main clauses, only the base verb is realized as the second constituent, while
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the particle is realized as the clause-final constituent. Although particle verbs
are regularly realized as two separate words, they are assumed to have one sin-
gle lexical entry (Cappelle et al. 2010; Jackendoff 2002).3

Different syntactic analyses for particle verbs have been proposed. Perhaps
trivially, their structure must be morphosyntactically more complex that of sim-
ple NOM-ACC verbs, if only because of their unusual property of occurring as two
words in main clauses (see e.g. Lüdeling & de Jong 2002 for an analysis of parti-
cle verbs as phrasal units). One type of analysis is based on the idea that the
objects of particle verbs are not objects of the verb, but of the particle (e.g. Zeller
2001a). Another type of analysis is based on the idea that the objects of particle
verbs are either objects of the verb or of a complex predicate including the parti-
cle and the verb (Neeleman & Weerman 1993; Neeleman 1994 for Dutch; Stie-
bels & Wunderlich 1994 for German). McIntyre (2007, 2015) provides a detailed
comparison of many different types of theoretical descriptions.

Two-place particle verbs occur with canonical NOM-ACC and noncanonical
NOM-DAT case marking patterns, just like simple verbs. The case assigned by par-
ticle verbs does not necessarily correspond to the case assigned by the preposi-
tions that are homologuous to the particle (see Zeller 2001b), for prepositions,
case marking encodes spatial semantics (Svenonius 2010). Neither is it possible
to reliably link a specific particle with exclusively accusative or dative objects.
NOM-DAT particle verbs are never prototypically transitive (Meinunger 2007); thus,
the generalizations about special argument semantics of NOM-DAT verbs hold for
both simple and particle verbs.

Syntactic accounts of particle verbs hardly ever mention different case as-
signment patterns, and to our knowledge, none offers a direct contrast of struc-
tures for NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT assigning particle verbs. Just as for simple verbs,
dative seems to be a lexical case for direct objects of particle verbs, one impor-
tant diagnostic being that unlike accusative, it is retained under passivization
(Dem Jungen wird zugeschaut, ‘The.DAT boy(.DAT) is being watched’, but Der
Junge wird angeschaut ‘The.NOM boy(.NOM) is being looked at’). (This example
also illustrates that accusative assigned by particle verbs is likely to function
like a structural case syntactically, no matter which analysis of case assignment
with particle verbs is ultimately chosen.)

For our current studies, we will not choose a specific syntactic analysis of
particle verbs. However, we will base our hypotheses on some assumptions: We

3 Importantly, this only refers to the storage of particle verbs in the mental lexicon, not to
their semantic compositionality and neither to the semantic and syntactic relations between
particle verbs and their bases.
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assume that because of their morphosyntactic complexity and separability, the
syntactic processing cost for particle verbs should be higher than that for simple
NOM-ACC assigning verbs (see below for psycholinguistic studies aiming to investi-
gate this issue). We further assume that for sentence comprehension, deviations
from the “standard” structure of simple NOM-ACC verbs are the most relevant con-
trast. Therefore, potential contrasts between particle verbs assigning NOM-ACC and
NOM-DAT should not influence processing to the same extent as contrasts between
simple verbs assigning NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT. The underlying reasoning is that
with particle verbs, the contrast of NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT is between two structures
that are already more complex than the simple NOM-ACC verb “standard” structure.
Finally, we assume that the differences in argument semantics and thematic role
assignment for NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs are the same for simple and particle
verbs, and that NOM-DAT case assignment reliably signals non-prototypically transi-
tive argument semantics (following Meinunger 2007, and, in our interpretation,
implicitly in Grimm 2010).

Psycholinguistic research on particle verbs in sentence comprehension is
mostly concerned with the processing of separate base-particle combinations in
Dutch and German main clauses (Cappelle et al. 2010; Isel et al. 2005; Piai et al.
2013; Urban 2001, 2002; an exception is Roehm & Haider 2009, who report in-
creased processing costs for particle verbs relative to non-separable prefix verbs).
We do not know of any study testing the influence of case marking patterns on
the processing of particle verbs. In a similar vein, models of sentence comprehen-
sion do not currently use the distinction between simple and particle verbs, and
in many experiments, stimuli are not controlled for this factor.

In summary, simple verbs and particle verbs with two arguments come
with canonical NOM-ACC and noncanonical NOM-DAT case marking patterns. In
both verb types, NOM-DAT case marking pattern signals non-prototypically tran-
sitive argument semantics. We assume that simple NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs
differ in syntactic complexity. At the same time, we assume that NOM-ACC and
NOM-DAT particle verbs both differ in morphosyntactic complexity from simple
verbs, and that syntactic differences between them are in principle possible,
but too subtle to affect psycholinguistic measures of sentence comprehension.

1.4 Research question

Having given an outline of particle verbs, we can return to our research question,
namely, finding out what is reflected in lexical case marking processes, and more
specifically, in the attenuated object animacy effect for NOM-DAT relative to NOM-ACC
verbs. As outlined above, it is possible to assume that this attenuation of the object
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animacy effect reflects the non-prototypically transitive argument semantics of
NOM-DAT verbs, or the differences in syntactic and lexical processing between
NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs. The previous literature cannot give an answer to this
question: The studies on the processing of NOM-DAT verbs cited above (Bornkessel
et al. 2004; Czypionka 2014; Czypionka et al. 2017; Hopf et al. 1998, 2003) used a
mix of simple and particle verbs in their stimuli. Therefore, earlier findings on the
processing of lexical case marking verbs could reflect semantic, lexical and syn-
tactic processing differences between NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs.

In the current study, we will use the different properties of simple and parti-
cle verbs to disentangle the semantic and syntactic contributions to lexical case
marking effects. More specifically, we will monitor object animacy effects with
simple and particle verbs assigning NOM-ACC or NOM-DAT.

We make the following predictions for simple verbs and particle verbs:
(1) The attenuation of the object animacy effect with NOM-DAT verbs could re-

flect their non-prototypically transitive semantics. This could in turn reflect
a better match of animate objects with the thematic roles assigned by NOM-
DAT verbs. Following this assumption, we predict an interaction of object
animacy and case marking for both simple and particle verbs, i.e. an atten-
uated object animacy effect for both verb types assigning NOM-DAT.

(2) The attenuation of the object animacy effect with NOM-DAT verbs could reflect
the increased syntactic and lexical workload associated with NOM-DAT verbs.
However, only simple verbs should lead to measurably increased syntactic
workload. Particle verbs should have an increased syntactic workload, irre-
spective of their case marking pattern, and differences between NOM-ACC and
NOM-DAT particle verbs should be subtle compared to these bigger differences.
Under this assumption, we expect an interaction of object animacy and case
marking for simple verbs, but only object animacy effects for particle verbs.4

Here, we present the results of two EEG experiments, monitoring the interaction of
object animacy and case marking. In the first experiment, we monitored this inter-
action in sentences with simple verbs. In the second experiment, we monitored
this interaction in sentences with particle verbs. To allow for a better comparison,

4 Prediction (1) would match the explanation given for verb class processing differences in the
eADM (Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky 2009). Prediction (2) would roughly match the
explanation given for verb class processing differences in the KP based account proposed by
Bayer et al. (2001). However, the exact predictions for particle verbs are difficult to extract from
this latter account. For the sake of brevity, we will limit ourselves to a detailed discussion of
this issue in the Discussion section.
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the language material for both studies is presented in the following section, fol-
lowed by the report of the experiments.

2 Language material

2.1 Stimulus set 1: Simple verbs

The simple verb stimulus set (used in Experiment 1) consisted of 36 items in four
different conditions, i.e. 144 sentences. All sentences were grammatical, verb-
final sentences with SOV word order that were embedded in a matrix clause. In
each sentence quartet, we paired either NOM-ACC or NOM-DAT simple verbs with ei-
ther inanimate or animate objects. Arguments were bare plural NPs without overt
morphological case marking in their plural forms (due to case syncretism). This
made grammatical role assignment via subject-verb number agreement or case
marking impossible. We chose NOM-DAT verbs with unmarked subject-object word
order from a list of German dative-assigning verbs (Meinunger 2007). The seman-
tic selectional restrictions of all NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs allow animate sub-
jects and inanimate and animate objects, so that all conditions are syntactically
and semantically well-formed. An adverb was inserted between the object NP
and the critical verb. We constructed 36 critical sentence quartets using 33 ani-
mate subject NPs, 33 inanimate and 29 animate object NPs, 22 NOM-ACC and 16
NOM-DAT verbs, repeating some verbs with different subject and object NPs. Ani-
mate and inanimate object NPs in a sentence quartet were controlled for length
(t(60) = 1.49, p > .1) and frequency (t(52.3) = −.35, p > .5; frequencies unavail-
able for five objects) according to the dlexDB corpus (Heister et al. 2011).
NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs in a sentence quartet were also controlled for
length (t(74) = −.18, p > .8) and frequency (t(73) = 1.23, p > .2, frequency unavail-
able for eight verbs) according to the dlexDB corpus. A typical sentence quartet is
given in Example 1.

Example 1: Example of a stimulus quartet, stimulus set 1, simple verbs
(A) inanimate object, accusative-assigning verb:

Arno beklagt, dass Studentinnen Vorlesungen selten loben, und Uli beklagt es auch.
Arno deplores that student.FEM.PL(.NOM) lecture.PL(.ACC) rarely praise.3PL and Uli deplores it too
‘Arno deplores (the fact) that students rarely praise lectures, and Uli deplores this, too.’

(B) animate object, accusative-assigning verb:
Arno beklagt, dass Studentinnen Professoren selten loben, und Uli beklagt es auch.
Arno deplores that student.FEM.PL(.NOM) professor.PL(.ACC) rarely praise.3PL and Uli deplores it too
‘Arno deplores (the fact) that students rarely praise professors, and . . .’
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(C) inanimate object, dative-assigning verb:
Arno beklagt, dass Studentinnen Vorlesungen selten applaudieren, und Uli beklagt es auch.
Arno deplores that student.FEM.PL(.NOM) lecture.PL(.DAT) rarely applaud.3PL and Uli deplores
it too
‘Arno deplores (the fact) that students rarely applaud lectures, and . . .’

(D) animate object, dative-assigning verb:
Arno beklagt, dass Studentinnen Professoren selten applaudieren, und Uli beklagt es auch.
Arno deplores that student.FEM.PL(.NOM) professor.PL(.DAT) rarely applaud.3PL and Uli de-
plores it too
‘Arno deplores (the fact) that students rarely applaud professors, and . . .’

2.2 Stimulus set 2: Particle verbs

A parallel stimulus set was used in Experiment 2. This stimulus set also con-
sisted of 144 sentences, with 36 items in four different conditions. The structure
of the sentences was identical to the ones in the simple verb stimulus set, but
the NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs were separable particle verbs, presented as one
orthographic unit at the end of the embedded clause. We constructed 36 critical
sentence quartets using 34 animate subject NPs, 36 inanimate and 28 animate
object NPs, 25 NOM-ACC and 21 NOM-DAT verbs, also repeating some particle verbs
with different subject and object NPs. A typical sentence quartet is given in Ex-
ample 2. Animate and inanimate object NPs in a sentence quartet were con-
trolled for length (t (58.05) = −.86, p > .3) and frequency (t (51.3) = −1.19, p > .2;
frequencies unavailable for ten objects) according to the dlexDB corpus (Heister
et al. 2011). NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs in a sentence quartet were controlled for
frequency (t (42.75) = −.96, p > .3, frequency unavailable for one verb) according
to the dlexDB corpus and for length(t (37.9) = −2.64, p < .05). The mean length
of NOM-ACC assigning particle verbs was 9.1 letters, the mean length of NOM-DAT
assigning particle verbs was 10.7 letters. We accepted this small but statistically
significant difference in length, mostly because there is only a limited choice of
NOM-DAT verbs in German, and stimulus construction is further restricted by the
need to find argument-verb combinations that are meaningful and acceptable for
accusative and dative conditions. A typical sentence quartet is given in Example 2.

Example 2: Example of a stimulus quartet, stimulus set 2, particle verbs
(A) inanimate object, NOM-ACC verb:

Peter berichtet, dass Banditen Postkutschen häufig ausrauben, und Ida berichtet das gleiche.
Peter relates that bandit.PL(.NOM) stagecoach.PL(.ACC) often out.rob.3PL and Ida relates the same
‘Peter relates that bandits often rob stage coaches, and Ida relates the same.’
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(B) animate object, NOM-ACC verb:
Peter berichtet, dass Banditen Postboten häufig ausrauben, und Ida berichtet das gleiche.
Peter relates that bandit.PL(.NOM) postman.PL(.ACC) often out.rob.3PL and Ida relates the same
‘ . . . that bandits often rob postmen, and Ida . . .’

(C) inanimate object, NOM-DAT verb:
Peter berichtet, dass Banditen Postkutschen häufig auflauern, und Ida berichtet das gleiche.
Peter relates that bandit.PL(.NOM) stagecoach.PL(.DAT) often on.lurk.3PL and Ida relates the same
‘ . . . that bandits often waylay stage coaches, and Ida . . .’

(D) animate object, NOM-DAT verb:
Peter berichtet, dass Banditen Postboten häufig auflauern, und Ida berichtet das gleiche.
Peter relates that bandit.PL(.NOM) postman.PL(.DAT) often on.lurk.3PL and Ida relates the same
‘ . . . that bandits often waylay postmen, and Ida . . .’

2.3 Sentence completion task

In a pen-and-paper sentence completion task, we monitored the relative likelihood
of finding animate and inanimate objects with NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs.5 Partic-
ipants saw the critical sentence printed until the final verb of the subordinate
clause (i.e. minus the spillover region). The space of the object was left blank, and
participants were asked to fill in the blank and to complete the sentence in a mean-
ingful way. For each sentence quartet, participants saw either the NOM-ACC or the
NOM-DAT condition. Each participant saw 36 sentences from stimulus set 1, and 36
sentences from stimulus set 2. The task was completed as part of a course assign-
ment at Constance University. Completions were coded as either “inanimate”, “an-
imate” or “not applicable” (when the completion was not an argument, or when
the space had been left blank). 28 participants successfully completed the task. 3
participants were male. Mean age was 23.3 years (SD = 2.0). Before data analysis,
the responses coded as “not applicable” were removed from the data set. The ma-
jority of the completions were inanimate or animate arguments (93 % for simple
verb conditions, 89 % for particle verb conditions), suggesting that a second argu-
ment is natural in this position in our stimulus material. An overview of the com-
pletions per condition is given in Table 1.

5 While Bader & Häussler (2010) report a general pattern of more animate than inanimate da-
tives in their extensive corpus study, they still find 13 % to 21 % inanimate datives. In addition,
they find that animate-animate argument sequences are not more frequent with dative than
with accusative objects. However, the sentences they investigated are much more diverse than
our own stimulus material. This made it necessary to monitor the likelihood of finding animate
objects with our specific stimuli.
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The results of the sentence completion task were analyzed in R (R Develop-
ment Core Team 2005) with a binomial generalized linear mixed model, using the
packages lme4 (Bates et al. 2015, glmer function for binomial data) and LMERCon-
venienceFunctions (Tremblay & Ransijn 2015, summary function). The choice of
argument (inanimate or animate) was the dependent variable. For the first model,
we specified the main effects and interactions of CASE and SEPARABILITY as
fixed effects. Participants and items were specified as random intercepts. In addi-
tion, random slopes were defined for participants (main effects of CASE and SEP-
ARABILITY) and items (main effects of CASE). There was a statistically significant
main effect of CASE (p < .05), with more animate completions for dative verbs
than for accusative verbs. There was no interaction of CASE and SEPARABILITY,
suggesting that this effect of case marking did not differ systematically between
simple and particle verbs. Since we planned to use the two stimulus sets in two
separate experiments that were to be analyzed separately, we performed planned
comparisons for simple and particle verbs. The planned comparisons were per-
formed with a second model. For the second model, we specified the main effect
of CASE as fixed effect. Participants and items were specified as random inter-
cepts, and random slopes were defined for participants and items (main effects of
CASE). For simple verbs, there was a statistically significant main effect of CASE
on the likelihood of choosing an animate object (p < .05). Overall, participants
chose more animate than inanimate objects. This tendency was more pronounced
for dative than for accusative conditions. For particle verbs, there was a statisti-
cally significant main effect of CASE on the likelihood of choosing an animate
object p < .05). Participants chose more animate than inanimate objects for da-
tive conditions. For accusative conditions, there was no marked preference for
animate or inanimate objects.

Table 1: Results of the sentence completion task performed as a
pretest for our stimulus material. Mean proportions of completions
are given in percent, standard deviations are given in parentheses.

verb type case marking percentage of completions

inanimate animate

simple NOM-ACC . (.) . (.)

NOM-DAT . (.) . (.)

particle NOM-ACC . (.) . (.)

NOM-DAT . (.) . (.)
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The sentence completion study reveals that there are more animate comple-
tions for NOM-DAT than for NOM-ACC verbs. On the other hand, animate accusative
objects are provided more often for our stimuli than in larger corpora, and inan-
imate datives contribute over 20 % of the completions. We are therefore confi-
dent that both animate and inanimate objects are in principle possible for all of
our stimulus conditions, and that preferences for animate and inanimate ob-
jects do not differ depending on case marking between the simple and separa-
ble verb stimulus set.

3 Experiment 1: Interaction of object animacy
and case marking with simple verbs

In the first experiment, we measured the interaction of ANIMACY and CASE for
simple NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs. For NOM-ACC VERBS, we expected enhanced
processing difficulties for the animate-accusative compared to the inanimate-
accusative condition, reflected in an enhanced N400 on the clause-final verb
(Frisch & Schlesewsky 2001; Paczynski & Kuperberg 2009; Paczynski & Kuper-
berg 2011). We cannot make specific predictions as to the time course and shape
of the lexical case marking effects and their interactions with object animacy,
since our stimuli are the first to measure these effects without a mix of simple
and particle verbs. Our general prediction from earlier studies would be that the
contrast between animate and inanimate conditions is reduced for NOM-DAT verbs
(based on Czypionka 2014; Czypionka et al. 2017).

3.1 Material and methods

3.1.1 Participants

24 participants participated in the first ERP experiment. All participants spoke
German as their only native language and reported no known reading or lan-
guage-related problems. Participants had normal or corrected to normal vision,
were not taking any psychoactive medication and reported no neurological or
psychiatric disorders. All participants were right-handed, scoring 70 % or higher
on the Edinburgh handedness test (Oldfield 1971). All participants gave written
informed consent. The data of 3 participants were excluded from the data analy-
sis because of poor data quality. The mean age of the remaining 21 participants
(11 male) was 23 years (SD = 2.4). Participants received 16 Euros compensation.
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3.1.2 Language material

The simple verb set (stimulus set 1) was used as the language material, de-
scribed in detail above in the Language material section. For the experiment,
critical sentences were mixed with filler sentences. The final stimulus list con-
sisted of 222 sentences and contained 144 critical sentences (36 per condition)
interspersed with 78 filler sentences. Filler sentences were short main clauses
beginning with animate or inanimate grammatical subjects. Representative ex-
amples of filler sentences are: Der Affe ist vom Baum gefallen. (‘The monkey fell
off the tree.’); Die Säge hat einen roten Plastikgriff. (‘The saw has a red plastic
handle.’). Sentences were pseudorandomized before the presentations. After 24
of the critical and 12 of the filler sentences, a comprehension question was
asked. Answers were given via presses on a button box. Questions like “Do stu-
dents rarely praise lectures?” were to be answered with “yes”, the other half were
to be answered with “no”.

3.1.3 Procedure

Participants were seated in a comfortable chair in front of a computer screen,
with an average distance of about 180 cm, in an electrically shielded EEG re-
cording chamber. The experiment consisted of an instruction phase and the ex-
perimental phase. Participants were first instructed orally and then again in
written form on the screen during the instruction phase. Words were presented
visually in the center of a computer screen using the Presentation software by
Neurobehavioral Systems Inc. (version 16.1). Words were presented in white 40
pt Arial font on a black screen. The first two and last three words of the matrix
sentence were presented together, while the remaining words were presented in
a word-by-word fashion. This means that the embedded sentence and the first
two postverbal words (und and a personal name) were presented as single words:
Tim glaubt,| dass | Tauben | Luftballons | gerne | mögen, | und | Tom | glaubt das
auch. Each word or string of words was presented for 700 ms, followed by a 200
ms blank screen. During the experiment, participants held a two-button response
box in their hands. Participants answered the questions by pressing the left or
right response button, respectively. The sides for answering “yes” and “no” were
switched for half of the participants. Feedback was presented for 500 ms. After 72
sentences, participants were offered to take a short break, resulting in 2 breaks
during the course of the experiment. Before the actual experiment, participants
performed three practice trials.
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3.1.4 EEG recording

The EEG was recorded with 61 Ag/AgCl sintered ring electrodes attached to an
elastic cap (EasyCap, Herrsching) and connected to an Easy-Cap Electrode Input
Box (EiB32). Electrodes were positioned in the equidistant 61-channel arrange-
ment provided by EasyCap (see http://easycap.brainproducts.com/e/electrodes/
13_M10.htm for electrode layout). The EEG signal was amplified with a BrainAmp
DC amplifier with a bandpass of 0.016–250 Hz (Brain Products, Gilching) con-
nected to a computer outside of the EEG chamber (via USB2 Adapter, Brain Prod-
ucts, Gilching). The signal was recorded with a digitization rate of 500 Hz (Brain
Vision Recorder, Brain Products, Gilching). Eye movements were monitored by
recording the electrooculogram (IO1, IO2, Nz). The ground electrode was located
on the left cheek.

3.1.5 Data processing

Data were processed using the Brain Vision Analyzer 2 software (Brain Products,
Gilching). Raw data were inspected visually. Time windows including strong, vis-
ible artifacts and breaks were manually removed. Next, an ICA blink correction
was performed for the remaining data, using the Slope Algorithm for blink detec-
tion. After blink correction, data were again inspected visually to monitor suc-
cessful blink correction. A spline interpolation was performed for channels that
showed long stretches of noisy data. Interpolation was only performed for elec-
trodes with at least 3 surrounding non-interpolated electrodes. After the interpo-
lation, all electrodes were re-referenced to average reference. An Automatic Raw
Data Inspection was performed for the re-referenced data (maximal allowed volt-
age step: 50 μV/ms; maximal allowed difference: 100 μV/200ms; minimal/maxi-
mal allowed amplitudes 200 μV/−200 μV; lowest allowed activity: 0.5 μV/100ms).
Before segmentation, the remaining raw data were filtered with Butterworth zero
phase bandpass filters. The low cutoff frequency was 0.05 Hz (12 dB/oct), the
high cutoff frequency was 70 Hz (12 dB/oct). After filtering, data were segmented
into time windows time-locked to the onset of the critical verb. Time windows
began at −2000 ms before the onset of the critical verb, and ended at 2000 ms
after the onset of the critical verb.6 A baseline correction was performed for the

6 This unusually long baseline was chosen to avoid transmission of ERP effects from preced-
ing words while avoiding filter effects (see Bornkessel-Schlesewsky et al. 2011; Hung & Schu-
macher 2012; Tanner et al. 2015; Maess et al. 2016).
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2000 ms before the onset of the critical verb. Averages were calculated per partic-
ipant for all four conditions. Participants with less than 23 trials in one of the four
conditions were excluded from data analysis. For the remaining 21 participants,
on average 15 % of the data were rejected (SD = 7.5 %), so that all condition
means were calculated from 23 to 36 segments. For data presentation, Grand
Averages were smoothed with an additional 10 Hz low-pass filter.

3.1.6 Parametrization and statistical testing

The time window chosen for analysis was 400–600 ms after the onset of the
critical verb. This time window was chosen based on visual inspection of the
data, and because it matched time windows for object animacy effects and case
marking interactions reported in the literature (Paczynski & Kuperberg 2011;
Czypionka et al. 2014; Czypionka et al. 2017). A subset of 25 electrodes was se-
lected for the statistical data analysis. Electrode position was coded by assign-
ing electrodes to five medial-lateral as well as five anterior-posterior positions.
Medial-lateral positions were: lateral-left (front to back: AF7, FT7, T7, TP7, P7),
lateral-medial-left (front-to-back: FP1, C3, P1, O1, F1), midline (front-to-back:
FPz, Cz, Pz, Oz, Fz), lateral-medial-right (front-to-back: FP2, C4, P2, O2, F2) and
lateral-right (front-to-back: AF8, FT8, T8, TP8, P8). Anterior-posterior positions
were: anterior (left to right: AF7, FP1, FPz, FP2, AF8), medial-anterior (left to
right: FT7, F1, Fz, F2, FT8); medial (left to right: T7, C3, Cz, C4, T8), posterior-
medial (TP7, P1, Pz, P2, TP8), posterior (left to right: P7, O1, Oz, O2, P8).

For data analysis, we performed a repeated measures ANOVA of the mean
voltages in the selected electrode sites, with within-subject factors MEDIAL-
LATERAL position (with five levels going from LATERAL-LEFT to LATERAL-RIGHT),
ANTERIOR-POSTERIOR position (with five levels going from ANTERIOR to POSTE-

RIOR), CASE (with levels NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT) and ANIMACY (with levels INANI-

MATE and ANIMATE). Based on our initial hypothesis, we compared the effects of
object animacy on two different verb classes, beginning at the presentation of
the verb. Statistical analyses were performed in a hierarchical fashion, i.e. only
statistically significant interactions were pursued, if they included at least one
of the factors ANIMACY and CASE. Based on our hypotheses, we pursued inter-
actions by separating the data by CASE and investigating ANIMACY and its in-
teractions separately for each subset. A Huynh-Feldt correction was performed
when the degree of freedom in the numerator was higher than 1. We report origi-
nal degrees of freedom and corrected probability levels. Analyses were performed
in R (R Development Core Team 2005) using the ezANOVA function (ez package,
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Lawrence 2011). Data were prepared for analysis using functions from the pack-
ages reshape (Wickham 2007) and plyr (Wickham 2011).

3.2 Results

Mean answer accuracy was 83 % (SD = 7 %). ERP results are reported for the
time window from 400–600 ms after the onset of the critical verb. We only re-
port results containing main effects or interactions of ANIMACY or CASE. Map-
ping views for this time window and curves for selected electrodes are given in
Figure 2.

In the selected time window, waveforms for central electrodes were more
negative-going for the animate-accusative than for the inanimate-accusative con-
dition. In contrast, waveforms for the two dative conditions did not differ from
each other, and ran close to the waveforms for the inanimate-accusative condi-
tion. Results are illustrated in Figure 1.

The statistical analysis revealed an interaction of ANIMACY, CASE and ME-
DIAL-LATERAL position (F(4,80) = 3.3, Ɛ = .66, p < .05). To assess whether ani-
macy effects were similar or different for accusative and dative conditions, we
resolved the three-way interaction by calculating separate two-way ANOVAs
with the factors ANIMACY and MEDIAL-LATERAL position for the two cases.

For the accusative conditions, there was an interaction of ANIMACY and
MEDIAL-LATERAL position (F(4,80) = 4.2, Ɛ = .62, p > .05). The simple main
effect of animacy was statistically significant for MEDIAL-LATERAL positions
lateral-medial-left (t(20) = −2.5, p < .05), midline (t(20) = −2.7, p < .05), and
lateral-right (t(20) = 2.3, p < .05). For dative conditions, there were no main
effects and no interactions of ANIMACY.

The original four-way ANOVA showed an interaction of ANIMACY and CASE.
As illustrated in the difference maps of Figure 1, this was most clearly visible at
central electrodes.

We will discuss the results of this experiment in the Discussion section, to-
gether with the results of Experiment 2.

4 Experiment 2: Particle verbs

In the first experiment, we found an interaction of ANIMACY and CASE, with an
enhanced N400 for animate-accusative relative to inanimate-accusative conditions.
For dative conditions, we did not find this effect of object animacy. Following our
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Figure 1: Experiment 1, simple verbs. Grand average ERPs for selected electrode sites and
difference maps. Accusative conditions are depicted in the upper part, dative conditions are
depicted in the lower part. Mean voltage difference maps (animate minus inanimate) for the
marked time window from 400–600 ms are given on the left side. The electrodes selected for
illustration are marked in the maps.
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guiding hypothesis, this interaction of ANIMACY and CASE could reflect the special
syntax, or else the noncanonical argument semantics of simple NOM-DAT verbs.

In the second experiment, we measured the interaction of ANIMACY and
CASE for NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs that were separable particle verbs. Follow-
ing our initial hypotheses, we predict the following possible outcomes:
– If the interaction of ANIMACY and CASE visible in Experiment 1 reflects se-

mantic differences between simple NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs, then we ex-
pect an interaction of ANIMACY and CASE in Experiment 2, too. The object
animacy effect should be small or absent with NOM-DAT assigning particle
verbs.

– If the interaction of ANIMACY and CASE visible in Experiment 1 reflects syn-
tactic differences between simple NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs, then we ex-
pect no effects of Case marking and no interaction of ANIMACY and CASE in
Experiment 2. Instead, we expect a main effect of ANIMACY for NOM-ACC and
NOM-DAT assigning particle verbs.

4.1 Material and methods

4.1.1 Participants

25 participants participated in the Experiment 2. All participants were right-
handed, scoring 70 % or higher on the Edinburgh handedness test. All partic-
ipants spoke German as their only native language and reported no known
reading or language-related problems. Participants had normal or corrected to
normal vision, were not taking any psychoactive medication and reported no
neurological or psychiatric disorders. All participants gave written informed
consent. None of the participants had participated in Experiment 1. The data
of 4 participants were excluded from the data analysis because of poor data
quality. The mean age of the remaining 21 participants (10 male) was 24 years
(SD = 3.7). Participants received 16 Euros compensation.

4.1.2 Language material

The stimulus material used in Experiment 2 was the particle verb stimulus set,
described in more detail in the Language Material section. Filler sentences were
the same as described for Experiment 1.
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4.1.3 Procedure

The experimental procedure was the same as described for Experiment 1.

4.1.4 EEG recording

EEG recording was the same as described for Experiment 1.

4.1.5 Data processing, parametrization and statistical analysis

Data processing and analysis were the same as described for Experiment 1. On
average 12 % of the data were removed during artifact removal, so that all con-
dition means were calculated from a maximum of 36 and a minimum of 23 seg-
ments. The time window chosen for analysis was the same as in Experiment 1,
namely, 400–600 ms after the onset of the critical verb. This time window was
chosen based on visual inspection, expectations from the literature (see Experi-
ment 1), and to allow a qualitative comparison of the results with those of Ex-
periment 1.

4.2 Results

Mean answer accuracy was 86 % (SD = 8 %).
ERP results are reported for the time window from 400–600 ms after the

onset of the critical verb. Mapping views for this time window and curves for
selected electrodes are given in Figure 2.

In the selected time window, waveforms at central-anterior sites were more
negative-going for the animate than for the inanimate conditions. There were
no visible differences between waveforms for accusative and dative conditions
during the presentation of the critical verb and the first postverbal word.

In the time window from 400 to 600 ms, there was an interaction of ANIMACY
and ANTERIOR-POSTERIOR position (F(16,320) = 3.6, Ɛ= .50, p < .05) and an inter-
action of ANIMACY, MEDIAL-LATERAL position and ANTERIOR-POSTERIOR posi-
tion (F(16,320) = 2.3, Ɛ= .45, p < .05). No main effects of CASE and no interactions
of ANIMACY and CASE were found in this time window, and none were visible
during the visual inspections of other time windows. The three-way interac-
tion of ANIMACY, MEDIAL-LATERAL position and ANTERIOR-POSTERIOR po-
sition was pursued by pursuing the two-way interaction of ANIMACY with each
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Figure 2: Experiment 2, particle verbs. Grand average ERPs for selected electrode sites and
difference maps. Accusative conditions are depicted in the upper part, dative conditions are
depicted in the lower part. Mean voltage difference maps (animate minus inanimate) for the
marked time window from 400–600 ms are given on the left side. The electrodes selected for
illustration are marked in the maps.
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of the topographical factors separately. There was a statistically significant inter-
action of ANIMACY and ANTERIOR-POSTERIOR position (F(4,80) = 3.6, Ɛ = .50,
p < .05). The simple main effect of ANIMACY was statistically significant for the
ANTERIOR-POSTERIOR positions medial-anterior (t(20) = −3.5, p < .01) and poste-
rior (t(20) = 2.1, p < .05).

The results of Experiment 2 will be discussed together with the results of
Experiment 1 in the following section.

5 Discussion and conclusion

In two EEG experiments, we monitored the interaction of argument animacy and
object case during sentence comprehension. This interaction could be driven by
semantic or syntactic differences between NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs. To distin-
guish between these two possibilities, we monitored the interaction of object ani-
macy and case marking in the processing of sentences with either simple or
particle verbs assigning NOM-ACC or NOM-DAT. While dative effects in simple verbs
could reflect syntactic, lexical or semantic differences from accusative verbs, da-
tive effects in particle verbs should only reflect semantic or lexical differences. To
our knowledge, the studies reported here are the first EEG studies on case mark-
ing effects in comprehension that separate simple and particle verbs. In a similar
vein, Experiment 2 is the first EEG study on the processing of particle verbs that
distinguishes between NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT assigning particle verbs.

For simple verbs, we found an interaction of object animacy and case mark-
ing on the verb. For 400–600 ms after the presentation of the verb, waveforms
for the animate-accusative condition were more negative-going than waveforms
for the inanimate-accusative condition. This effect was visible at central electro-
des. We interpret this effect as an object animacy effect, meaning an enhanced
N400 for animate compared to inanimate objects with simple NOM-ACC verbs.
This fits earlier findings from the literature (Frisch & Schlesewsky 2001; Paczynski
& Kuperberg 2011), reporting an enhanced N400 for animate-animate argument se-
quences in grammatical and ungrammatical sentences. For NOM-DAT verbs, we did
not find a difference between animate and inanimate objects. Waveforms ran close
to the inanimate-accusative conditions. We interpret this as an indication that the
object animacy effect is attenuated for simple NOM-DAT verbs. This finding is in line
with our initial assumption that the effect of object animacy is different for simple
NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs. As described above, there could be different possible
explanations for this finding. Each of these in turn leads to different predictions for
case marking effects with particle verbs (marked in bold):
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– The attenuated object animacy effect for simple NOM-DAT verbs could reflect the
non-prototypically transitive argument semantics of these verbs (Blume 2000;
Dowty 1991; Grimm 2010). This would lead to the prediction that the same at-
tenuation of object animacy effects should be found for NOM-DAT assign-
ing particle verbs relative to NOM-ACC assigning particle verbs, since both
simple and particle NOM-DAT verbs should reliably signal non-prototypically
transitive argument semantics (Meinunger 2007).

– The attenuated object animacy effect for simple NOM-DAT verbs could reflect
syntactic differences between both verb classes. Following the KP-based ac-
count (Bayer et al. 2001; psycholinguistically tested in Hopf et al. 1998, 2003),
this would reflect the build-up of a more complex syntactic structure in the
case of NOM-DAT verbs, followed by lexical reaccess to the object. While Hopf
et al. do not assume that the insertion of the KP projection is associated with
high processing costs, it is possible to assume that this processing step inter-
feres with the use of object animacy in the buildup of the sentence representa-
tion, in turn attenuating the object animacy effect. One possible mechanism
for this could be that the syntactic rearrangements necessary upon encounter-
ing a simple NOM-DAT verb elicit a P345, similar to findings for object com-
pared to subject relative clauses in German (Mecklinger et al. 1995; Friederici
et al. 1998; Frisch et al. 2004). A positivity that overlaps with the N400 time
window might effectively attenuate an N400 elicited by animate-animate ar-
gument sequences.7

In contrast, upon encountering a particle verb, the parser would always
have to deal with a verb that is morphosyntactically more complex than the
‘standard’ structure, no matter what the particle verb’s case marking pattern
is. This assumption would lead us to predict no interaction of object ani-
macy and case, i.e. the same behaviour for NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT particle
verbs.

7 In general, the P345 has been associated with simple syntactic reanalysis processes (Frieder-
ici & Mecklinger 1998; Frisch et al. 2004), mainly reassignment of subject and object roles.
However, Frisch et al. (2004) suggest that the short latency of the P345 in contrast to the P600
reflects comparatively easy syntactic rearrangement processes without adding new nodes to
the tree – which would not match the KP-based account. Also, this explanation for the absent
N400 with animate-animate-dative sequences could raise the expectation that datives with in-
animate objects should elicit a P345 in contrast to the accusative baseline, since there is no
N400 to attenuate the P345. This is not found in our data. In sum, it is possible to assume a
more complex interplay of these two components for dative verbs, but further speculation
should be based on new data.
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For particle verbs, we found a clear main effect of object animacy from 400
to 600 ms after the onset of the critical verb; this effect was visible for both NOM-
ACC and NOM-DAT particle verbs. Waveforms for animate conditions were more
negative-going than for inanimate conditions. This effect was visible in central
electrodes. We interpret this effect as an object animacy effect, meaning an en-
hanced N400 for animate compared to inanimate objects with particle verbs as-
signing NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs. This general effect of object animacy is in
line with the literature (Frisch & Schlesewsky 2001; Paczynski & Kuperberg
2011), reporting an enhanced N400 for animate-animate argument sequences in
grammatical and ungrammatical sentences. They also match the object ani-
macy effect found for simple NOM-ACC verbs in Experiment 1.8

Taken together, the object animacy effects found in our two experiments for
all verb types but one (simple NOM-DAT verbs) support findings from the litera-
ture: Even in grammatical sentences without syntactic or semantic violations,
object animacy effects occur. This matches the predictions made by different
models of sentence comprehension that assume a central role for argument ani-
macy during representation building (Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky
2006, 2009, 2013; Kuperberg 2007; see Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky
2009: 44 for a detailed outline).

With particle verbs, there were no effects of verbal case marking, and no inter-
actions of verbal case marking with object animacy (Experiment 2). This suggests
that the difference between NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT particle verbs does not affect the
processing of object animacy to any extent that is detectable with our current
methods.9 Following our hypotheses outlined above, this implies that the attenu-
ated object animacy effect found for simple NOM-DAT verbs is unlikely to reflect the-
matic or semantic differences between simple NOM-DAT and NOM-ACC verbs, since
these should essentially be parallel for simple and particle verbs.

8 The object animacy effect reported in Czypionka (2014) and Czypionka et al. (2017) was eli-
cited using stimuli that are very similar to the ones in the current study. The effect in the earlier
studies was reported for the same time window, but descriptively looked like a longer-lasting
negativity than the one found in the current study. Our current results are more similar to the
ones reported in the wider literature. We assume that this descriptive difference (that is, between
the older studies on the interaction of animacy and case marking in German and our current one)
reflects the fact that in the older studies, the stimuli included a mix of simple and particle verbs,
whereas in the current study, simple and particle verbs were separated.
9 A direct quantitative comparison between the results for simple and particle verbs would
not be informative, mainly because there is currently no possibility to assess the frequencies of
simple verbs and particle verbs in corpora; and because of the systematic difference in mor-
phological complexity between both verb types. However, our design allows a meaningful
qualitative comparison of the parallels and differences found for both experiments.
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On the other hand, syntactic processing differences would lead us to expect
effects of case marking (here, an attenuated object animacy effect) for simple,
but not for particle NOM-DAT verbs. This prediction is motivated by the idea that
the contrast between simple NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs is one between the
‘standard’ structure and a more complex one, which should be reflected in proc-
essing workload. However, the contrast between particle verbs assigning NOM-
ACC and NOM-DAT is not one between a “standard” structure and a more complex
one. Instead, it is a contrast between either two morpho-syntactically complex
structures, or there is no systematic contrast between both particle verb types
(depending on the syntactic analysis; syntactic proposals for the analysis of
particle verbs tend to not offer side-by-side structures for particle verbs assign-
ing NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT, and particle verbs may in general be syntactically
heterogenous, see below for further discussions). This prediction matches our
findings. It therefore seems likely that the attenuated object animacy effect we
find for simple NOM-DAT verbs reflects the processing of syntactic differences be-
tween simple NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs, rather than semantic or thematic differ-
ences between both simple verb classes. Thus, our findings fit with any account
that proposes a more complex syntactic structure for simple NOM-DAT verbs (Bayer
et al. 2001; but also McFadden 2004).10

A closer look at the result pattern opens some new question about the role of
lexical case marking in sentence comprehension. So far, the only syntactic account
of NOM-DAT verb processing that has been psycholinguistically tested (the KP-based
account proposed by Bayer et al. (2001); see Hopf et al. (1998, 2003) for EEG data)
assumes that the increased processing cost for NOM-DAT verbs mainly reflects lexical
reaccess to the object position. In these earlier studies, this becomes visible as an
enhanced N400 for NOM-DAT relative to NOM-ACC verbs, whereas our own study does
not find an enhanced N400 for inanimate-dative relative to inanimate-accusative
conditions. This suggests that lexical reaccess to the object may not be the only
contributing factor to processing differences between simple NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT
verbs. However, it is important to keep in mind that most of the earlier psycholin-
guistic literature on case marking effects in German used a mix of simple and parti-
cle verbs in their stimuli, even though the underlying assumptions for the guiding

10 Our current findings are harder to reconcile with accounts proposing that lexical dative is
assigned by V0; however, we wish to refrain from suggesting that our findings provide an ex-
plicit argument against such accounts. We believe that our findings may provide groundwork
for future experiments investigating the proposals of competing syntactic analyses of simple
NOM-DAT verbs; these will be more fruitful now that the influence of argument animacy has
been assessed.
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hypotheses seem to be based on the syntactic analysis of simple verbs alone (see
Hopf et al. 1998, 2003; Bornkessel et al. 2004; Czypionka 2014; Czypionka et al.
2017). Thus, we actually do not know what case-marking effects (apart from the
attenuation of object animacy effects) would look like for syntactically homoge-
nous stimulus sets.11

The question of lexical reaccess is further complicated by the fact that NOM-
DAT particle verbs also assign lexical case. Although the syntactic status of their
objects remains unclear, it seems safe to assume this, given that dative, but not
accusative, assigned by particle verbs is retained under passivization.12 If earlier
case-marking effects were triggered mainly by lexical reaccess to the object (as
proposed by Hopf et al. 1998, 2003), then we could have expected case-marking
effects for particle verbs, too (although they could arguably be expected to be
weaker than for simple verbs, given that any potential difference in syntactic
complexity is unlikely to be systematic). The fact that we did not find any differ-
ences between NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT assigning particle verbs suggests that with
the stimuli we used, lexical reaccess to the object does not seem to contribute to
a measurable extent to our findings.

Future studies are needed to reassess the relative contributions of syntactic
and lexical processing differences in the processing of lexical case marking
verbs. Our current study shows that these studies will need to carefully control
for syntactically homogenous stimulus material, and for potential confounds
with the processing of argument semantics.

11 The mixing of simple verbs and particle verbs in the stimuli of the older studies may have
affected the relative frequencies of accusative- and dative-assigning verbs, and also the syntac-
tic variability of both groups. There are also some additional differences between older studies
and our own that make a direct comparison difficult. These older studies used more complex
sentences including relative clauses and variations of argument order. Furthermore, the stud-
ies by Hopf et al. (1998, 2003) potentially primed for accusative over dative; while the study by
Bornkessel et al. (2004) did not compare accusative and dative verbs directly. Taken together,
the literature suggests that assuming higher processing cost for dative compared to accusative
in difficult sentence structures is reasonable. However, there is no reason to assume that da-
tives should always elicit N400 when compared to accusatives.
12 Only some accounts explicitly mention individual examples of NOM-DAT assigning particle
verbs. McIntyre (2007: 359) proposes that the object of nachlaufen gets case from the particle
nach. Zeller (2001c) writes that NOM-ACC assigning particle verbs assign structural case, and
that incorporated particles cannot assign case. In footnote 7, he writes “Some prepositions,
(like zu, ‘to’, or nach, ‘after’) that assign dative case to their reference objects may transfer this
property onto a structurally adjacent verb, such that the particle verb also assigns dative case
to its object.” (Importantly, these accounts assume that there may be different possible struc-
tures for particle verbs.)
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The difference between the roles of case marking for simple and particle
verbs also needs to be discussed in the context of current models of sentence
comprehension. In the eADM (Bornkessel-Schlesewsky 2006, 2009, 2013), NOM-
DAT verbs are expected to be processed differently from NOM-ACC verbs, and our
findings match this general prediction. However, these processing differences
are assumed to reflect the semantic differences of both verb classes; syntactic
and lexical differences between both verb classes do not figure in current ver-
sions of the model, and neither does the difference between simple and particle
verbs. This would lead us to expect an attenuated object animacy effect both for
simple and particle verbs assigning NOM-DAT, as NOM-DAT particle verbs also en-
code non-prototypically transitive situations. Thus, our findings on case marking
match the general predictions of the model, but they are difficult to reconcile
with its underlying assumptions and its implicit predictions.13

In sum, our experiments illustrate that argument animacy is routinely used
in sentence comprehension, and has an influence even for structures without
grammatical or semantic violations. This influence is reflected in a slightly en-
hanced N400 component for animate compared to inanimate objects. For parti-
cle verbs, this holds for both NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs. For simple verbs, only
NOM-ACC verbs show this object animacy effect. Simple NOM-DAT verbs do not
show an enhanced N400 for animate objects. This contrast suggests that this par-
ticular lexical case marking effect (i.e. the attenuation of the object animacy effect
with simple NOM-DAT verbs) reflects syntactic, rather than semantic-thematic or lex-
ical differences between simple NOM-DAT and NOM-ACC verbs. More generally, our
findings illustrate that the theoretical distinction between different morphosyntac-
tic classes of verbs assigning NOM-DAT and NOM-ACC is also informative for research
in sentence comprehension, and needs to be taken into account during stimulus
construction. Future work will need to address the relative contributions of lexical
and syntactic processing differences between NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs to lexical
case marking effects in sentence comprehension. These studies would also benefit
greatly by theoretical accounts offering explicit side-by-side illustrations of syntac-
tic analyses for a wide variety of morphosyntactic verb types.

13 We would like to stress that our findings do not suggest that semantic and thematic differ-
ences between NOM-ACC and NOM-DAT verbs do not play any role in sentence comprehension.
Our findings merely suggest that some of the effects of lexical case marking are driven by syn-
tactic differences between both verb classes, and that both semantic and syntactic differences
should be reflected in models of sentence comprehension.
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Helen de Hoop, Peter de Swart

Unexpected (in)animate argument marking

Abstract: The present chapter discusses the phenomena of object-fronting and
passivization in relation to animacy. Both phenomena can be the outcome of a
competition between a general subject-first preference and a topic-first preference
in language. We explore how different patterns of unexpected (in)animate
marking in object-initial and passive sentences might be expressed in a formal
bidirectional OT account of grammar. Patterns in Dutch, Kinyarwanda, and Biak
can be explained using the same model, which integrates the speaker’s taking into
account the hearer’s perspective in production and the hearer’s taking into account
the speaker’s perspective in interpretation. We show that both the speaker’s choice
between competing forms and the hearer’s choice between competing interpreta-
tions constrain the use of object-fronting and passivization in language.

Keywords: Object-fronting, passivization, animacy, bidirectional OT, Dutch,
Kinyarwanda, Biak

1 Introduction

Languages use case, word order, and agreement to overtly encode the arguments
of a predicate. Animacy is a crucial feature of arguments that provides informa-
tion about their potential roles in the event described by the predicate. For in-
stance, it has been noticed that there is a tight relation between animacy and the
semantic role of Agent (Primus 2012). Some languages even exclude the possibil-
ity of inanimate Agents (cf. Fauconnier 2011). Also, Experiencers are by definition
animate, since only sentient arguments can undergo “an event of emotion, cogni-
tion, volition, perception, or bodily sensation” (Verhoeven 2014: 130). Animacy is
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often thought of as an inherent property of arguments, whereas other promi-
nence features such as specificity are not (cf. de Swart & de Hoop 2007, 2018).
With animate referents being conceptually more prominent than inanimate ones,
subjects being more prominent than objects, and Agents being more prominent
than Patients, the question arises how speakers choose to encode messages in
which the Patient rather than the Agent is the topic or high-prominent argument
of the sentence (cf. Aissen 1999). Note that the topic can loosely be characterized
as “the entity that is talked about”, but their properties have been shown to vary.
For example, topics are often subjects but not always, they usually occur sen-
tence-initially but not necessarily, and they are generally definite, but they can
be indefinite too (van Bergen & de Hoop 2009). Also, while they are often ani-
mate, they can also be inanimate.

This chapter discusses two syntactic structures, as well as the relation between
them, in which the Patient is high-prominent, i.e. the topic, namely object-fronting
and passivization. Object-fronting involves a change in word order, whereas pas-
sives are generally characterized by a grammatical demotion of the Agent with a
concomitant promotion of the Patient. We examine the role of animacy in the reali-
zation of these structures.

The interplay between the possible structures in a language and promi-
nence features of arguments is couched in the general framework of Optimal-
ity Theory, in which grammar is viewed as a set of violable and potentially
conflicting constraints that interact with each other (Smolensky & Legendre
2006). Because there is no fixed meaning associated with any particular type
of structure, we assume that the relation between structure and interpreta-
tion cannot be modelled as a one-to-one mapping from form to meaning or
vice versa. In other words, it does not suffice to optimize from structure to
(obtained) interpretation or from (intended) interpretation to structure only.
Therefore, we study the interplay between structure and interpretation from
a bidirectional perspective, taking into account both the constraints imposed
by the speaker on the optimal structure and those by the hearer on the opti-
mal interpretation, resulting in optimal pairs of form and meaning (Blutner
et al. 2006).

We will argue that taking into account both the hearer’s and speaker’s per-
spectives in a bidirectional Optimality-Theoretic analysis can explain patterns
of object-fronting and passivization in relation to animacy features of argu-
ments across languages.
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2 The hearer’s perspective on object-fronting:
Competing interpretations

A cross-linguistic generalization is that most transitive sentences have a human
subject and an inanimate object (cf. Comrie 1989). Corpus studies in Swedish,
Norwegian and Dutch have shown that in transitive sentences objects hardly
ever outrank subjects in the animacy hierarchy, where humans outrank ani-
mate entities which in turn outrank inanimate ones (cf. Dahl and Fraurud
1996; Øvrelid 2004; Bouma 2008).

Another well-attested phenomenon across the languages of the world is the
preference for subject-initial sentences. In more than 75 % of the languages the
basic word order is subject-initial (Dryer 2013). Since object-fronting can be a
type of topicalization (although not necessarily, because it can also be focus-
preposing), we may expect object-fronting to occur when the object is the topic of
the sentence. Since animate arguments are better topics than inanimate ones
(Givón 1984; Brunetti 2009), we may expect object-fronting to happen more often
when the object is animate (see also Bouma 2008; van Bergen 2011; Lamers & de
Hoop 2014).

However, from the hearer’s point of view, it is important to identify the sub-
ject and object of a transitive sentence (de Swart 2007). If the speaker simply
fronts an animate object without taking into account the hearer’s perspective,
the hearer may arrive at the (non-intended) subject-initial interpretation. In
fact, even inanimate sentence-initial arguments tend to be interpreted as the
subject (Bickel et al. 2015). From the hearer’s perspective, the subject and the
object in a transitive clause should be distinguishable. Since usually the object
of a transitive clause is not higher in animacy than the subject, hearers are
likely to interpret a fronted (or first) argument as the subject, especially when it
is animate. In other words, from the hearer’s perspective, object-fronting should
only be allowed when the fronted argument can be identified as the object of a
transitive verb, which is more likely the case if it is inanimate.

Notoriously, sometimes the animacy of a subject is not just preferred, but actu-
ally required by the verb. This holds for example for the transitive verb bijten ‘bite’
in Dutch:

(1) De gorilla heeft de vrouw gebeten.
the gorilla has the woman bitten
‘The gorilla bit the woman.’
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The verb bijten ‘bite’ requires an animate subject. In (1) the two arguments are
both animate, so each could function as the subject of the verb bijten ‘bite’.
Here, animacy cannot help us in determining what is the subject and what is
the object. Since the object of a transitive clause can be fronted in Dutch, (1)
would in principle be ambiguous between a subject-initial and an object-initial
reading. However, unless a context is provided that would suggest otherwise,
sentence (1) is not ambiguous. It is interpreted as subject-initial by default.
Only an enriched context would allow for an object-initial interpretation of (1).
The phenomenon that in the absence of other clues (such as case, agreement,
or context/intonation), it is the word order preference which straightforwardly
determines the interpretation of an ambiguous sentence, is called word order
freezing (Lee 2003; Zeevat 2006; de Hoop & Lamers 2006; Bouma 2008). The fol-
lowing Finnish sentence (Seppo Kittilä, p.c.) illustrates word order freezing:

(2) Poja-t näk-i-vät tytö-t.
boy-PL.NOM/ACC see-PAST-3PL girl-PL.NOM/ACC
‘The boys saw the girls.’ Not: ‘The girls saw the boys.’

In (2) case morphology does not distinguish between nominative and accusative,
since the case-suffixes are the same for the plural nominative and accusative argu-
ments in Finnish. Clearly, the agreement suffix cannot unambiguously determine
the subject either: both arguments are plural and there is plural inflection on the
verb, hence both could be the subject. Therefore, word order, which is otherwise
relatively free in Finnish, determines that the sentence-initial argument is the sub-
ject. In spite of the morphological ambiguity with respect to case and agreement,
the sentence cannot be interpreted as an object-initial sentence without additional
context.

In Dutch, object-fronting is rare, and occurs only if the speaker believes
there can be no misunderstanding on the hearer’s side as to what is the subject
and what is the object (Bouma 2008). If we replace the first constituent in (1) by
a pronoun in its object (accusative) form, we get an instance of object-fronting,
since the case of the pronoun ultimately determines its grammatical function in
the sentence:

(3) Haar heeft de gorilla gebeten.
her has the gorilla bitten
‘The gorilla bit her.’
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There could be a good reason to topicalize the pronominal Patient in (3), since
the woman referred to is the victim in a newsworthy biting event. However,
even though case marking excludes the possibility of misunderstanding in (3),
Bouma’s (2008) investigation of object-initial sentences in the Spoken Dutch
Corpus shows that personal pronominal objects as in (3) hardly occur in sen-
tence-initial position. Note that a passive sentence would be an alternative and
perhaps better option to promote the Patient in this case (see section 5).

De Hoop & Lamers (2006) propose five violable and potentially conflicting
constraints that help the hearer to determine what is the subject and what the
object in a transitive clause. The constraints and their ranking (for Dutch and
German) are given below (de Hoop & Lamers 2006):

DISTINGUISHABILITY constraints:
a. CASE: the subject is in the nominative case, the object is in the accusative case
b. AGREEMENT: the verb agrees with the subject
c. SELECTION: fit the selectional restrictions of the verb (animacy)
d. PRECEDENCE: the subject (linearly) precedes the object
e. PROMINENCE: the subject outranks the object in prominence (animacy)

Proposed Dutch/German ranking of the DISTINGUISHABILITY constraints:
{CASE, AGREEMENT} >> SELECTION >> PRECEDENCE >> PROMINENCE

Different sources of information can thus be viewed as violable and potentially
conflicting constraints that play a role in the optimization process of interpreta-
tion. In order to see how these constraints work, we provide an OT-semantic tab-
leau for the Dutch sentences (3) and (1), respectively. We only distinguish between
the two relevant candidate interpretations, SO (subject before object) and OS (ob-
ject before subject), respectively. Consider first the optimization process of the in-
terpretation of sentence (3), repeated in the upper left cell of Tableau 1, which
gives the input for the optimization.

Tableau 1: Deriving the optimal interpretation of sentence (3).

Haar heeft de gorilla gebeten
her has the gorilla bitten

CASE AGR SEL PREC PROM

SO * *

☞ OS * *
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Both candidate readings (SO and OS) satisfy the constraints AGREEMENT and
SELECTION, and both violate the constraint PROMINENCE. These three constraints
can therefore not determine which reading comes out as optimal. The con-
straints CASE and PRECEDENCE do distinguish between the two readings, but in
opposite directions. Since CASE outranks PRECEDENCE, the OS reading, which vio-
lates PRECEDENCE but satisfies CASE, wins the competition. That is, the second
candidate interpretation is the optimal (and therefore only) interpretation. For
sentence (1) we obtain a different result, as illustrated in Tableau 2.

In Tableau 2, the constraint CASE does no longer distinguish the two interpreta-
tions and only PRECEDENCE makes a difference. As pointed out above, this is
called word order freezing: in the absence of any other clues (activated con-
straints), only word order (PRECEDENCE) distinguishes the subject from the ob-
ject. Hence, the subject-initial reading comes out as the winning interpretation.
A similar analysis would hold for the Finnish example (2) above.

De Swart (2007) proposes that a speaker takes into account the hearer’s per-
spective when calculating the optimal form. More specifically, object-fronting is
only possible if the grammatical functions remain recoverable. But even if the
grammatical functions are recoverable, object-fronting is not always allowed. In
her discussion of object-fronting (also called subject object reversal) in Bantu lan-
guages, Morimoto (2008) notes that in Kinyarwanda, object-fronting is permitted if
the subject outranks the object in animacy, as shown in (4) and (5) below, but not
if it is the other way around (examples (8) and (9), to be discussed below).

(4) Umuhuûngu a-ra-som-a igitabo.
1.boy 1-PRES-read-ASP 7.book
‘The boy is reading the book.’

(5) Igitabo ki-som-a umuhuûngu.
7.book 7-read-ASP 1.boy
‘The boy is reading the book.’ Not: ‘The book is reading the boy.’

Tableau 2: Deriving the optimal interpretation of sentence (1).

De gorilla heeft de vrouw gebeten
the gorilla has the woman bitten

CASE AGR SEL PREC PROM

☞ SO *

OS * *
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In (4) the verb agrees with the subject, whereas in (5) it agrees with the fronted
object, i.e. the topic (Morimoto 2008: 201). In other words, agreement cannot
distinguish between the subject and the object in Kinyarwanda, since the verb
agrees with the sentence-initial topic, which can be either the subject or the object.
Case cannot help us either in determining the subject and the object in (4)–(5),
since Kinyarwanda has no morphological case marking. However, based on SELEC-

TION, the grammatical roles are recoverable since only a boy can read a book and
not the other way around. Also, the boy outranks the book in animacy, which is
an important prerequisite for object-fronting in Kinyarwanda (Morimoto 2008). If
either PROMINENCE or SELECTION overrules the word order constraint PRECEDENCE, this
will give rise to the object-initial reading in (5). Morimoto’s (2008: 218) descriptive
generalization is that marked animacy relations (i.e. when the object outranks the
subject in animacy) cannot be expressed in the marked syntactic construction (i.e.
object-fronting).

Therefore, while AGREEMENT and CASE do not apply, we will demonstrate
that PROMINENCE in Kinyarwanda is the most important constraint (see example
(7) below). Unlike in Dutch and German, it is more important than SELECTION.
The derivation of the object-initial interpretation is illustrated in Tableau 3:

When the subject and the object are equal in animacy and the selectional restric-
tions of the verb cannot distinguish the two either, we get word order freezing,
and only the subject-initial reading is available (Morimoto 2008: 217). In this case
the constraint PRECEDENCE disambiguates the sentence. Thus, sentence (6) below
from Kinyarwanda only allows for a subject-initial reading, which is also predicted
on the basis of the three relevant constraints and their ranking (as illustrated in
Tableau 4):

(6) Umuhuûngu y-a-som-ye umukoôwa.
1.boy 1-PAST-kiss-ASP 1.girl
‘The boy kissed the girl.’ Not: ‘The girl kissed the boy.’

Tableau 3: Deriving the optimal interpretation of sentence (5).

Igitabo kisoma umuhuûngu
book read boy

PROM SEL PREC

SO * *

☞ OS *
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Morimoto (2008: 217) notes that in some cases, however, even when there is equal
animacy, the object-initial interpretation is available, as long as no ambiguity can
arise. This can be explained by the given ranking in which SELECTION outranks PRE-

CEDENCE. In (7) the object-initial reading wins the competition, since a knife can cut
bread but not the other way around (cf. Rissman & Rawlins 2017 for a recent se-
mantic approach to instrumental subjects). This is illustrated in Tableau 5.

(7) Umugati w-a-kas-e icyuma.
bread it-PAST-cut-ASP knife
‘The knife cut the bread.’ Not: ‘The bread cut the knife.’

So far, we have seen that in Kinyarwanda, object-fronting is only possible when
the grammatical roles are still recoverable via the constraint SELECTION. Strik-
ingly, however, the selectional restrictions of the verb pierce are not sufficient
to allow for object-fronting, as can be seen in (9). Object-fronting is not allowed
in this case, because the object outranks the subject in animacy (Morimoto
2008: 217). Therefore, (9) must be interpreted as a subject-initial sentence, even
though this leads to a pragmatically odd interpretation.

(8) Urushiinge ru-ra-joomb-a umwaana.
needle it-AF-pierce-ASP child
‘The needle will pierce the child.’

Tableau 4: Deriving the optimal interpretation of sentence (6).

Umuhuûngu yasomye umukoôwa
boy kissed girl

PROM SEL PREC

☞ SO *

OS * *

Tableau 5: Deriving the optimal interpretation of sentence (7).

Umugati wakase icyuma
bread cut knife

PROM SEL PREC

SO * *

☞ OS * *
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(9) Umwaana a-joomb-a urushiinge.
child he-pierce-ASP needle
# ‘The child will pierce the needle.’ Not: ‘The needle will pierce the child.’

Thus, object-fronting is permitted when the subject outranks the object in ani-
macy, but not when the object outranks the subject in animacy. This is ac-
counted for by the high ranking of PROMINENCE, as illustrated in Tableau 6:

As pointed out by Morimoto (2008: 218), only predicates that have an unmarked
animacy relation between the subject and the object allow for object-fronting,
in which case “DISTINGUISHABILITY is already guaranteed by their relative rank-
ing on the animacy scale. (. . .) Therefore, even though argument linking in
Bantu languages suggests that it is more important to identify the prominent
(topical) argument than to distinguish between the subject and the object, this
is only apparently so, since the preverbal object can only be marked as the
topic if it is clear from its relative animacy that it is indeed the grammatical
object.” In other words, PROMINENCE is ranked higher than SELECTION in Kinyar-
wanda, which makes the subject-initial interpretation the winning candidate.
Although the proposed ranking correctly yields the right optimal interpreta-
tions (the ones that hearers indeed arrive at in sentences (4)–(9)), it only takes
into account the hearer’s perspective, that is to say, the optimization from
form to interpretation. However, the question arises why a speaker cannot use
object-fronting when the child is the object and the topic of the clause, even
though selectional restrictions of the verb pierce clearly distinguish between
the subject and the object. We propose that the answer to this puzzle lies in
markedness, which can be analyzed within bidirectional Optimality Theory
(Blutner et al. 2006; Smolensky & Legendre 2006; de Swart 2007; Legendre
et al. 2016).

Tableau 6: Deriving the optimal interpretation of sentence (9).

Umwaana ajoomba urushiinge
child pierce needle

PROM SEL PREC

☞ SO *

OS * *
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3 Adding the speaker’s perspective: Competing
word orders in Kinyarwanda

Bidirectional Optimality Theory has been suggested as a framework that models
how the speaker and the hearer co-ordinate their choices of (related) forms
(alternative structures) and (related) interpretations (Blutner et al. 2006; de Swart
2007). As Legendre et al. (2016: 18) note, “[t]he fact that forms and meanings can-
not be identical makes the directionality in OT syntax/semantics even more im-
portant [than in phonology] and raises the question whether speakers take the
hearer’s perspective into account in production, and whether hearers take the
speaker’s perspective into account in comprehension. The answer to this ques-
tion requires a change in perspective from unidirectional to bidirectional optimiza-
tion.” To illustrate, Blutner et al. (2006: 27–28) discuss the following two related
forms, an active and a passive sentence:

(10) Volkert killed Pim.

(11) Pim was killed (by Volkert).

The two forms describe the same event, but from a different perspective. As
Blutner et al. (2006: 27) argue, (10) will be used when Volkert is the most sa-
lient discourse entity, whereas (11) will be used in a context where Pim is the
most salient one. However, as Blutner et al. (2006: 28) point out, “even if
Volkert were the most salient discourse entity in the context, we could use
sentence [(11)], with the effect that now Pim becomes the most salient dis-
course entity.” In other words, the choice of a certain form (active or passive)
is not just constrained by the given context (either Pim or Volkert being dis-
course-prominent already), but also by the intention of the speaker, who
wants to mark the fact that either Pim or Volkert should be interpreted as
discourse-prominent (the topic) by the hearer. Sentence (10) would then be
the best form in a context in which Volkert is to be interpreted as the topic,
whereas (11) would be the best form in a context in which Pim must be inter-
preted as the topic.

This is illustrated by means of a simple bidirectional OT tableau with four
competing form-meaning pairs that are subject to two relevant constraints, an
ECONOMY constraint that penalizes the use of a marked (i.e. passive) structure,
and a constraint MARK TOPIC, which requires the speaker to mark topicality, in
this case by the use of a passive sentence to mark the Patient as topic.
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Tableau 7 shows two related forms (an active and a passive structure) that
each combine with two related interpretations (one in which the Agent is the
topic, and one in which the Patient is the topic). The combinations of two
forms and two interpretations constitute four form-meaning pairs. These are
the four relevant candidates that enter the competition. Two of these pairs
come out as winners. The first winning pair satisfies both constraints, and
combines the unmarked structure (active sentence) with the unmarked inter-
pretation (the Agent being the topic). The other winning pair (candidate 4 in
Tableau 7) combines a marked structure (a passive sentence), which links
ECONOMY, with a marked interpretation (the Patient being the topic). Both these
winning pairs are indicated by the sign ✌; they are called superoptimal (Blutner
et al. 2006). A form-meaning pair is called superoptimal if there is no other pair
with the same form but a different meaning that is more harmonic, and no other
pair with the same meaning but a different form that is more harmonic. Thus,
there are two types of superoptimal form-meaning pairs: the ones that link an un-
marked form to an unmarked interpretation, and the ones that link a marked
form to a marked interpretation (Blutner et al. 2006: 23).

As illustrated below, bidirectional OT can account for the fact that object-
fronting in Kinyarwanda is only possible when the hearer will arrive at the cor-
rect interpretation, that is, the meaning intended by the speaker. Consider the
bidirectional optimization of the two competing forms presented in sentences
(4) and (5) above, i.e. boy reads book and book reads boy. The verb read takes
two arguments. In principle, unlike in English, word order does not necessarily
identify the subject of the sentence.

The constraints that were used in the OT-semantics analyses in section 2
can be maintained. Lestrade et al. (2016) show that unidirectional constraints
can be derived from a generalization over bidirectional optimization processes.

Tableau 7: Bidirectional optimization of Pim being killed by Volkert.

English, examples () and () MARK TOPIC ECONOMY

✌ . Volkert killed Pim,
kill’ (Volkert, Pim); Volkert is topic

. Volkert killed Pim,
kill’ (Volkert, Pim); Pim is topic

*

. Pim was killed (by Volkert),
kill’ (Volkert, Pim); Volkert is topic

* *

✌ . Pim was killed (by Volkert),
kill’ (Volkert, Pim); Pim is topic

*
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The speaker’s (OT-syntactic) constraint MARK TOPIC is added to the constraint
ranking, which requires the speaker to mark topicality. One way to satisfy this
constraint is by topicalization or topic-fronting. In Kinyarwanda the topic can be
marked by topicalization, i.e. starting the sentence with the topic. That means that
we have four possible interpretations for each form. That is, the boy can be the
subject and the topic, the boy can be the topic but not the subject, the boy can be
the subject but not the topic, or the boy can be neither the subject nor the topic.
However, only two different forms are available for these four potential interpreta-
tions. The first four candidates in the tableau combine the first form (boy reads
book) with the four possible interpretations, and the last four candidates the other
form (book reads boy) with the same four possible interpretations. Hence, we end
up with eight candidate form-meaning pairs.

As can be seen from the violation pattern in Tableau 8, the first candidate is
a winning pair of form and interpretation (indicated by the sign ✌) as it does not
violate any of the constraints. This superoptimal form-meaning pair links the
form boy reads book to the meaning ‘boy reads book’ with the boy being the
topic. As a consequence, candidate pairs with either the same form (candidates 2,
3, and 4) or the same interpretation (candidate 5) are blocked, but candidates 6,
7, and 8 (with a different form and a different interpretation) are still in competi-
tion. The seventh candidate is the winner of this competition, and therefore the
pair of the form book reads boy and the meaning ‘boy reads book’ in which the
book is the topic, is the second superoptimal pair (again indicated by the sign ✌).

Tableau 8: Bidirectional optimization of boy reads book and book reads boy.

Kinyarwanda, examples () and () MARK TOPIC PROM SEL PREC

✌ . boy reads book, read’ (boy, book);
boy is topic

. boy reads book, read’ (book, boy);
boy is topic

* * *

. boy reads book, read’ (boy, book);
book is topic

*

. boy reads book, read’ (book, boy);
book is topic

* * * *

. book reads boy, read’ (boy, book);
boy is topic

* *

. book reads boy, read’ (book, boy);
boy is topic

* * *
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Tableau 9 provides a similar analysis of the possible form-meaning pairs
of boy kisses girl and girl kisses boy in Kinyarwanda (see example (6) above).
Since boy and girl are equal in animacy, all candidate interpretations violate
prominence (the subject does not outrank the object in animacy) while no can-
didate interpretations violate selection (the verb kiss requires an animate sub-
ject, and both arguments satisfy this restriction). Therefore, the first and eighth
pairs of form and interpretation win the competition and become superoptimal.
This means that there are no forms left to be linked to the other potential inter-
pretations. The form girl kisses boy cannot mean that the boy kisses the girl, not
even when the girl is the topic (as in the seventh candidate). As pointed out
above, this is a clear case of word order freezing: when no other constraints dis-
tinguish between the subject-initial or the object-initial interpretation, precedence
does the job.

Tableau 8 (continued)

Kinyarwanda, examples () and () MARK TOPIC PROM SEL PREC

✌ . book reads boy, read’ (boy, book);
book is topic

*

. book reads boy, read’ (book, boy);
book is topic

* *

Tableau 9: Bidirectional optimization of boy kisses girl and girl kisses boy.

Kinyarwanda, example () MARK TOPIC PROM SEL PREC

✌ . boy kisses girl, kiss’ (boy, girl);
boy is topic

*

. boy kisses girl, kiss’ (girl, boy);
boy is topic

* *

. boy kisses girl, kiss’ (boy, girl);
girl is topic

* *

. boy kisses girl, kiss’ (girl, boy);
girl is topic

* * *

. girl kisses boy, kiss’ (boy, girl);
boy is topic

* * *

. girl kisses boy, kiss’ (girl, boy);
boy is topic

* *
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In sentence (7) above, we have seen that prominence is violated (the subject
does not outrank the object in animacy) but in this case selection again helps to
distinguish the subject from the object (the verb cut requires a subject that can
cut, such as knife, but not bread). Tableau 10 shows the correct derivation of
the two superoptimal form-meaning pairs.

Not surprisingly, the first candidate pair wins the competition, since it only
violates PROMINENCE, which all candidates do. Hence, the form knife cuts bread
gets associated with the interpretation that the knife is the subject as well as the
topic. For the other form, bread cuts knife, the best remaining interpretation is
that again, the knife is the subject (because of SELECTION), but now the bread is the
topic (which is why PRECEDENCE is violated in order to satisfy MARK TOPIC). Hence,
the seventh candidate becomes the second superoptimal form-meaning pair.

Tableau 9 (continued)

Kinyarwanda, example () MARK TOPIC PROM SEL PREC

. girl kisses boy, kiss’ (boy, girl);
girl is topic

* *

✌ . girl kisses boy, kiss’ (girl, boy);
girl is topic

*

Tableau 10: Bidirectional optimization of knife cuts bread and bread cuts knife.

Kinyarwanda, example () MARK TOPIC PROM SEL PREC

✌ . knife cuts bread, cut’ (knife, bread);
knife is topic

*

. knife cuts bread, cut’ (bread, knife);
knife is topic

* * *

. knife cuts bread, cut’ (knife, bread);
bread is topic

* *

. knife cuts bread, cut’ (bread, knife);
bread is topic

* * * *

. bread cuts knife, cut’ (knife, bread);
knife is topic

* * *

. bread cuts knife, cut’ (bread, knife);
knife is topic

* * *
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Let us now turn to the most problematic case, the bidirectional OT analysis of sen-
tences (8) and (9). We have seen that object-fronting is not possible in this case.
This can be explained by the interaction of PROMINENCE and SELECTION. In this par-
ticular case, satisfaction of the high-ranked constraint PROMINENCE goes hand in
hand with a violation of SELECTION. This means that, quite counterintuitively, the
pragmatically odd interpretation in combination with the form child pierces needle
(as in (9) above) is in fact the first superoptimal pair, as it only violates SELECTION.
The second superoptimal pair is the form needle pierces child (as in (8)) with the
interpretation that satisfies SELECTION. This is shown in Tableau 11.

Tableau 10 (continued)

Kinyarwanda, example () MARK TOPIC PROM SEL PREC

✌ . bread cuts knife, cut’ (knife, bread);
bread is topic

* *

. bread cuts knife, cut’ (bread, knife);
bread is topic

* *

Tableau 11: Bidirectional optimization of needle pierces child and child pierces needle.

Kinyarwanda, examples () and () MARK TOPIC PROM SEL PREC

✌ . needle pierces child, pierce’ (needle, child);
needle is topic

*

. needle pierces child, pierce’ (child, needle);
needle is topic

* *

. needle pierces child, pierce’ (needle, child);
child is topic

* *

. needle pierces child, pierce’ (child, needle);
child is topic

* * *

. child pierces needle, pierce’ (needle, child);
needle is topic

* * *

. child pierces needle, pierce’ (child, needle);
needle is topic

* *

. child pierces needle, pierce’ (needle, child);
child is topic

* *

✌ . child pierces needle, pierce’ (child, needle);
child is topic

*
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This section has illustrated the general concept of speaker-hearer interac-
tion for the phenomenon of object-fronting in Kinyarwanda. Speakers take into
account the hearers’ perspective in that they only front an object if they can be
sure that the hearer will be able to determine the correct (intended) interpreta-
tion. As a consequence, a speaker who wants to say about a child, who is the
topic, that a needle pierces the child, cannot use object-fronting. Similarly, a
speaker who wants to tell about a topic, the girl, that the boy kisses her, cannot
use object-fronting either. In these cases, only subject-initial sentences are pos-
sible, whether the object is a topic or not. The question arises whether speakers
can mark topicality at all in these cases. Besides object-fronting, languages
often have alternative strategies to mark topicality, for example dislocation,
pronominalization, or passivization. The next section investigates the role of
animacy in the choice between active and passive structures.

4 Animacy and the competition between active
and passive in Biak

Passives are sometimes argued to be a better construction choice than actives
when the Patient is more prominent than the Agent (or alternatively, when the
Agent is less prominent than the Patient), that is to say, when the Agent is de-
moted and the Patient is the most prominent argument, or the topic (Legendre
et al. 1993; Aissen 1999). Malchukov (2006: 349) also argues that shifting to a
passive structure can sometimes be the optimal solution, even though a passive
structure is more marked than an active structure.

Animacy is one of the features that contributes to an argument’s prominence,
with animates being more prominent than inanimates. Cornelis (1997: 121) finds
that while 66 % of the Agents in active transitive sentences are animate in written
Dutch, only 35 % of the Agents in by-phrases (which she calls causers) in passive
sentences are. This means that the majority of (overt) Agents in passive sentences
is inanimate. Further investigation of the animate Agents in passives reveals that
they have two main characteristics. First, animate Agents within Dutch passive
constructions can be Agents with whom the speaker (and the hearer) should not
want to identify, because of negative evaluation of the event or the Agent. For
example, sentences with transitive verbs of violence such as rape, stab, and kill
appear to be often passivized in Dutch newspapers (Cornelis 1997: 124). Second,
animate Agents may be demoted to passive by-phrases when they are newly in-
troduced to the discourse, hence non-topical (Cornelis 1997: 123).
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Whether a verb allows passivization, may be dependent on what counts as
an Agent in a given language (cf. de Hoop and Narasimhan 2005). For example,
Dutch allows for (subject-less) impersonal passive constructions of intransitive
verbs (cf. Perlmutter 1978), whereas other languages such as English do not
allow passivization of intransitive verbs. In Dutch, stative transitive verbs like
bevatten ‘contain’, weten ‘know’, hebben ‘have’ do not allow for passivization.
One could argue that the subjects of these verbs are not Agents, which could
explain why these verbs cannot passivize, since demotion of the Agent is the
main reason for passivization across languages. Indeed, a verb such as krijgen
‘receive’, of which the subject is a Recipient and not an Agent, does not passiv-
ize either (see also section 5).

What counts as an Agent can apparently also vary per construction within
one language. For example, the Mayan language Kaqchikel has two types of pas-
sives, one of which, the so-called ki-passive, requires the Agent to be animate
and the Patient to be specific. If the Agent is inanimate, the ki-passive is not an
option (see (14)), whereas the other passive is (see (13)) (Broadwell 2006: 386).

(12) Ri che’ x-u-tzäq ri ja’y
the tree PERF-3SG.ERG-knock.down the house
‘The tree knocked down the house.’

(13) Ri ja’y x-tzaq r-oma ri che’
the house PERF-knock.down.PASS 3SG.ERG-by the tree
‘The house was knocked down by the tree.’

(14) *Ri ja’y x-ki-tzaq r-oma ri che’
the house PERF-PASS-knock.down 3SG.ERG-by the tree
‘The house was knocked down by the tree.’

Inanimate Agents are low-prominent and may therefore lead to passivization.
This is in accordance with Aissen’s (1999) cross-linguistic analysis of passiviza-
tion, although she focusses on person as a prominence feature and not on ani-
macy. We will use two of Aissen’s (1999) constraints in the analyses below:
1. * SU/PAT: Avoid subject Patient;
2. *OBJ/X: Avoid high-prominent objects.

Aissen uses the constraint *SU/PAT to penalize passive clauses in general. *SU/PAT
is violated if the argument with the greater number of Proto-Patient properties is
realized as the subject (Aissen 1999: 684). Other constraints dealing with (relative)
prominence of the arguments may be in conflict with a general ban on Patient
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subjects (or oblique Agents), leading to the realization of a passive. Most of these
constraints do not pertain to all passives in a certain language, but depend on the
prominence features of the arguments in the discourse. For example, *OBJ/X penal-
izes active clauses with high-prominent objects (Aissen 1999: 684). The approaches
of Legendre et al. (1993) and Aissen (1999) suggest that some independent mecha-
nism of determining discourse prominence will in fact trigger the use of passive
constructions. However, even in languages that allow passivization, this process is
not obligatory in case of a low-prominent Agent and a high-prominent Patient, as
(15) illustrates (de Hoop 1999: 101).

(15) Then someone hit Robert/him with a stick.

A bidirectional optimization approach does not need Aissen’s (1999) mecha-
nism of local conjunction with a constraint that requires structural marking of
semantically marked configurations, to derive the fact that passives are used in
unexpected contexts (namely when the Agent is low-prominent and/or the Pa-
tient is high-prominent). Marking should follow from the bidirectional optimiza-
tion procedure itself.

In Biak, an Austronesian language of Papua, passivization is extremely rare
(van den Heuvel 2006: 296). Example (16) is an elicited example of a passive
construction that is considered grammatical (van den Heuvel 2006: 297)

(16) Sansun naine neve-sawek.
clothes these 3PL.PASS-tear
‘These clothes are torn.’

Van den Heuvel (2006: 297) points out that not all transitive verbs allow for pas-
sivization in Biak. He mentions the verb marisn ‘enjoy’ as an example of a for-
mally transitive verb that cannot passivize. This is illustrated in (17).

(17) *Sup ine vyeve-marisn.
land this 3SG.PASS-enjoy
‘This land is enjoyed.’

As van den Heuvel (2006: 297) notes, “[t]he limited distribution of the passive
probably has to do with the fact that the language also has alternative strategies
to demote the Agent, like the use of impersonal 3rd plural”, as exemplified in
(18) below. Van den Heuvel’s informant judges the passive construction in (17)
ungrammatical and provides him with the object-fronted (18) instead.
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(18) Sup ine si-marisn i.
land this 3PL.ANIM-enjoy 3SG
‘This land they like.’

Other transitive verbs that cannot passivize in Biak are nan ‘eat’, inm ‘drink’, rowr
‘hear, listen’,mam ‘see, look’, swar ‘love’, sewar ‘look for’, ros ‘kick’ (Hengki, p.c.).
Transitive verbs that do passivize in Biak quite unexpectedly require the promoted
object to be third person inanimate. A human subject in a passive construction
is excluded (Hengki, p.c.). This runs counter to the common insight that high-
prominent Patients (such as local pronouns or animate or specific noun phrases)
trigger passivization (cf. Aissen 1999).

(19) Ankrai-bon anya vyeve-pów.
orange-fruit the 3SG.PASS-peel
‘The orange is being peeled.’

Example (19) is a description of film scene at which the researcher held his hand
over the Agent, asking what was happening in the picture (van den Heuvel 2006:
296). Yet, whereas the passive sentence (19) is grammatical, the passive counter-
part of the active sentence (20a) in (20b) is ungrammatical (Hengki, p.c.).

(20) a. S-pam roma ya.
3PL.ANIM-shoot boy that
‘They shoot that boy.’

b. *Roma ya vyeve-pam.
boy that 3SG.PASS-shoot
‘That boy is being shot.’

This pattern is clearly unexpected and cannot be accounted for in Aissen’s (1999)
unidirectional OT-syntactic analysis. However, we will show that the pattern can
be accounted for in bidirectional OT. In Biak passives occur predominantly with
inanimate Patients (van den Heuvel 2006). Strikingly, the use of a formally marked
passive construction is allowed in the unmarked context (i.e. when the Agent out-
ranks the Patient in animacy) instead of in the marked case. Aissen’s (1999: 684)
basic insight is “that the unmarked situation is for a more prominent argument to
be subject and for a less prominent one to be non-subject”. Therefore, we predict
the use of a marked passive construction if the Patient is animate rather than if it
is inanimate. However, what is conceptually marked in (19) is the mere fact that
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the inanimate Patient is the topic. An inanimate Patient is exactly the type of argu-
ment that we normally do not expect to be the topic.

The pattern in Biak can be explained as follows: because passivization is
extremely costly (and therefore extremely rare) in Biak, it only applies if the Pa-
tient is not sufficiently prominent by itself to be able to be interpreted as the
topic. Therefore, the speaker has to mark the fact that an inanimate Patient is
the topic explicitly. Human Patients count as inherently prominent because of
their rank in the animacy hierarchy, and therefore they can independently be
interpreted as the topic. As a consequence, passivization is not allowed. If the
Patient is inanimate and therefore typically low-prominent, the speaker can use
a passive construction to mark its high-prominence (topicality).

Tableau 12 sketches the bidirectional OT derivation of sentence (19). Because
subject-verb agreement in Biak distinguishes between animate and inanimate
subjects, AGREEMENT is a relevant constraint to consider, and because it goes hand
in hand with SELECTION, we have collapsed the two as the highest ranked con-
straint in Tableau 12. Crucially, the constraint *SU/PAT that penalizes passives
outranks *OBJ/X that penalizes a high-prominent object in Biak. Following van
den Heuvel (2006: 297), we assume that passivization is not the only way to mark
a topic in Biak. Satisfaction of this constraint is also possible by the use of lexical
means such as specificity markers or pronouns, or by object-fronting (see (18)
above). Therefore, MARK TOPIC would not be satisfied in the active counterpart of
(19) if the orange is the topic, but it would be if the third person animate marker
is the topic. In (19), the third person animate marker is implied, but not overt,
which is why MARK TOPIC is not satisfied if 3PL is to be understood as the topic.

Tableau 12: Bidirectional optimization of active and passive in Biak.

Biak, example () AGR/SEL MARK TOPIC *SU/PAT *OBJ/X

✌ . PL peel orange,
peel’ (PL, orange);
PL is topic

. PL peel orange,
peel’ (orange, PL);
PL is topic

* * *

. PL peel orange,
peel’ (PL, orange);
orange is topic

* *
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Because passive constructions are necessarily constructions in which the
Agent is demoted to an oblique phrase or omitted altogether, while the Patient
is the grammatical subject, we do not need to take into account interpretations
in which the Agent is the grammatical subject and the Patient is demoted (as
these would be antipassive constructions, cf. Legendre et al. 1993). Hence, the
passive structure only combines with two candidate interpretations, one in which
the Agent is the topic and one in which the Patient is the topic.

Tableau 12 shows that for the inanimate Patient that is the topic, the pas-
sive form becomes superoptimal. By contrast, we have seen that in (20) passiv-
ization was prohibited because the Patient is human. This can be analyzed as
in Tableau 13:

Tableau 12 (continued)

Biak, example () AGR/SEL MARK TOPIC *SU/PAT *OBJ/X

. PL peel orange,
peel’ (orange, PL);
orange is topic

* * *

. orange is peeled,
peel’ (PL, orange);
PL is topic

* *

✌ . orange is peeled,
peel’ (PL, orange);
orange is topic

*

Tableau 13: Bidirectional optimization of active and passive in Biak.

Biak, example () AGR/SEL MARK TOPIC *SU/PAT *OBJ/X

✌ . PL shoot boy,
shoot’ (PL, boy);
PL is topic

*

. PL shoot boy,
shoot’ (boy, PL);
PL is topic

* * *

✌ . PL shoot boy,
shoot’ (PL, boy);
boy is topic

*
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The difference between (19) and (20) is that the constraint mark topic is al-
ready satisfied by the overt expression of the human object in the active sen-
tence (20a). A human object is necessarily high-prominent, which explains why
the low-ranked constraint *Obj/X gets violated by both optimal readings of the
active sentence, independently of whether 3pl or the boy is the topic. Thus, the
active sentence is not only the optimal form when 3PL is the topic, but also
when the boy is the topic. It is impossible to distinguish between the two inter-
pretations on the basis of the structure alone. We assume the question which
argument will be interpreted as the topic may be answered in a broader dis-
course context, or is left undecided. Hence, the pair that links the passive form
to the interpretation in which the boy is the topic does not become superoptimal
at all. This explains why the use of a passive in this case would lead to ungrammat-
icality (van den Heuvel 2006: 297; Hengki, p.c.). The next section will deal with
another example of the competition between passivization and object-fronting as
two possible topic-marking strategies in language.

5 Object-fronting versus passivization in Dutch
psych verbs

Reconsider the subject-initial sentence in (1), repeated below as (21).

(21) De gorilla heeft de vrouw gebeten.
the gorilla has the woman bitten
‘The gorilla bit the woman.’

Tableau 13 (continued)

Biak, example () AGR/SEL MARK TOPIC *SU/PAT *OBJ/X

. PL shoot boy,
shoot’ (boy, (PL);
boy is topic

* * *

. boy is shot,
shoot’ (PL, boy);
PL is topic

* *

. boy is shot,
shoot’ (PL, boy);
boy is topic

*
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We have seen that in the absence of further contextual clues, object-fronting is not
possible in (21), because the sentence would be interpreted as subject-initial. How-
ever, if one would like to topicalize the woman, being the most prominent partici-
pant in the event, there is an alternative strategy to do so in Dutch, namely to
passivize the sentence. This strategy is much more common than object-fronting.
Thus, the object of the active sentence gets promoted to the grammatical function
of subject and becomes the topic of the sentence, as in (22) or (23):

(22) De vrouw werd gebeten door de gorilla.
the woman became bitten by the gorilla
‘The woman was bitten by the gorilla.’

(23) Zij werd gebeten door de gorilla.
she became bitten by the gorilla
‘She was bitten by the gorilla.’

So, if the object of a transitive verb gets the status of topic, there is a good strat-
egy available to topicalize it to the sentence-initial position without violating
the constraint PRECEDENCE, which indeed appears to be a high-ranked constraint
in Dutch (Bouma 2008 in a corpus study of spoken Dutch finds that around
70 % of all sentences start with the subject in Dutch).

Tableau 14: Bidirectional optimization of active and passive in Dutch.

Dutch, examples ()–() SEL PREC *SU/PAT PROM MARK TOPIC

✌ . gorilla bites woman,
bite’ (gorilla, woman);
gorilla is topic

*

. gorilla bites woman,
bite’ (woman, gorilla);
gorilla is topic

* * *

. gorilla bites woman,
bite’ (gorilla, woman);
woman is topic

* * *

. gorilla bites woman,
bite’ (woman, gorilla);
woman is topic

* * *
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Tableau 14 shows the optimal form-meaning pairs of the Dutch sentences
(21) and (22). The two competing forms are the active and the passive sentences,
as in (21) and (22). In principle, object-fronting is a possible (grammatical) form
in Dutch, but as illustrated in Tableau 14, this leads to word order freezing (i.e.
a subject-initial interpretation). In order to account for the marked status of a
passive form, we again adopt Aissen’s alignment constraint *SU/PAT (“Avoid
subjects with the grammatical role of Patient”). Note, however, that we do not
necessarily consider this constraint to be the one and only reason for passives
to be throughout languages (see e.g. de Hoop and Malchukov 2008 for a different
account). In Aissen’s (1999: 689) analysis this constraint is overruled by a con-
straint that penalizes low-prominent subjects in English, in order to derive the
use of a passive in English when the Patient is high-prominent. High-prominence
is taken to be equivalent to being the topic in our analysis. Note that high-
prominence of the Patient goes hand in hand with low-prominence of the
Agent. In the canonical (active, transitive) case, the Agent outranks the Pa-
tient in animacy, in topicality, and in grammatical function.

Tableau 14 (continued)

Dutch, examples ()–() SEL PREC *SU/PAT PROM MARK TOPIC

. woman bites gorilla,
bite’ (gorilla, woman);
gorilla is topic

* *

. woman bites gorilla,
bite’ (woman, gorilla);
gorilla is topic

* *

. woman bites gorilla,
bite’ (gorilla, woman);
woman is topic

* * * *

✌ . woman bites gorilla,
bite’ (woman, gorilla);
woman is topic

* *

. woman bitten by gorilla,
bite’ (gorilla, woman);
gorilla is topic

* *

✌ . woman bitten by gorilla,
bite’ (gorilla, woman);
woman is topic

*
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The first two winning form-meaning pairs, i.e. the first and the eighth pair in
Tableau 14, are the active sentences in which the sentence-initial argument is the
topic as well as the subject, one meaning ‘The gorilla bit the woman’ and the
other one ‘The woman bit the gorilla’. Both candidates satisfy the constraints PRE-

CEDENCE (hence, the sentences are subject-initial) and *SU/PAT (which means that
a passive construction is avoided, and the Agent ends up as the subject of the
sentence). The third superoptimal form-meaning pair (candidate 10) violates this
latter constraint. The result is a passive construction in which the Patient be-
comes the grammatical subject and is identified as the topic. The constraint PROM-

INENCE cannot be violated in a passive sentence, because it deals with the relation
between subject and object in a transitive clause.

Whereas causative psych verbs that take an Experiencer object, such as
overtuigen ‘convince’, can passivize in Dutch, unaccusative psych verbs such as
bevallen ‘please’, which also take an Experiencer object, cannot (Lamers & de
Hoop 2014). This relates to the different thematic roles of the subject of these
two types of verbs. We have seen that passive formation is cross-linguistically
characterized as demotion of the Agent. The subject of a causative psych verb is
a Stimulus, which has more proto-Agent properties than the subject of an unac-
cusative psych verb, which is a Theme (cf. Primus 1999, 2012). As a conse-
quence, the Stimulus subject of a causative psych verbs gets demoted in a
passive construction, while the Theme subject of an unaccusative psych verb
does not. The difference between causative and unaccusative psych verbs is
reminiscent of the well-known distinction between unergative and unaccusative in-
transitive verbs. In Dutch, in general only unergative intransitives such as werken
‘work’ which have an Agent subject can passivize, while unaccusative intransitives
such as zakken ‘fail’ can only incidentally (Hoekstra 1984; Zaenen 1993; Beliën
2016). The subject of unaccusative intransitives is not an Agent, but rather a Theme
or a Patient. In other words, both unaccusative intransitive verbs and unaccu-
sative psych verbs resist passivization, because there is no argument with suf-
ficient proto-Agent properties to be demoted.

Lamers & de Hoop (2014) conducted a production experiment and found
that object-fronting is relatively frequent in case of unaccusative psych verbs,
while causative psych verbs give rise to the use of more passive sentences. Be-
cause a speaker cannot use a passive construction in the case of an unaccusa-
tive psych verb (as these verbs do not allow passivization), object-fronting is
produced more easily and therefore also understood more easily. They claim
that this can also account for the higher acceptability of object-fronting in the
case of unaccusative psych verbs compared to causative psych verbs, that was
found in Lamers (2001, 2007).
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Lamers (2001) investigated how speakers of Dutch judge object-fronting in
sentences with three different types of verbs, agentive verbs that select an ani-
mate subject, and the two types of psych verbs, which both require an animate
object. She found an overall preference for subject-initial sentences (satisfaction
of PRECEDENCE), but also that for the unaccusative psych verbs, the difference in
rating between the subject-initial and object-initial sentences was smallest. Re-
call that there is no difference in animacy requirements between the two types
of psych verbs. There is, however, another difference between the two: while
causative psych verbs can passivize, unaccusative psych verbs cannot. The dif-
ference between the two types of psych verbs is shown in (24) and (25).

(24) a. De foto overtuigde de man.
the photo convinced the man
‘The photo convinced the man.’

b. ??De man overtuigde de foto.
the man convinced the photo
‘The photo convinced the man.’

c. De man werd overtuigd door de foto.
the man became convinced by the photo
‘The man got convinced by the photo.’

(25) a. De foto beviel de man.
the photo pleased the man
‘The photo pleased the man.’

b. De man beviel de foto.
the man pleased the photo
‘The photo pleased the man.’

c. *De man werd bevallen door de foto.
the man became pleased by the photo
‘The man got pleased by the photo.’

Because speakers of Dutch do not have the possibility to produce a passive
form in the case of an unaccusative psych verb, fronting the animate object is
the only option to start the sentence with the animate argument if it is the topic
of the sentence.

Tableau 15 below shows that while in principle both object-fronting and
passivization are possible with causative psych verbs, the passive structure is the
optimal form used to express the interpretation in which the Patient (or rather,
Experiencer) is the topic. This leaves the interpretation in which the man convinced
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the photo, hence satisfying PRECEDENCE but crucially violating SELECTION, for sen-
tence (24b) which would also explain the low score this order receives in the rating
studies (Lamers 2001, 2007).

Tableau 15: Bidirectional optimization of causative psych verb in Dutch.

Dutch, examples () SEL PREC *SU/PAT PROM MARK TOPIC

✌ . photo convinced man,
convince’ (photo, man);
photo is topic

*

. photo convinced man,
convince’ (man, photo);
photo is topic

* *

. photo convinced man,
convince’ (photo, man);
man is topic

* *

. photo convinced man,
convince’ (man, photo);
man is topic

* * *

. man convinced photo,
convince’ (photo, man);
photo is topic

* * *

. man convinced photo,
convince’ (man, photo);
photo is topic

* *

. man convinced photo,
convince’ (photo, man);
man is topic

* *

. man convinced photo,
convince’ (man, photo);
man is topic

*

man convinced by photo,
convince’ (photo, man);
photo is topic

* * *

✌ .man convinced by photo,
convince’ (photo, man);
man is topic

* *
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If we assume that unaccusative psych verbs in Dutch cannot passivize be-
cause they lack an Agent, then this form does not compete with the active forms.
Tableau 16 shows how in that case object-fronting becomes the optimal expres-
sion of the interpretation in which the man is the topic.

Lamers & de Hoop’s (2014) explanation of the unexpected difference in rating
between the two classes of psych verbs thus builds upon the fact that unaccu-
sative psych verbs cannot passivize in Dutch. Hence, the only way in which
the speaker who uses an unaccusative psych verb can satisfy MARK TOPIC when
the Experiencer is the topic, is by object-fronting. In the case of causative psych

Tableau 16: Bidirectional optimization of unaccusative psych verb in Dutch.

Dutch, examples () SEL PREC *SU/PAT PROM MARK TOPIC

✌ . photo pleased man,
please’ (photo, man);
photo is topic

*

. photo pleased man,
please’ (man, photo);
photo is topic

* *

. photo pleased man,
please’ (photo, man);
man is topic

* *

. photo pleased man,
please’ (man, photo);
man is topic

* * *

. man pleased photo,
please’ (photo, man);
photo is topic

* * *

. man pleased photo,
please’ (man, photo);
photo is topic

* *

✌ .man pleased photo,
please’ (photo, man);
man is topic

* *

.man pleased photo,
please’ (man, photo);
man is topic

*
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verb, however, passivization is an alternative strategy and a better (superoptimal)
option to promote the topic.

6 Conclusion

This chapter used bidirectional Optimality Theory to analyze the interplay between
competing structures and competing interpretations pertaining to the prominence
(topicality) of (in)animate arguments. Several rather unexpected or even counter-
intuitive patterns in different languages could be analyzed with a small set of inde-
pendently motivated constraints that seem to hold across languages.

First, we analyzed the pattern in Kinyarwanda, in which object-fronting is
allowed as long as the two arguments are distinguishable, but not if the object
outranks the subject in animacy (Morimoto 2008). We showed that in the latter
case bidirectional optimization over form-meaning pairs will lead the hearer to
an infelicitous interpretation.

Second, we examined the puzzling pattern of passivization in Biak, where
the subject of a passive has to be an inanimate Patient (van den Heuvel 2006).
Usually, animate, or generally high-prominent, Patients are more likely than in-
animate ones to end up as the subject in a passive sentence. We accounted for
this by assuming that inanimate Patients are normally not interpreted as topics,
but a speaker can mark their topicality by using a passive. By contrast, animate
Patients can be interpreted as topics on the basis of other lexical or syntactic
cues, and hence, they do not need (nor allow for) passivization.

Finally, based on Lamers & de Hoop (2014), we presented a bidirectional
OT analysis of the interaction between the speaker’s choice and the hearer’s in-
terpretation of object-fronting in case of Dutch Experiencer object verbs. We ac-
counted for Lamers & de Hoop’s (2014) finding that object-fronting is relatively
frequent in case of unaccusative psych verbs, while causative psych verbs give
rise to the use of more passive sentences. Because a speaker cannot use a pas-
sive in the case of an unaccusative psych verb (as these verbs do not allow pas-
sivization), object-fronting becomes the optimal structure in a context in which
the animate object is to be interpreted as the topic.

Thus, we have formalized Lamers & de Hoop’s (2014) insight that both the
speaker’s and the hearer’s perspectives constrain object-fronting and passivization.
Not only does the speaker take into account the hearer’s perspective, taking into
consideration the question whether the hearer will arrive at the intended interpre-
tation on the basis of a given form, but the hearer takes into account the speaker’s
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perspective as well, taking into consideration the structural options the speaker
has at their disposal to express a certain interpretation.
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1 Introduction

Psychological (‘psych’) verbs like fear, frighten, and fascinate describe the emo-
tional state of an Experiencer argument. We focus on a sub-group of these
verbs, the Object-Experiencer (‘ObEx’) verbs, which realize their Experiencer as
a direct object (1a,b). Other verbs like fear in (1c) instead express the Experi-
encer in the subject position (‘SubEx’).1

(1) a. The wolves frightened John.
b. Wolves fascinate John.
c. John fears wolves.

Which of these syntactic patterns a verb employs is thought to be connected to
the verb’s event structure, and the way in which the eventuality is conceptual-
ized. Broadly, SubEx verbs like fear belong to the class of stative predicates,
and they express an unbounded, static relation (Grimshaw 1990; Pustejovsky
1991; Rothmayr 2009; Landau 2010). ObEx verbs meanwhile describe a bounded
situation that comes about due to a causal force (Dowty 1991; Croft 1993; Iwata
1995; Pesetsky 1995; Arad 1998; DiDesidero 1999; Biały 2005, inter alia). These
kinds of aspectual differences have further implications for the expected syntac-
tic behavior of these verbs more generally, as well as for theories of how the
semantics of verbs and their arguments is mapped onto the syntax (Grimshaw
1990; Dowty 1991; Croft 1993; Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995, 2005; Rappaport
Hovav & Levin 1998, inter alia). However, while researchers generally agree re-
garding the stativity of SubEx verbs, the more precise aspectual properties of
the ObEx class have been widely debated. Based on different verbs’ potential
for certain readings, many theories assume that ObEx verbs divide into at least
two aspectual sub-types: i) verbs which are ambiguous between a stative and an
eventive/agentive reading (e.g. frighten), and ii) verbs which are strictly stative/
non-agentive (e.g. fascinate). The latter of these crucially give rise to characteristic
‘psych’ syntax. However, the distinction between these sub-classes is subtle, and
there is disagreement as to whether they should be defined by their eventivity,
agentivity, or both. In section 2 we turn to a detailed discussion of how these char-
acteristics derive the various sub-classes of ObEx verbs. Analyses likewise differ
concerning the aspectual class of the more restricted fascinate-verbs. Moreover, a

1 We do not consider in depth those ObEx verbs which realize their Experiencer as a dative or
indirect object (e.g. appeal: The movie appeals to John). For further discussion, see Belletti &
Rizzi (1988).
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recent experimental study (Grafmiller 2013) rejects the idea of aspectual sub-
classes altogether, as corpus and acceptability data suggest that these sub-groups
do not have categorically different behavior in eventive/agentive contexts.

This paper investigates these conflicting claims within the context of a large-
scale acceptability task. The goal of this task is to clarify whether and how any dis-
tinctions in eventivity and agentivity are manifested in the class of ObEx verbs. In
particular, we focus on the behavior of the ‘psych’ fascinate-verbs, in order to con-
tribute to a better understanding of how their aspectual features condition their
syntactic behavior. We address the following questions:
(i) Do ObEx verbs fall into two (or more) groups according to their potential for

an agentive and/or eventive reading?

a. If so, do these groups differ in eventivity, or only in agentivity
b. Which aspectual class do the more restricted fascinate-verbs belong to?

(ii) To what extent might gradience between sub-classes of ObEx verbs be due to
either aspectual coercion or comprehension factors? In other words, how does
the behavior of ObEx verbs compare to that of other, more homogeneous verb
classes with clearer aspectual properties?

We therefore take issue with the claim that there is only one aspectual class of
ObEx verbs, and report the results of an offline judgment study which takes fac-
tors like these into account. The results of our study are consistent with theories
which assume that ObEx verbs consist of a sub-class of eventive/ambiguous
verbs like frighten, and a sub-class of stative verbs like fascinate –specifically, a
sub-class of ‘causative states’ (Arad 1998; Pylkkänen 2000). Although the dis-
tinctions between the two groups are indeed gradient rather than categorical,
we argue that our results are best interpreted in light of the potential for aspec-
tual coercion, and the way in which this mechanism interacts with comprehen-
sion and acceptability. In particular, we propose that ObEx causative states
may allow for ‘additive coercion’ (van Lambalgen & Hamm 2005; Bott 2010;
Bott 2015). This type of coercion functions as a repair mechanism that allows a
stative verb to be (re-)interpreted as referring to a more complex eventuality,
via a pragmatic operation in which missing elements are ‘added’ by the reader/
hearer on the basis of world knowledge and contextual inference. We propose
that this operation leads to greater difficulty in the processing of stative ObEx
verbs in eventive/agentive contexts – thereby decreasing acceptability – but
that successful completion of the repair ultimately results in degraded accept-
ability, rather than outright ungrammaticality.
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The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 outlines three general
claims made regarding the agentivity and eventivity of ObEx verbs, which will
form the basis for our investigation. In Section 3 we discuss the potential influen-
ces of aspectual coercion and comprehension, and sketch predictions for how
these factors might affect the acceptability of ObEx verbs in agentive/eventive
contexts. The methods and results of our judgment task are described in Sec-
tion 4, followed by a discussion of the theoretical implications of these results in
Section 5. Section 6 concludes.

2 Aspectual sub-classes of ObEx verbs

The debate regarding the event structure of ObEx verbs stems in part from their
aspectual ambiguity, with many of them giving rise to both eventive and stative
readings (Grimshaw 1990; Pesetsky 1995; Arad 1998; Landau 2010, inter alia).
Acceptability in contexts like purpose clauses, the progressive (2), or the imper-
ative is usually used to disentangle these, often subtly different, readings:

(2) a. Eventive: Nina is frightening Laura.
b. Stative: *Nuclear war is frightening Laura.

The aspectual differences between the readings are paralleled in their syntactic
behavior: in readings like (2a), psych verbs behave like typical causative, transi-
tive verbs. In contrast, stative readings like (2b) seem to be associated with
unique ‘psych’ syntactic properties, such as restrictions on extraction from the
object and differences in forward and backward binding patterns (Belletti &
Rizzi 1988; Arad 1998; Landau 2010; but cf. Grafmiller 2013).

Crucially, some ObEx verbs like depress, concern, and disgust seem to only
permit these stative readings, and may therefore sound odd with purpose clauses/
the progressive:

(3) a. Nina depressed Laura (*to make her go away)./??Odd noises were contin-
ually depressing Sue.

b. Nina concerned Laura (*to make her go away)./*The news is concern-
ing us.

c. Nina disgusted Laura (*to make her go away)./*Nina is disgusting Laura.
(Grimshaw 1990; Pesetsky 1995; Arad 1998)
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Thus, unlike stative SubEx verbs, ObEx verbs seem to fall into two aspectual
sub-types: those which allow eventive readings, and those which do not.

A number of theoretical approaches have aimed to answer such questions,
and it is generally agreed that the syntax of eventive readings like (2a) is due to
the fact that their event structure is similar to that of other causative verbs: as-
pectually causative, and change-of-state (i.e. from a state of ‘not frightened’ to
‘frightened’). What is less clear are the exact properties which distinguish such
readings from the ‘psych’ readings, and the depress-verbs from those like frighten.
Below we outline two prevalent theoretical analyses of these aspectual contrasts,
as well as a recent approach which argues against both analyses on the basis of
further empirical data.

2.1 Eventive vs. stative causation

One common view is that it is the stativity of the verb or reading in itself which
predicts psych behavior – more specifically, whether the verb describes a static
eventuality as opposed to a change of state (Pesetsky 1995; Arad 1998; Alexiadou &
Iordăchioaia 2014). Based on this, we can identify two classes of ObEx verbs:
i) eventive/ambiguous verbs, which on their eventive readings describe a change-
of-state and have typical transitive causative syntax; and ii) stative verbs like de-
press/concern/disgust, which do not allow eventive change-of-state readings, and
thus exhibit psych behavior. However, in line with their distinct syntax, these sta-
tive ObEx verbs are thought to have a different conceptualization from simple, un-
bounded states like SubEx fear. Instead, they denote complex ‘causative states’,
which consist of two causally-related sub-eventualities: the perception of a stimu-
lus subject (e.g. blood sausage in (4)), and the mental state triggered by this stimu-
lus (e.g. disgust; illustrated in (4) following Arad 1998 and Pylkkänen 2000; see
also Croft 1993; DiDesidero 1999; Kratzer 2000; Biały 2005, inter alia).

(4) Blood sausage disgusts Nina.

(adapted from Arad 1998)
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The physical or mental perception of the stimulus is co-temporal with the men-
tal state, and hence bounds it: as long as (and only when) the subject is per-
ceived or thought about, it causes the mental state to hold.2

Under this analysis, there are two key properties which distinguish causa-
tive ObEx states from the eventive readings of frighten-verbs. Firstly, although
the beginning and end of a causative state are bounded by perception of the
stimulus, there is no change-of-state (e.g. from ‘not disgusted’ to ‘disgusted’ or
vice versa) directly encoded in the meaning of the verb; rather, there is simply a
relation that holds between the stimulus and the Experiencer during the time
the stimulus is perceived. The second distinction is that, unlike eventive ObEx
verbs, the causal relationship as in (4) requires neither action nor intent on the
part of the (possibly inanimate) stimulus subject. As Arad (1998) describes it,
the stimulus is not ‘doing’ anything (whether intentionally or not), but rather
“[i]t is something about it which triggers the mental state.” Causative states
thus parallel other stative verbs in that their subject is not an Agent; unlike typi-
cal states, however, this subject does share with Agents its status as the initiator
of a “causal chain” (see, e.g., Croft 1993; Grimshaw 1990; García-Pardo 2018) –
it is what Pesetsky (1995) calls a “Causer”.3 In sum, this analysis argues that
there is sub-class of stative ObEx verbs which is aspectually distinct – not only
from eventive/ambiguous ObEx verbs, but from SubEx verbs as well.

2.2 Agentive vs. non-agentive events

While the above analyses focus mainly on the aspectual class of the verb, others
suggest that the thematic role of the subject is of greater importance in deter-
mining psych behavior. Thus, although Nuclear war frightened Laura may in-
deed have a stative interpretation (made more salient in the simple present
Nuclear war frightens Laura), many have argued that it is not stativity per se
which conditions this reading’s psych syntax, but rather the associated lack of
an Agent argument (Grimshaw 1990; DiDesidero 1999; Landau 2010). Accord-
ingly, it is only those readings/verbs which are non-agentive which give rise to
psych effects. Any non-agentive readings like (5a,b) should therefore pattern

2 This is argued by Pylkkänen (2000) to be indicative of its status as a stage-level rather than
individual-level state (see Carlson 1977).
3 This is distinct from the use of the term “Causer” in Arad (1998) and Alexiadou & Iordă-
chioaia (2014). We will follow Pesetsky (1995) here in using it to refer to the subjects of both
stative and eventive non-agentive causatives (see section 2.2 below).
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with stative readings, even if they are interpreted as involving an event (e.g.
something happens which causes Laura to become frightened):

(5) a. Nina frightened Laura unintentionally/accidentally.
b. The explosion/the noise/the thunderstorm frightened Laura.

(Arad 1998)

The potential for an agentive reading is also seen as the most relevant property
separating verbs like depress/concern/disgust from verbs like frighten, with the
former being strictly ‘non-agentive’. This is suggested not only by their incom-
patibility with purpose clauses as in (3), but also by their oddness with adverbs
of intent or the imperative, even when the subject is animate (Arad 1998; DiDe-
sidero 1999; Landau 2010):

(6) a. Nina (deliberately) frightened Laura./Frighten the birds!
b. Nina (*deliberately) concerned Laura./*Depress Laura!

In terms of event structure, Landau (2010) argues that the agentive/non-agentive
distinction is also associated with important aspectual differences. Agentive
change-of-state readings like (2a, 6a) are claimed to be durative, telic accom-
plishments in the sense of Vendler (1957) – that is, they involve a process (e.g.
of Nina doing something which will frighten Laura) and a natural endpoint
(e.g. Laura becomes frightened), with an accompanying change of the Experi-
encer’s mental state. In contrast, non-agentive readings and verbs are either
states or, more likely, achievements. According to Landau (2010: 129), “rela-
tively few” ObEx verbs are strictly stative (among them, concern and depress);
rather, most of the ones that disallow agentive readings are instantaneous,
eventive achievements, with the Experiencer in these cases describing a place
“where a mental state . . . appears” (Landau 2010: 131). Together with (non-)
agentivity, an ObEx verb’s syntax is thus argued to be tied to its aspectual
sub-classification as either i) a non-agentive achievement or state; or ii) an
agentive accomplishment. From this perspective, the key differences between
these sub-classes are that the eventualities expressed by the former group of
verbs involve neither a process nor an Agent, in contrast to the latter. How-
ever, aside from the few states like concern/depress, all ObEx verbs are argued
to be eventive.4

4 There is a third recent approach by Marin & McNally (2011), who argue on the basis of Span-
ish data that psychological verbs marked with reflexive morphology are inchoative. For these
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2.3 Gradient agentivity/eventivity

Many theoretical analyses like the above have argued in favour of sub-dividing
ObEx verbs according to the features of their event structure; however, it is still
not clear precisely what these features are. A recent study by Grafmiller (2013)
thus takes a more experimental approach to distinguishing these sub-classes,
and notes that part of this lack of consensus is due to disagreement over what
the data look like in the first place.

In an effort to clarify this subtle data, Grafmiller (2013) uses an acceptability
task to investigate the naturalness of 20 ObEx verbs in several agentive diagnostic
contexts (e.g. with an agentive adverb like deliberately).5 In this task, it was
found that speakers rated agentive sentences as significantly more acceptable on
average when they contained verbs characterized as agentive/eventive in the lit-
erature (e.g. frighten, scare), as compared to typical “non-agentive/stative” verbs
(e.g. depress, concern, fascinate). However, when looking at the mean rating of
each verb individually, the results revealed a continuous, gradient distribution
with extensive variation in both hypothesized sub-classes, along with several
verbs which were much more or less acceptable than expected. Moreover, the
two sub-groups did not simply cluster on opposite ends of the acceptability scale;
rather, their distributions displayed substantial overlap, such that there was no
clear point of division between them. These results – combined with corpus ex-
amples of typical purportedly stative/non-agentive verbs in ‘disallowed’ contexts
(7a/b below) – lead Grafmiller to conclude that English ObEx verbs do not form
coherent sub-classes based on their potential for agentivity/eventivity. Instead,
they belong to a single aspectual type, and any of them can be used to describe a
dynamic and/or agentive event, to a greater or lesser extent. The gradient differen-
ces between different verbs, and the relative unnaturalness of verbs like depress
and concern in these contexts are instead attributed to conceptual characteristics
of the emotion they describe, combined with surrounding discourse context and
pragmatic inferences.

(7) a. The human race is constantly depressing me. . .
b. I’m going to purposely bore you with this tip, but it TOTALLY WORKS.

(Google; Grafmiller 2013: 114; 225)

authors, inchoativity is very different from telicity. Our results seem to suggest that this ap-
proach cannot be extended to English.
5 See also Verhoeven (2010) for a study which indicates cross-linguistic differences in the
agentivity and eventivity of ObEx verbs.
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Grafmiller argues that there are no clear sub-classes, but instead a completely
continuous gradient distribution, where differences between verbs are due to
world knowledge, likelihood of scenario, discourse context, etc. He also rejects
coercion under the assumption that the non-agentive verbs could not appear in
agentive/eventive contexts if they needed to be coerced. The main place where
we disagree is that 1) we do think there will be clearer (though gradient) sub-
classes and 2) argue that coercion has observable effects, i.e. not by completely
restricting the contexts for these verbs, but by allowing them only with in-
creased difficulty. That said, the same pragmatic/discourse factors he discusses
likely also affect coercion.

Grafmiller’s results suggest that introspection alone does not reveal the
whole picture, as it will not necessarily capture potentially informative fine-
grained patterns of variation. The corpus data also provide evidence that, re-
gardless of how we analyze “stative/non-agentive” verbs, their use in eventive/
agentive contexts is not outright prohibited. However, this non-categorical data
does not necessarily require us to conclude that there are no aspectually dis-
tinct sub-classes of ObEx verbs. Firstly, there is little discussion of how the pat-
terns found in this class compare to those of other, aspectually clearer verbs in
the same diagnostic contexts.6 Such comparison could provide an indication of
the degree of gradience in acceptability which might be independent of verb
type, and may also further clarify exactly which aspectual features ObEx verbs
share with other verb classes. Furthermore, while Grafmiller (2013) notes that
pragmatic and discourse factors can influence acceptability, he fails to account
for the possibility that these and other linguistic and extra-linguistic factors –
specifically sentence complexity, interpretability, and aspectual coercion – can
in fact influence judgments in such a way that they obscure distinctions that are
more clearly delineated in the underlying grammar. In particular, aspectual co-
ercion can serve to increase the flexibility of a verb in terms of the contexts it
can appear in, which may lead to more “fuzzy” aspectual distinctions – though,
as we will argue, certain patterns can still be observed.

6 Grafmiller (2013) in fact includes such verbs in the acceptability task, but does not report on
their behavior in detail.
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3 Interpretability, aspectual coercion,
and gradient acceptability

Acceptability judgments are not solely a reflection of grammaticality (Miller &
Chomsky 1963; Gerken & Bever 1986; Haider 2007; Sprouse et al. 2011, inter
alia). Rather, in order to judge the acceptability of a sentence, speakers must at
least partially read, parse, and interpret the sentence to be judged. As these pro-
cedures are part of sentence processing and comprehension, they are affected
by performance factors such as linguistic ability, attention, semantic or struc-
tural ambiguity, and processing difficulty. The operations taking place during
processing are of course many and complex, and single-point, offline judg-
ments cannot capture all of the steps involved in arriving at a final response.
However, such judgments have been found to broadly correlate with more gen-
eral effects observed in online processing studies, such as the relative difficulty
of parsing or interpreting a sentence (Bader & Meng 1999; Keller 2000; Fanse-
low and Frisch 2006; Alexopoulou and Keller 2007; Bornkessel-Schlesewsky
& Schlesewsky 2007; Hofmeister et al. 2007; Sprouse 2008, inter alia). All other
things being equal, the relationship between interpretability and acceptability is
one in which sentences which require more effort to interpret are in turn judged as
less acceptable, while less difficult sentences are judged more favorably. For
example, Bornkessel-Schlesewsky and Schlesewsky (2007) report ERP evidence
that temporary argument structure ambiguities in German are more difficult
to process when the object precedes the subject rather than vice versa, al-
though both are grammatical. The additional difficulty found for these sen-
tences was also paralleled by lower acceptability ratings, both in speeded
and offline tasks. Similar patterns are found in other studies: e.g. Hofmeister
et al. (2007). Similarly, ungrammatical sentences which differ in relative interpret-
ability may likewise differ in acceptability. For instance, although (8) and (9) are
both ungrammatical, the former is easier to interpret, and would therefore likely
be judged as comparatively more acceptable (or less unacceptable).

(8) *This be not a good sentence.

(9) *Sentence good not a be this.
(Haider 2007: 390)

As Haider (2007) notes, this difference is related to how easy it is to repair the
incorrect sentence: the easier the repair (e.g. replace the infinitive in 8 with a
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finite verb), the easier the sentence is to interpret, and vice versa (Featherston
2007; Haider 2007). Although these judgments represent a fairly coarse-grained
reflection of processing, there is evidence that the relative acceptability of par-
ticular structures can provide an indication of underlying difficulties in inter-
pretation and repair. As such, acceptability judgments may be subject to some
of the same factors that affect sentence processing and comprehension. Impor-
tantly, such processing factors like interpretability and repair are continuous
rather than categorical, with no clearly defined boundary between e.g. “easy to
interpret” and “difficult”. Their influence on acceptability may therefore result
in greater variation even among sentences which should be similar in (un-)
grammaticality; this, in turn, may make the boundaries of some distinctions
less clear.

Although not all cases of gradient acceptability can be reduced to such proc-
essing factors (Keller 2000; Fanselow et al. 2006; Featherston 2007 and replies;
Sprouse 2007; Schütze & Sprouse 2013, inter alia), there is reason to believe that
interpretability and ease of repair are directly relevant to the assessment of event
structure in ObEx verbs, due to the potential for a particular type of repair strategy
known as aspectual coercion. Aspectual coercion involves a meaning shift or en-
richment, which may be used as a means of resolving an aspectual conflict be-
tween the lexical aspect of a verb and its surrounding context – for instance, any
strictly stative/non-agentive ObEx verbs in contexts that select for eventive/agen-
tive verbs (Moens & Steedman 1988; Pustejovsky 1995; Jackendoff 1997; De Swart
1998; Zucchi 1998; Michaelis 2004; Bott 2010; Brennan & Pylkkänen 2010; Lauwers
& Williams 2011; Bott 2015, inter alia). If the meaning of the sentence is taken at
face value, the conflict may initially yield an uninterpretable sentence; however, in
changing the meaning via coercion, the sentence may be “repaired”, allowing a
listener to arrive at a more reasonable interpretation. For instance, the verb reach
as in Harry reached the top of the mountain describes an instantaneous change
from not being at the top to being at the top (i.e. an achievement; Rothstein 2004).
The progressive, in contrast, selects for eventualities that contain an ongoing pro-
cess (Moens & Steedman 1988). When the two are combined in Harry is reaching
the top, the result is difficult to interpret at face value, given that the instantaneous
duration of reach is at odds with the interpretation that there is an extended, ongo-
ing process of reaching the top. In order to resolve this conflict and repair the sen-
tence, listeners may enrich the meaning of reach in this context by assuming that
there is some other unspecified process that is ongoing, and which should eventu-
ally culminate in “reaching the top of the mountain”. Barring additional context,
world knowledge suggests that this process is ‘climbing’. This results in the re-
paired interpretation of Harry is reaching the top of the mountain as “Harry is in the
process of climbing to the top of the mountain” – despite the fact that “climbing” is
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neither overtly expressed, nor encoded in the meaning of the verb reach (Moens &
Steedman 1988; Steedman 2005; Bott 2010). This type of enrichment falls under
what Hamm and van Lambalgen (2005) refer to as additive coercion, as it in-
volves the “adding in” of an element of meaning (e.g. ‘climbing’) that is not
encoded in the verb’s semantics (see also Bott 2010, 2015).7 As this element is
not overtly expressed, listeners must themselves employ world knowledge and
discourse context in order to select the most plausible meaning that will make
the sentence interpretable.

In line with this, sentences which involve aspectual coercion have also been
associated with increased processing costs in online comprehension tasks, as com-
pared to cases where the verb and its context match (Piñango et al. 1999; Todorova
et al. 2000; Husband et al. 2006; Brennan & Pylkkänen 2008, 2010; Bott 2010,
2015; though cf. Pickering et al. 2006). Coerced sentences thus lead to slower read-
ing times in self-paced reading (Todorova et al. 2000; Brennan & Pylkkänen 2008,
2010; Bott 2010), as well as increased processing load and/or semantic mismatch
effects as measured via MEG/EEG (Brennan & Pylkkänen 2008, 2010; Bott 2015).
This suggests that sentences involving aspectual coercion are comparatively more
difficult to process, potentially as a result of the additional operation(s) a listener
has to perform in order to interpret the sentence. In terms of acceptability, the in-
creased difficulty in interpreting these coerced sentences predicts lower relative ac-
ceptability as compared to cases with no aspectual mismatch (and hence no need
for coercion). This proposal is supported by the results of “makes sense” judgments
included with the self-paced reading and neurological measures in several studies
(Brennan & Pylkkänen 2010; Bott 2010, 2015). When participants were given 4–5
seconds to judge sentences as sensible or nonsensical, sentences with coercion
received significantly fewer “yes, makes sense” judgments as compared to non-
mismatch controls (but cf. Brennan & Pylkkänen 2008).8

Nevertheless, we do not necessarily predict that sentences like Harry is
reaching the top should be as unacceptable as sentences which are clearly un-
grammatical, like *Sentence good not a be this. If we understand coercion as a

7 They also discuss other types of aspectual coercion (see also Bott 2010, 2015); however, addi-
tive coercion is the most relevant for the purposes of this paper (see also section Discussion/
predictions). Strictly speaking, the progressive also requires the removal or defocusing of the
culmination of the eventuality (e.g. the moment of ‘reaching’); however, see Bott & Hamm
(2014).
8 Similar patterns have been found in studies of “complement coercion” (e.g. begin the book
where one must infer an unexpressed activity such as reading or writing), where coercion elicits
increased difficulty in online processing and decreased acceptability (McElree et al. 2001; Pylk-
känen & McElree 2007, inter alia).
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repair mechanism, then successful completion of the coercion operation should
result in a reasonable ‘repaired’ interpretation. Sentences which may be re-
paired via aspectual coercion should thus be more acceptable than those where
repair is more difficult or unavailable, thereby partially mitigating the effects of
increased difficulty. The availability of coercion may therefore be responsible
for the occurrence in natural language of apparently “disallowed” aspectual
combinations, such as I’m going to purposely bore you with this tip (Grafmiller
2013: 225). The positive influence of successful coercion is further supported by
the ‘makes sense’ judgments for coerced sentences in Bott (2010, 2015) – al-
though these sentences were judged as sensible less often than the control sen-
tences, participants were still significantly more likely to say they made sense
as compared to mismatch cases where resolution was not possible (e.g. *For
two hours the ranger discovered the trap/the climber reached the top). Whether
or not a reasonable repair is available will of course depend on verb- and con-
text-specific factors to some extent, as whether or not a plausible additional
meaning can be located will vary according to the situation the sentence de-
scribes (Moens & Steedman 1988; Bott 2010). The success of coercion may itself
thus also vary on a verb-by-verb basis, resulting in a more continuous spread of
ratings.

In what follows we therefore take a view of aspectual coercion as a repair
mechanism which may be triggered in cases of aspectual mismatch, and whose
processes – though undoubtedly more complex than described here – may be
broadly reflected in judgments of acceptability. In the case of additive coercion,
we expect lower acceptability relative to non-mismatch controls. Conversely, we
also expect that successfully coerced sentences will be more acceptable than
cases where a reasonable repair is unavailable. The competing influences of in-
creased difficulty and successful repair thus predict that sentences with aspectual
coercion will elicit ratings which are intermediate between “fully acceptable” and
“fully unacceptable”. As coercion, like processing in general, may be affected by
non-categorical factors, we therefore argue that the discovery of gradient accept-
ability in ObEx verbs does not in itself entail that the grammatical constraints un-
derlying them are gradient as well (Chomsky 1965; Newmeyer 2007; Sprouse
2007, inter alia). Rather, the behavior of ObEx verbs (and other verbs) within
agentive/eventive contexts will reflect these influences, which will in turn affect
how these patterns should be analyzed and interpreted.
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4 An acceptability study of agentivity
and eventivity in ObEx verbs

This task investigated the relative acceptability of four types of verbs in agentive
and/or eventive contexts:
1) purported “agentive/eventive” ObEx verbs (‘ObExAgentive’)
2) purported “non-agentive” or “stative” ObEx verbs (‘ObExNon-Agentive’)
3) non-agentive/stative SubEx verbs (‘SubEx’)
4) agentive/eventive verbs (‘Event’)

ObEx verbs were sorted according to their most common labels in the literature
(see section 4.1/stimuli). Each verb was tested in three different sentence con-
texts: i) an agentive context, ii) an eventive context with an animate subject,
and iii) an eventive context with an inanimate subject in order to check whether
there are non-agentive eventive verbs. The acceptability of these sentences was
assessed using an offline judgement task, in which speakers rated isolated sen-
tences according to how natural they sounded (see Grafmiller 2013; Verhoeven
2010).

The primary goal was to test the extent to which ObEx verbs form aspectu-
ally distinct sub-classes such as the ones proposed above. However, we also
probe beyond these groups, to address the question of where and on what basis
such distinctions should be made – if at all. Importantly, the behavior of the
ObEx verbs – both individually, and in terms of their distribution – is directly
compared to that of other stative/non-agentive (SubEx) and eventive/agentive
verbs (Event) in the same contexts. This comparison has two purposes: first, it will
help to clarify the extent to which any gradience between aspectual (sub-)classes
might be the result of coercion and/or general word knowledge factors. Second, it
will help determine whether any potential sub-groups of ObEx verbs behave more
like states, or more like eventive/agentive verbs – or whether they tend to be inter-
mediate, suggesting some degree of coercion. This will further help to identify any
sub-classes of aspectually more restricted ObEx verbs, as well as assess whether
such verbs are primarily stative or simply non-agentive.

To investigate these issues, our study employs three different approaches to
analyzing the acceptability ratings:
(1) A standard linear mixed effects model (LME) with Verb Type (4 groups:

ObExAgentive, ObExNon-Agentive, SubEx, and Event) as the fixed effect of
interest, as well as random effects for participants and verbs;

(2) A qualitative scatterplot assessment of how the individual verbs in each
group are distributed, based on the mean rating for each verb;
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(3) An agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis, using the mean rating for
each verb. This method starts with each verb’s mean treated as a separate
cluster, and at each step joins two increasingly larger clusters until all verbs
belong to a single cluster. The more similar two clusters are, the earlier they
will be joined.

The focus of the first analysis is on how acceptable each verb group is as a
whole, and how it compares to the other three groups. The LME will compare
overall ratings for each Verb Type, and test whether there are significant, con-
sistent differences in acceptability between the four types, once verb-specific
variation is accounted for. As discussed in section 2.3, however, this analysis
may not give a complete picture: even if the overall means of two groups are
distinct, the boundaries between them may not be. Additionally, the LME will
not tell us whether any verbs behave more like members of a different group, or
whether any groups might contain further potential sub-divisions.

The scatterplot and cluster analyses thus focus on these more fine-grained
patterns of behavior. The data are broken down into the mean ratings for each
individual verb, in order to assess how different verbs are distributed with respect
to members of their own group and others. The scatterplot of these means will
allow us to further examine the boundaries between the groups, and assess their
degree of distinctness or overlap, as well as the amount of variability each group
displays. It will also enable us to identify whether there are any natural divisions
either within or across the groups, and whether these coincide with the initial
Verb Type divisions that are based on the literature.

The cluster analysis of the verb means will serve to further quantify these
impressions, as it will group verbs based solely on the means, with no assump-
tions about the number or structure of groups. The resulting dendrogram will
be assessed with respect to where divisions are made; which verbs cluster to-
gether and how tightly; and how late particular clusters are joined, as a mea-
sure of their distinctiveness.

4.1 Methods

4.1.1 Participants

There were 152 participants in total, recruited via the internet. Participants were
self-reported native speakers of any dialect of English and were between the
ages of 17 and 60 (mean 27.6).
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4.1.2 Materials and design

The task contained 72 verbs: 36 ObEx verbs, and 36 comparison verbs (18 SubEx
verbs and 18 agentive/eventive ‘Event’ verbs). The ObEx verbs were drawn from
previous studies (Pesetsky 1995; Verhoeven 2010; Grafmiller 2013; Alexiadou &
Iordăchioaia 2014), and comprised 19 verbs claimed to allow agentive/eventive
readings (ObExAgentive), and 17 verbs typically said to be stative/non-agentive
(ObExNon-Agentive). The 36 comparison verbs were drawn from databases and
dictionaries of English (the British National Corpus, CIT; CELEX, Baayen et al.
1993;Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary), and consisted of transitive verbs
which allowed both human subjects and human objects. 18 of these were SubEx
verbs, while 18 were eventive (‘Event’) verbs. All verbs in the latter group al-
lowed (but did not require) Agents.

Each verb was embedded in a base sentence for use within the test contexts
(see below). Base sentences for all contexts used a simple Subject-Verb-Object
structure, with the verb in the past tense. The resulting sentences thus varied
according to the factor of Verb Type, with four possible levels (ObExAgentive,
ObExNon-Agentive, SubEx, or Event), illustrated in Table 1.9

These 72 verbs within their base sentences were tested in three diagnostic con-
texts: i) an agentive context ii) an eventive context with an animate subject;
and iii) an eventive context with an inanimate subject. The contexts are summa-
rized and exemplified in Table 2 below.

Table 1: Number of verbs by Verb Type.

Verb Type Number of verbs Example base sentences

ObExAgentive  Michael frightened Laura.

ObExNon-Agentive  The hostess charmed the visitors.

SubEx  The shopkeeper hated the tourists.

Event  The nurse tickled the baby.

9 A full list of the verbs and their ratings on all conditions is included in the Appendix. All
verbs were tested in the three diagnostic contexts in Table 2, which provides an example sen-
tence for each context.
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The agentive context consisted of modification by agentive adverbs which “relate
solely to degree of intent”: deliberately, intentionally, and on purpose (Grafmiller
2013: 223; see also Verhoeven 2010).10 Each verb was presented with one of the
three selected adverbs as in (10) below.11 All other things being equal, these adverbs
should be acceptable only with verbs that allow an agentive reading.

(10) a. ObExAgentive: The boy deliberately upset Carol.
b. ObExNon-Agentive: Isobel intentionally fascinated Alex.
c. SubEx: The shopkeeper deliberately hated the tourists.
d. Event: The nurse deliberately tickled the baby.

The second context tested the availability of an eventive + animate subject read-
ing, using theWhat happened was . . . frame (Jackendoff 1983).12 This frame selects
for all verbs with eventive readings, regardless of either their aspectual sub-type or
whether they allow an agentive subject.

Table 2: Diagnostic contexts.

Context Diagnostic Example

Agentive Agentive adverb (deliberately,
intentionally, on purpose)

Michael intentionally frightened
Laura.

Eventive +
animate
subject

What happened was . . . + animate
subject

What happened was the reporter
surprised the politician.

Eventive +
inanimate
subject

What happened was . . . + inanimate
subject

What happened was the breeze
annoyed the jogger.

10 Other alternative diagnostics (e.g. the imperative, adverbs like patiently, and embedding
under control verbs) are either not restricted to agentive uses, or are restricted to only a subset
of agentive verbs. For more details regarding the problems with several typical agentivity diag-
nostics, see Grafmiller (2013: 227ff) and Verhoeven (2010).
11 Speakers deemed the alternative purposely to be “unusual” during a pilot of this study. The
phrasal form on purpose was presented sentence-finally.
12 The more commonly used progressive in fact only permits predicates which have duration,
and is thus odd with eventive achievements. Other eventivity tests are problematic for different
reasons, with many actually diagnosing agentivity (see e.g. Lakoff 1966; Carlson 1977; Dowty
1979; Rothstein 2004; Grafmiller 2013, inter alia).
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(11) a. ObExAgentive: What happened was Michael frightened Laura.
b. ObExNon-Agentive: What happened was George disgusted Karen.
c. SubEx: What happened was Thomas loved his grandfather.
d. Event: What happened was David hit his friend.

The final test context was the eventive + inanimate subject context, which in-
vestigated whether each verb allowed an eventive reading when there was no
agentive interpretation available – i.e. a non-agentive eventive reading. Each
ObEx and Event verb thus also appeared with an inanimate subject in the What
happened was . . . frame. In principle, this context should be acceptable only
for those verbs that allow an eventive reading without an Agent.13

(12) a. ObExAgentive: What happened was the thunder startled the baby.
b. ObExNon-Agentive: What happened was the book fascinated Alex.
c. Event: What happened was the rock hit the car.

There were therefore 198 test sentences across the three contexts. Additionally,
each verb was also presented in its base sentence form as a filler. In total there
were 270 sentences: 4 each for the 36 ObEx and 18 Event verbs, and 3 for the 18
SubEx verbs. These sentences were divided and counterbalanced over four ques-
tionnaire versions, such that each verb appeared only once (i.e. in a single con-
text) within each version.14 This design served to minimize any attenuation of
relative difficulty or unacceptability that might result from stimulus repetition
(Hofmeister et al. 2013).15

4.1.3 Procedure

The four 72-sentence questionnaires were presented online via Qualtrics (www.
qualtrics.com). Each version of the questionnaire was given to 38 participants
(152 in total); each participant completed only one version. Participants were in-
structed to provide a rating for each sentence according to how natural the sen-
tence would sound in a conversation. Ratings were given on a 1–7 continuous

13 SubEx verbs were not presented in this context, as they require animate subjects; as such,
the clear ungrammaticality of these sentences may have led to an artificial increase in the ap-
parent acceptability of other sentence types (Haider 2007; Schütze & Sprouse 2013).
14 Each SubEx filler sentence appeared in two versions of the questionnaire.
15 Repetition within multiple agentive contexts may partially account for the lack of a clearer
division in Grafmiller’s (2013) results.
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sliding scale, with 7 indicating ‘perfectly natural’. Each questionnaire began
with two filler sentences, followed by the rest of the sentences presented in a
different random order for each participant. Questionnaires were completed in
15.75 minutes on average.

4.2 Results

Responses from two participants who finished the questionnaire in less than
five minutes were removed (cf. Grafmiller 2013), as were those from four partic-
ipants who provided the same rating for more than 70 % of their responses
(well outside two standard deviations from the mean across participants). Raw
ratings were z-score normalized by participant to correct for participant-specific
scale bias or compression (cf. Schütze & Sprouse 2013).

Normalized ratings were further analyzed separately for each diagnostic
context.16 To correct for the possible influence of factors like participant attention or
error, outlying ratings for individual verbs in a particular context (>2 standard devi-
ations from the verb’s mean rating in that context) were removed (4.9 % of the
data).17 The influence of verb frequency was then minimized by residualizing the
remaining ratings using log surface frequency of the past tense form. The resi-
dualized ratings were used as input to all further analyses; more positive scores
indicate higher acceptability.

The LME analyses were conducted in R (version 3.3.2) using the lme4 package
(Bates et al. 2012), and were structured in the same way for all three contexts. Resi-
dualized ratings were analyzed as the dependent variable, with Verb Type (4 lev-
els: Event, ObExAgentive, ObExNon-Agentive, and SubEx) as a fixed effect. Levels
of Verb Type were dummy coded using Event as the reference level. Random ef-
fects included intercepts for participants and verbs, and by-participant slopes
for the effect of Verb Type. For the fixed effect tests, all t-values with an abso-
lute value greater than 2 were considered significant (following Baayen 2008).
Parameter estimates (Est.) and standard errors (SE) are reported below. For the
cluster analyses, we report the results of Ward’s method. This method is akin to

16 The fact that the SubEx verbs do not appear in the inanimate subject condition precludes a
larger analysis of the combined data. Additionally, combining the different diagnostics could
obscure potential (sub-)patterns if the diagnostics differ in terms of either baseline acceptabil-
ity, or the degree to which they induce coercion (Moens & Steedman 1988; Bott 2010, 2015).
17 These data points were only outliers in terms of the verb means used in the scatterplot and
cluster analyses; they were excluded from the LME analyses for consistency. We also con-
ducted LMEs which included these outliers, and patterns of significance did not differ.
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an analysis of variance, and at each joining step tries to minimize the variance
within clusters based on the error sum of squares that results from the join.18

4.2.1 Agentive context

The LME revealed significant effects for Verb Type at the levels of ObExNon-
Agentive (Est. = −0.93, SE = 0.14, t = −6.49) and SubEx (Est. = −1.71, SE = 0.14,
t = −11.97); there was no significant effect at the level of ObExAgentive (Est. =
−0.004, SE = 0.14, t = −0.03). Least squares means and standard errors output
by the model for each of the four groups are summarized in Table 3. To further
assess the overall differences between each group, we conducted planned pair-
wise comparisons using Bonferroni-adjusted t-tests of least squares mean differ-
ences; groups which are significantly different from one another are assigned
different letters in Table 3.

These analyses indicate a clear difference between Event verbs and SubEx verbs
in the predicted direction: Event verbs are, on average, judged to be signifi-
cantly more acceptable in an agentive, eventive context, while SubEx verbs are
rated on the less acceptable end of the scale. The two groups of ObEx verbs pat-
tern somewhat differently: on the one hand, ObExAgentive verbs are equally as
acceptable as Event verbs in this context, and are rated significantly higher
than the ObExNon-Agentive group. However, the latter are still overall signifi-
cantly better in this context than stative SubEx verbs, and their ratings average
around the middle of the distribution.

Table 3: Least-squares means and standard errors of ratings by Verb Type
(Agentive condition).

Verb Type Least-squares mean SE Letter

Event . . A

ObExAgentive . . A

ObExNon-Agentive −. . B

SubEx −. . C

18 Results using other hierarchical clustering algorithms (average, centroid, complete linkage)
did not differ substantially. For more details regarding clustering methods as applied to lin-
guistic data, see, among others, Schulte im Walde (2003).
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A somewhat more complex picture emerges when we examine how the individ-
ual verbs in each group are distributed. As expected, there is a degree of gradience
and variability within all four groups. However, the Event and SubEx verbs cluster
consistently on the opposing ends of the scale, and there is a fairly clear division
between the two groups of verbs (apart from a low-rated Event outlier rinse at −0.39
and a higher rated SubEx outlier worship at −0.54, see Figure 1 plus full list in the
Appendix). The same cannot be said for the two groups of ObEx verbs, however.
While the ObExAgentive verbs are judged much like the Event ones, there is no
clear division between the former group and the purportedly Non-Agentive verbs;
indeed, at least five “Non-Agentive” verbs (offend, demoralize, bore, horrify,
and disgust) behave inconsistently with their labels, and are judged to be just
as acceptable in this agentive context as either ObExAgentive or Event verbs.

However, although the results do not show a clear division between “Agen-
tive” and “Non-agentive” ObEx verbs as we have labelled them, we find that
the distribution of these verbs as a whole is also not as even or continuous as
Grafmiller’s (2013: 252–53) analysis might predict. Instead, the ObEx verbs seem
to primarily cluster around two or three areas, with some degree of separation
between them (contra Grafmiller’s findings with the same test context). The most
acceptable of these clusters is distributed much like the Event verbs, grouping in a
region of higher acceptability (here around 0.75–1.0) and diminishing to a tail
(containing e.g. ObExAgentive disappoint; similar to Event twirl). This group con-
tains most of the ObExAgentive verbs, as well as five higher rated “Non-Agentive”
verbs (offend, demoralize, bore, horrify, and disgust). On the less acceptable end
are three ObExNon-Agentive verbs (interest, concern, fascinate) whose behaviour
most closely resembles that of the SubEx verbs. Finally, in an “intermediate” area
falling roughly between most Event and SubEx verbs (range −0.65 to −0.14), we
find a group of 2 ObExAgentive (encourage, amuse) and 9 ObExNon-Agentive verbs
(amaze, astonish, captivate, charm, puzzle, please, worry, invigorate, depress).

The cluster analysis illustrated in Figure 2 seems to confirm these impres-
sions. At the top of the figure are the least acceptable verbs; the first 20 of these
(most of the SubEx verbs, along with ObExNon-Agentive fascinate, concern, and
interest) belong to their own cluster. These verbs form the most coherent and
distinct group, as they are joined to the other major cluster (52 verbs) only at
the last step of the analysis. The Event verbs and the remainder of the ObEx
verbs then belong to the other, more acceptable major cluster. In general, the
Event verbs and most of the ObEx verbs (particularly ObExAgentive) are mostly
mixed in with one another on the more acceptable end (the bottom of the den-
drogram), without any clear patterns. However, the noted “intermediate” group
of ObEx verbs (the 2 Agentive, e.g. encourage and 9 Non-Agentive, e.g. depress)
forms its own distinct sub-cluster between the majority of the SubEx and Event
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verbs (aside from the furthest outliers of the latter groups, rinse and worship).19

This simultaneously suggests that the verbs in this sub-cluster behave similarly
to one another with regards to their acceptability with agentive adverbs, while
also to some degree distinct from the other (sub-)groups of verbs.

Taken together, the results of this test suggest that this agentivity diagnostic
not only makes the expected distinction between Event and SubEx verbs, but
also may differentiate between two or three potential sub-groups of ObEx verbs.
In the latter case, there is a clear tendency for some verbs to be more acceptable
while others are rated on the lower end, as well as for a third group to receive
ratings in an intermediate range between that of either Event or SubEx verbs.

4.2.2 Eventive + animate subject context

The What happened was . . . frame was judged by many speakers to be relatively
marked; thus, regardless of subject animacy, the sentences with this frame were,
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Figure 1:Mean ratings for each verb, by Verb Type (Agentive condition).

19 The behavior of these two items suggests that there are some additional pragmatic or lexi-
cal factors at play.
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Event
ObExAgentive
ObExNon-Agentive
SubEx

know
like
revere
desire
fascinate
cherish
understand
concern
inserest
dislike
loathe
love
treasure
believe
desoise
fear
abhor
hate
detest
depress
invigorate
worship
worry
please
rinse
puzzle
charm
caotivate
astonish
amaze
amuse
encourage
twirl
throttle
disappoint
walop
disqust
horrify
bore
tickle
enrage
prod
surprise
bother
mangle
disturb
terrorize
demoralize
drench

discourage
anger

smack
annoy
terrify
startle
offend
scare
scratch
upset
irritate
splash
frighten
provcke
cut
embarrass
shake
stab
kill
hit
pinch
poke

adore

Figure 2: Hierarchical clustering of mean residualized ratings (Agentive condition).
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on average, less acceptable than those with an agentive adverb (agentive mean
raw rating: 4.7; What happened was . . . mean raw rating: 3.7). For a significant
number of participants (43 out of 152; 28.3 %) the frame was virtually ungram-
matical, with all What happened was . . . sentences eliciting a mean raw rating of
less than 2 (where 1 is “completely unnatural”). As this unacceptability renders
the diagnostic invalid for these participants, their responses to the What hap-
pened was . . . sentences (including those with an inanimate subject) were ex-
cluded from further analysis. After removing outlier ratings as described above,
this left 22–27 ratings for each verb in each condition.

The LME for this test again revealed significant effects for Verb Type at the
levels of ObExNon-Agentive (Est. = −0.31, SE = 0.07, t = −4.38) and SubEx
(Est. = −0.55, SE = 0.08, t = −6.74); there was no significant effect at the level
of ObExAgentive (Est. = −0.07, SE = 0.07, t = −0.99). Least squares means and
standard errors output by the model are summarized in Table 4. Pairwise planned
comparisons using Bonferroni-adjusted t-tests revealed the same pattern as in
the Agentive context. All groups were significantly different from all other groups
with the exception of Event and ObExAgentive, which did not significantly differ
from one another.

These results again accord with the predictions made for Event and SubEx verbs,
in that the former are significantly more acceptable than the latter in a context
which should select for eventive verbs. As before, we also find a slightly different
pattern for the ObEx verbs: ObExAgentive verbs are as acceptable as Event verbs
in the What happened was frame . . ., and are significantly better than the ObEx-
Non-Agentive group. Again, however, the Non-Agentive verb ratings average
somewhere between the Event verbs and the stative SubEx ones, and are rated
significantly better than the SubEx group.

However, although the pattern of mean differences is similar to that of the
agentive adverb condition, the way the individual verbs are distributed within

Table 4: Least-squares means and standard errors of ratings by Verb Type
(Eventive + animate subject condition).

Verb Type Least-squares mean SE Letter

Event . . A

ObExAgentive . . A

ObExNon-Agentive −. . B

SubEx −. . C
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each group is somewhat different (Figure 3). While there is again some gradience
and variability found within all of the groups, all of the verbs also fall within a
much more restricted range as compared to the agentive context (range of 1.09
vs. 2.46 respectively), in line with the overall lower acceptability of theWhat hap-
pened was . . . sentences. Furthermore, although the Event and SubEx verbs in
this condition still mostly cluster on either end of the distribution (apart from
Event outlier rinse at −0.33 and SubEx outlier believe at 0.22), there is less separa-
tion between the inner tails of these groups (difference of 0.55 vs. 1.71 in the agen-
tive condition, barring outliers). As for the ObEx verbs, there is a fairly even
distribution of ratings across the generally more acceptable ObExAgentive verbs
and the less acceptable ObExNon-Agentive ones, with no division between them.
At least six of the latter verbs also behave more similarly to the ObExAgentive
and Event verbs than might be expected (offend, bore, charm, demoralize, horrify,
and captivate).

In contrast to the agentive condition, the ObEx verbs as a whole exhibit less
of a clustering pattern here in the eventive frame. The majority of ObEx (23 verbs: 17
Agentive and 6 Non-Agentive) appear to fall roughly in the same range as most of
the Event verbs, while the others (13 verbs: 11 Non-Agentive and 2 Agentive) seem
more similar to the SubEx verbs; still, there is no clear point at which one proposed
sub-group might be said to diverge from another. Instead, there is mostly a continu-
ous distribution of more acceptable verbs to less acceptable ones.

The cluster analysis mirrors these general patterns (Figure 4). Rather than
the two largest clusters simply consisting of mainly SubEx verbs on the one
hand, and the remainder of the verbs on the other, the clustering suggests a
more even division, roughly down the middle. Notably, the lower rated cluster
(top half of the dendrogram) contains relatively more ObEx verbs in this condi-
tion – 13 out of 36 ObEx verbs were relatively less acceptable in this context,
as compared to 3 with an agentive adverb. We also find that the purportedly
non-agentive/stative verb offend is highly acceptable with the What happened
was . . . diagnostic, being rated more favorably than any other verb in the
task; given its similarly high mean rating with an agentive adverb, we may
suggest that (minimally) this verb has previously been misclassified. However,
there is one striking similarity between Figure 4 and the agentive dendrogram,
in that there is a small sub-cluster consisting of mostly ObEx verbs, located at
the lower end of the “eventive” cluster. It is here that we find 10 ObEx verbs – en-
courage, terrify, disappoint, annoy, captivate, horrify, enrage, demoralize, discour-
age, and amuse – all with ratings which fall between those of most of the SubEx
and Event verbs, in an area of intermediate acceptability (z-score 0.01–0.12).

Overall, the results of this condition are less clear-cut than in the case of the
agentive adverbs. On the one hand, the diagnostic for the most part functions as
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predicted, and the Event verbs are indeed generally more acceptable in this even-
tive context than the stative SubEx verbs. However, the boundaries between these
two groups are not as clear, such that similar intermediate ratings do not necessar-
ily indicate membership of the same aspectual class. While the lower acceptability
of What happened was . . . sentences may partially account for these effects, the
outlying verbs of the two control classes (believe and rinse) also suggest additional
factors at play. That this is the case seems to be further confirmed by the behavior
of the ObEx verbs. Although the ObEx verbs behave in line with Grafmiller’s (2013)
analysis – i.e. more or less as a single group with no clear point of division – the
behavior of this group somewhat differs from that of the Event and SubEx verbs.
Rather than most ObEx verbs being rated towards the higher or lower ends of the
acceptability scale, many instead fall in an intermediate area. Given the location
of this intermediate sub-cluster at the lower end of the Event range, we suggest
that the judgments speakers have provided here are affected by the same fac-
tors conditioning the intermediate ratings in the agentivity test – potentially
involving coercion – in combination with any considerations specific to this
particular diagnostic.
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Figure 3:Mean ratings for each verb, by Verb Type (Eventive + animate subject condition).
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Figure 4: Hierarchical clustering of mean residualized ratings (Eventive + animate subject
condition).
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4.2.3 Eventive + inanimate subject context

As there were no ratings for SubEx verbs in this condition, the SubEx ratings from
the previous context were included for comparison. The LME revealed significant
effects for Verb Type at all levels: ObExAgentive (Est. = −0.16, SE = 0.06, t = −2.68),
ObExNon-Agentive (Est. = −0.34, SE = 0.06, t = −5.23), and SubEx (Est. = −0.51,
SE = 0.07, t = −6.94).20 Least squares means and standard errors output by the
model are summarized in Table 5.21 However, pairwise planned comparisons using
Bonferroni-adjusted t-tests revealed the same pattern as in the other conditions: all
groups were significantly different from all other groups with the exception of
Event and ObExAgentive, which did not significantly differ from one another.22

The LME results show largely the same pattern as in previous conditions. Event
verbs are more acceptable in this eventive context than SubEx verbs, as expected.
The purportedly eventive ObExAgentive verbs behave most like the Event group,
and are likewise significantly more acceptable than the purportedly stative ObEx-
Non-Agentive verbs. However, as before, the latter group is still somewhat more
acceptable on average than the SubEx group, though the difference here with an
inanimate subject is not as statistically robust.

Turning to the scatterplot, the test sentences in this condition seem to lead to
rather different within-class distributions of verbs (Figure 5 scatterplot). Although

Table 5: Least-squares means and standard errors of ratings by Verb Type
(Eventive + inanimate subject condition).

Verb Type Least-squares mean SE Letter

Event . . A

ObExAgentive . . A

ObExNon-Agentive −. . B

SubEx −. . (B) C

20 It was not possible to compare this model to one with outliers included, as the latter failed
to converge; instead, a model which included outliers but not random slopes was run. The pat-
tern of results was largely the same, aside from a lack of significant difference between ObEx-
Non-Agentive and SubEx. The difference we report should thus be viewed only as a trend.
21 The SubEx verb ratings here differ slightly from the animate subject condition as a result of
within-condition frequency residualization.
22 The Bonferroni-corrected p-value for Event vs. ObExAgentive neared significance at t
(79.97) = 2.67, p =.055. We have reported the most conservative interpretation here.
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the Event verbs were on the whole the most acceptable, this acceptability appears
to be highly dependent on the individual verb being judged. Furthermore, there
are no clear outliers among this group; rather, the verbs are fairly evenly spread.
Crucially, the range of these Event verbs also clearly overlaps with that of the
SubEx verbs with animate subjects, and the division between these groups is not
as well defined.

The ObEx verbs, meanwhile, are again evenly distributed across both the
more acceptable ObExAgentive verbs and the less acceptable ObExNon-Agentive
ones, with no clear point of division between them. However, apart from three
verbs (horrify, captivate, offend), the ObExNon-Agentive verbs as a group fall more
consistently in an area of lower acceptability when combined with inanimate sub-
jects, at least as compared to the ObExAgentive and Event verbs. Still, for the ObEx
verbs overall, there are no obvious areas where verbs tend to cluster in this Even-
tive + inanimate subject condition, nor any clear gaps in their distribution.

This relatively even spread of verbs across the four groups seems further sup-
ported by the dendrogram (Figure 6). More than half of the verbs (39, including 3
Event verbs) are grouped together in the same major cluster, towards the less ac-
ceptable end (top of the dendrogram). There also do not seem to be any substan-
tial sub-clusters of ObEx verbs; instead, they are generally mixed in with Event or
SubEx verbs, or else grouped into separate, distantly connected clusters.

Overall, if there are any distinctions between different verb types which may
be found in these results, they may be obscured by other factors. This diagnostic
does not provide a clear indication of a point at which we might divide ObEx
verbs into semantically distinct sub-groups, nor is there the same intermediate
“peak” of ObEx verbs that was found in the previous condition. Importantly, the
lack of a defined separation between the Event and SubEx verbs also suggests
that the ratings in this condition are subject to additional, unexpected influences.

For example, as a larger number of ObEx verbs were rated similarly to
SubEx verbs in this condition, one might argue that the problem is that ObEx
verbs are more likely to be read statively with an inanimate subject. However,
seven Event verbs were also less acceptable in this condition, with three items
even being clustered with the majority of the SubEx verbs. Rather than indicat-
ing a greater likelihood of stative readings, the lower ratings in this condition
may therefore be affected by baseline differences in individual verbs’ natural-
ness with inanimate subjects; such differences would need to be filtered out in
order to have a clearer understanding of these results.

A related issue concerns the types of inanimate subjects which were chosen,
and whether they can be understood as direct or indirect participants un the even-
tuality (Wolff 2003; Sichel 2010; Schäfer 2012; Alexiadou et al. 2013; Martin &
Schäfer 2013). Thus, when the subject is only indirectly involved, a stative reading
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is triggered (13a), even if the verb allows an eventive reading (13b); however, if the
same subject can be viewed as directly causing the eventuality, it can trigger an
eventive reading (13c) rather than a stative one (13d).

(13) a. *What happened was the hurricane justified the evacuation of the city.
b. What happened was the mayor justified the evacuation of the city.
c. What happened was the hurricane separated the family.
d. *What happened was the wall separated the family.

Although both justify and separate allow eventive and stative readings, the
availability of these readings does not strictly depend on the animacy of the
subject, but on whether the subject can be viewed as a direct participant.23 As
the inanimate subjects in our study were not selected with this in mind, the rat-
ings obtained in this condition may have been influenced by this factor in an
unsystematic way.

Along with the possible influence of a baseline animacy preference, suchcon-
siderations suggest that further investigation is needed to more clearly assess the

23 Note that all sentences in (13) are grammatical in the absence ofWhat happened was.
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Figure 5:Mean ratings for each verb, by Verb Type (Eventive + inanimate subject condition).
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Figure 6: Hierarchical clustering of mean residualized ratings (Eventive + inanimate subject
condition).
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aspectual behavior of ObEx verbs in this context. However, regardless of the issues
surrounding this test, the other conditions are not subject to the same considera-
tions: as the animate subjects are all human, they all have the propensity to be
directly involved in the eventuality described. Furthermore, as the sentences in
these two conditions contain precisely the same subjects, verbs, and objects, the
ratings obtained in the first two contexts are directly comparable. In the discus-
sion below, we will focus on the previous two conditions, setting aside the ques-
tions which remain concerning the use of ObEx verbs with inanimate subjects.

5 General Discussion

The results reported in the previous sections are consistent with theories which
assume that ObEx verbs consist of a sub-class of eventive/ambiguous verbs like
frighten, and a sub-class of stative verbs like fascinate – specifically, a sub-class
of “causative states” (for instance Arad 1998; Pylkkänen 2000). What we saw is
that the distinctions between the two groups are indeed gradient rather than
categorical. However, we argued that this is best interpreted in light of the po-
tential for aspectual coercion, and the way in which this mechanism interacts
with comprehension and acceptability. In particular, ObEx causative states may
allow for ‘additive coercion’ (van Lambalgen & Hamm 2005; Bott 2010, 2015).
This type of coercion functions as a repair mechanism that allows a stative verb
to be (re-)interpreted as referring to a more complex eventuality, via a prag-
matic operation in which missing elements are “added” by the reader/hearer on
the basis of world knowledge and contextual inference. Precisely, this operation
leads to greater difficulty in the processing of stative ObEx verbs in eventive/
agentive contexts – thereby decreasing acceptability – but that successful com-
pletion of the repair ultimately results in degraded acceptability, rather than
outright ungrammaticality.

We still cannot fully rule out the possibility that all ObEx verbs are in fact
lexically specified as such causative states, and that they differ in ease of coer-
cion simply because some have more conventionalized/entrenched coercion pro-
cesses. However, the clustering at least in the agentive, and the relative consistency
of which verbs are/are not so conventionalized is suggestive. More work needs to
be done to fully account for their properties. Moreover, it is important to look at the
behavior of individual verbs – as not all behave as labelled in literature, see also
Verhoeven (2017). Our study highlights the importance of considerations of in-
terpretability/processing when assessing grammaticality using acceptability,
especially with subtle characteristics like aspect.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper we presented an experimental, processing-based approach to
the widely-discussed issue of lexical aspect in English Object-Experiencer
verbs. We argued that any investigation of the event structure properties of
these verbs must crucially take into account not only considerations on the
level of the verb, but also the influence of processes which take place when a
verb is interpreted in context. We drew particular attention to the role of as-
pectual coercion, and its interaction with processing in judgments of accept-
ability. Integrating these considerations into the design and analysis of our
acceptability task, our results support an analysis of ObEx verbs as compris-
ing two sub-classes which differ in their event structure: one consisting of
verbs which readily allow eventive and/or agentive readings, and the other
containing essentially stative verbs, which may be more or less coerced into
such readings, see also Verhoeven (2017). However, this latter group of states
also behave differently from stative SubEx verbs, in line with the causative
nature of the former. Overall, the results presented here indicate that al-
though the nature of both lexical aspect and acceptability may lead to highly
complex, gradient patterns, taking this nature into consideration may help
us to uncover important differences in the types of eventualities denoted by
ObEx verbs – both within this class itself, and as compared to other psych
verbs more generally. With respect to the theoretical approaches outlined in
the section 2, our results provide further support for the class of stative caus-
ative verbs as a class distinct from that of stative experiencer verbs.

Appendix

Table A.1:Mean ratings and standard errors for each verb, by Verb Type (Agentive condition).

Verb Verb Type Mean SE

poke Event . .
pinch Event . .
hit Event . .
kill Event . .
stab Event . .
shake Event . .
cut Event . .
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Table A.1 (continued)

Verb Verb Type Mean SE

splash Event . .
scratch Event . .
smack Event . .
drench Event . .
mangle Event . .
prod Event . .
tickle Event . .
wallop Event . .
throttle Event . .
twirl Event −. .
rinse Event −. .

embarrass ObExAgentive . .
provoke ObExAgentive . .
frighten ObExAgentive . .
irritate ObExAgentive . .
upset ObExAgentive . .
scare ObExAgentive . .
startle ObExAgentive . .
terrify ObExAgentive . .
annoy ObExAgentive . .
discourage ObExAgentive . .
anger ObExAgentive . .
terrorize ObExAgentive . .
disturb ObExAgentive . .
bother ObExAgentive . .
surprise ObExAgentive . .
enrage ObExAgentive . .
disappoint ObExAgentive . .
encourage ObExAgentive −. .
amuse ObExAgentive −. .

offend ObExNon-Agentive . .
demoralize ObExNon-Agentive . .
bore ObExNon-Agentive . .
horrify ObExNon-Agentive . .
disgust ObExNon-Agentive . .
amaze ObExNon-Agentive −. .
astonish ObExNon-Agentive −. .
captivate ObExNon-Agentive −. .
charm ObExNon-Agentive −. .
puzzle ObExNon-Agentive −. .
please ObExNon-Agentive −. .
worry ObExNon-Agentive −. .
invigorate ObExNon-Agentive −. .
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Table A.1 (continued)

Verb Verb Type Mean SE

depress ObExNon-Agentive −. .
interest ObExNon-Agentive −. .
concern ObExNon-Agentive −. .
fascinate ObExNon-Agentive −. .

worship SubEx −. .
detest SubEx −. .
hate SubEx −. .
abhor SubEx −. .
fear SubEx −. .
despise SubEx −. .
believe SubEx −. .
treasure SubEx −. .
love SubEx −. .
loathe SubEx −. .
dislike SubEx −. .
understand SubEx −. .
cherish SubEx −. .
desire SubEx −. .
revere SubEx −. .
like SubEx −. .
know SubEx −. .
adore SubEx −. .

Table A.2:Mean ratings and standard errors for each verb, by Verb Type (Eventive + animate
subject condition).

Verb Verb Type Mean SE

tickle Event . .
wallop Event . .
stab Event . .
pinch Event . .
poke Event . .
scratch Event . .
throttle Event . .
hit Event . .
drench Event . .
mangle Event . .
smack Event . .
cut Event . .
splash Event . .
kill Event . .
shake Event . .
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Table A.2 (continued)

Verb Verb Type Mean SE

twirl Event . .
prod Event −. .
rinse Event −. .

surprise ObExAgentive . .
startle ObExAgentive . .
provoke ObExAgentive . .
scare ObExAgentive . .
frighten ObExAgentive . .
upset ObExAgentive . .
disturb ObExAgentive . .
irritate ObExAgentive . .
embarrass ObExAgentive . .
terrorize ObExAgentive . .
amuse ObExAgentive . .
discourage ObExAgentive . .
enrage ObExAgentive . .
annoy ObExAgentive . .
disappoint ObExAgentive . .
terrify ObExAgentive . .
encourage ObExAgentive . .
anger ObExAgentive −. .
bother ObExAgentive −. .

offend ObExNon-Agentive . .
bore ObExNon-Agentive . .
charm ObExNon-Agentive . .
demoralize ObExNon-Agentive . .
horrify ObExNon-Agentive . .
captivate ObExNon-Agentive . .
puzzle ObExNon-Agentive −. .
astonish ObExNon-Agentive −. .
please ObExNon-Agentive −. .
amaze ObExNon-Agentive −. .
worry ObExNon-Agentive −. .
invigorate ObExNon-Agentive −. .
fascinate ObExNon-Agentive −. .
interest ObExNon-Agentive −. .
disgust ObExNon-Agentive −. .
concern ObExNon-Agentive −. .
depress ObExNon-Agentive −. .

believe SubEx . .
like SubEx −. .
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Table A.2 (continued)

Verb Verb Type Mean SE

dislike SubEx −. .
understand SubEx −. .
desire SubEx −. .
cherish SubEx −. .
know SubEx −. .
adore SubEx −. .
fear SubEx −. .
despise SubEx −. .
loathe SubEx −. .
worship SubEx −. .
treasure SubEx −. .
revere SubEx −. .
hate SubEx −. .
detest SubEx −. .
love SubEx −. .
abhor SubEx −. .

Table A.3: Mean ratings and standard errors for each verb, by Verb Type (Eventive + inanimate
subject condition).

Verb Verb Type Mean SE

pinch Event . .
hit Event . .
wallop Event . .
kill Event . .
tickle Event . .
stab Event . .
mangle Event . .
scratch Event . .
smack Event . .
cut Event . .
twirl Event . .
poke Event . .
shake Event . .
drench Event . .
splash Event . .
prod Event −. .
throttle Event −. .
rinse Event −. .
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Table A.3 (continued)

Verb Verb Type Mean SE

startle ObExAgentive . .
provoke ObExAgentive . .
anger ObExAgentive . .
frighten ObExAgentive . .
terrorize ObExAgentive . .
terrify ObExAgentive . .
scare ObExAgentive . .
upset ObExAgentive . .
enrage ObExAgentive . .
discourage ObExAgentive . .
disturb ObExAgentive . .
surprise ObExAgentive . .
disappoint ObExAgentive . .
irritate ObExAgentive . .
bother ObExAgentive −. .
embarrass ObExAgentive −. .
amuse ObExAgentive −. .
annoy ObExAgentive −. .
encourage ObExAgentive −. .

horrify ObExNon-Agentive . .
captivate ObExNon-Agentive . .
offend ObExNon-Agentive . .
charm ObExNon-Agentive −. .
invigorate ObExNon-Agentive −. .
astonish ObExNon-Agentive −. .
depress ObExNon-Agentive −. .
demoralize ObExNon-Agentive −. .
fascinate ObExNon-Agentive −. .
amaze ObExNon-Agentive −. .
bore ObExNon-Agentive −. .
please ObExNon-Agentive −. .
puzzle ObExNon-Agentive −. .
disgust ObExNon-Agentive −. .
interest ObExNon-Agentive −. .
concern ObExNon-Agentive −. .
worry ObExNon-Agentive −. .

believe SubEx . .
like SubEx −. .
dislike SubEx −. .
understand SubEx −. .
desire SubEx −. .
cherish SubEx −. .
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Patricia Irwin

Discourse and unaccusativity
Quantitative effects of a structural phenomenon

Abstract: This paper brings together syntactic analysis with corpus results to
argue that a subset of unaccusative verb phrases, those with verbs that typically
denote motion or manner of motion (e.g. arrive, walk in) share a discourse prop-
erty with there BE sentences – that of establishing a new discourse referent. The
theoretical motivation for the corpus experiment is an analysis in which verbs
like arrive and walk in occur in an “existential unaccusative” structure, a struc-
ture in which part of the denotation of the VP is McNally’s (1992, 1997) function
INSTANTIATE, which triggers the establishment of a discourse referent in existen-
tial sentences (see also McCloskey 2014). Results from a corpus experiment are
presented in which the ratio of indefinite/definite subjects of existential unac-
cusative sentences is compared to that of unergative sentences. The comparison
of these ratios was found to be statistically significant, where the comparatively
greater number of indefinite subjects of existential unaccusative sentences was
not the result of chance. The utility and limits of corpus experiments for syntac-
tic theory is discussed. It is argued that corpus data can inform syntactic theory,
though the limits of corpus data for supporting or refuting specific syntactic
models is acknowledged.

Keywords: experimental syntax, argument structure, discourse referents, unac-
cusativity, existential verbs, corpus study

1 Introduction

One of the goals of this paper is to show how corpus data can be used to inform
syntactic theory. The relevant question in syntactic theory is the structure of unac-
cusative verb phrases. The domain of interest is the information structural effects
of a subtype of unaccusative sentence, a type called the “existential unaccusative”
subtype (Irwin 2018), illustrated in (1)–(2) with the verbs arrive and walk (in):
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(1) A hippie arrived.

(2) Some hippies walked in.

Many researchers have proposed more than one way for a verb phrase to be unac-
cusative (Kural 2002; Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 2004; Embick 2004; Alexia-
dou & Schäfer 2011; Irwin 2012, among others); on the analysis advocated here
(Irwin 2018), existential sentences like (1) and (2) share parts of the structure and
meaning of “existential” there BE sentences as in (3):

(3) There’s a hippie at the door.

Irwin’s (2018) analysis of sentences like (1) and (2) builds on work in which a
core property of there BE sentences is the establishment (or re-establishment) of
a discourse referent (McNally 1992, 1997). This analysis thus predicts that exis-
tential unaccusative sentences should have discourse referent establishment as
one of their discourse properties. This paper presents a small corpus experiment
that tests this prediction about shared discourse function.1 The prediction is
tested by comparing the frequency of discourse new subjects of existential un-
accusative sentences versus those of unergative sentences – where unergative
sentences are those with verbs like laugh, typically analyzed as having subjects
that are “true” external arguments. The results of the corpus experiment sup-
port the hypothesis that existential unaccusative sentences establish discourse
referents for their subjects more than unergative sentences do.

The results are interpreted to suggest that the discourse function of existen-
tial unaccusative sentences is a desirable property of any theoretical analysis of
them, just as the discourse function of there BE sentences is a core property of
their analysis. Irwin (2018) presents one such analysis of existential unaccusa-
tives, but it is noted that the corpus results support other theoretical analyses
that encode this discourse property. In this way, we see both the utility of cor-
pus experiments for syntactic theory – in confirming a key property in our syn-
tactic models – and the limits of corpus experiments – since the corpus study
does not speak to specific details of the proposed theoretical model.

1 Because of the experimental methodology employed, the term “corpus experiment” (rather
than corpus “study” or “analysis”, for example) is used throughout the paper. This terminolog-
ical distinction is important in light of the broader methodological goal of contributing to dis-
cussion about the kinds of evidence that are relevant for syntactic theory (Chomsky 1986: 36ff).
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The paper is structured as follows: the first section provides some back-
ground on unaccusativity, with a focus on English. This section presents an
overview of key aspects of the shared structure and meaning that is proposed
for the existential unaccusatives; this analysis predicts that existential unaccu-
sative sentences like (1) and (2) share some of the discourse functions of there
BE sentences like (3). Section 3 describes the method and results of a corpus
experiment that tests this prediction; this part of the paper goes into some detail
about how the components of a theoretical analysis are operationalized for the
corpus experiment. Section 4 takes a qualitative approach by examining the
data from the corpus experiment. This section compares the discourse function
of the extracted corpus sentences with indefinite subjects of two representative
verbs, laugh and arrive. Section 5 concludes with some directions for future
research.

2 Background

The term “unaccusative” has been used in many different ways. The definition
assumed in this paper is structural: an unaccusative verb phrase lacks an exter-
nal argument and has at least one VP-internal argument (see Embick 2004;
Irwin 2012). As Embick (2004) points out, this structural definition means that
passive sentences count as unaccusative.2 In this paper, however, the focus will
be on one of the two standard types of unaccusative VPs.

Approaches to unaccusativity typically divide verbs into two classes based on
semantic criteria: verbs that denote a change-of-state such as break, freeze, and
melt, and those that denote motion or existence, such as arrive. Unaccusativity di-
agnostics in English are particularly sensitive to the semantic distinction between
change-of-state and existence/motion; English lacks the robust unaccusativity di-
agnostics that other languages have – Italian has ne-cliticization for example
(Burzio 1986). This sensitivity to different unaccusativity diagnostics has led
to some puzzles about what unaccusativity diagnostics are truly diagnosing.

Many verbs that denote changes of state undergo the causative/inchoative
alternation, shown in (4)–(5) with break:

(4) The kids broke the vase.

2 This is not the case if one assumes an analysis of the passive in which an external argument is
structurally represented, as in Chomsky (1957); Baker, Johnson & Roberts (1989); Collins (2005).
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(5) The vase broke.

(6) The vase broke <the vase>.

The inchoative alternant (5) is typically analyzed as unaccusative, as shown
schematically in (6) – as diagnosed by this alternation and by diagnostics
such as the direct object restriction on resultatives (see Levin & Rappaport
Hovav 1995).

Verbs that denote existence/motion, on the other hand, tend not to undergo
the causative/inchoative alternation, as illustrated for arrive in (7)–(8).

(7) A group of boisterous kids arrived.

(8) *The bus arrived a group of boisterous kids.

And yet verbs like arrive are suspected to be unaccusative: their counterparts in
other languages pass unaccusativity tests that cut across semantically-defined
classes of verbs, and in English, verbs like arrive pass a different proposed un-
accusativity test, there-insertion, as shown in (9). But the there-insertion diag-
nostic fails for change-of-state verbs like break, as shown in (10):

(9) There arrived a group of boisterous kids.

(10) *There broke several vases yesterday.

The fact that no single syntactic diagnostic works for all semantic classes of
verbs in English has been seen as a problem, and the fact that a diagnostic
like there-insertion works for arrive but not for break has been called an “un-
accusative mismatch” (L. Levin 1986).3 Even more problematic is the fact that
some verbs that are typically seen as agentive can allow there-insertion. For
example, Levin (1993) points out that if a manner of motion verb like run or
dart is given a direction (with a PP such as into the room), then there-insertion
is acceptable (11):

(11) There darted into the room a little boy. (Levin 1993: 89)

3 See Levin & Rappaport Hovav (1995) for a more nuanced discussion of unaccusativity mis-
matches than the cursory discussion provided here.
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The theoretical approach in this paper brings together the structural definition
of unaccusativity, referenced at the beginning of this section, with recent ap-
proaches to argument structure in which syntactic structure is distinct from ver-
bal identity (Marantz 2013). On this approach, the semantic properties of a verb
do not solely determine the syntactic environment that the verb can occur in. In
other words, a given verb (or verbal root, on this approach) might be compatible
with more than one syntactic structure. The central role of syntactic structure in
the approach of this paper allows us to consider the possibility that verbs that
at first sight seem quite different – e.g. dart and arrive – might occur in similar
structures and with similar meanings.

From this perspective of “syntacticized event structure” (Marantz 2013), the
occurrence of dart in a there-insertion sentence like (11) comes about when the
root √DART occurs in an extended VP that allows there-insertion. On this type of
analysis, what has been seen as an unaccusativity mismatch is analyzed as the
ability of certain roots to occur in different syntactic structures. Change-of-state
verbs like break and freeze typically occur in a syntactic structure that does not
allow there-insertion, and it is this structure that allows for the causative/incho-
ative alternations that we see in (4)–(5).

Irwin (2012) proposes two basic syntactic structures for unaccusative VPs,
one associated with “change of state” verbs like break, freeze, melt, and the
other associated with verbs like arrive, come in, etc. Irwin (2018) proposes that
the arrive-type structure shares elements of the structure and meaning of exis-
tential there BE sentences. This analysis extends to predicates like dart in as in
(11), so that sentences like (12) with arrive, (13) with dart in, and even (14) with
break have a very similar syntactic analysis – one that predicts they should also
share some discourse functions with there-insertion sentences like (11).

(12) A little boy arrived.

(13) A little boy darted in.

(14) A thief broke in.

More concretely, Irwin (2018) proposes that shared structure and meaning al-
lows arrive-type sentences to serve one of the discourse functions of there BE
sentences, that of establishing a new discourse referent. The following sections
briefly review this theoretical proposal and then describe a corpus experiment
designed to test this prediction.
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2.1 There BE sentences

The example in (15) shows an existential there BE sentence in English, where
the standard terms for the parts of an existential sentence are identified.

(15) There is [some tea] [in the cupboard].
BE PIVOT CODA

The structure assumed for English there BE sentences builds on McCloskey’s
(2014) analysis of Irish existentials. In McCloskey (2014), existential sentences
in Irish such as (16) are analyzed as a SC, consisting of subject nominal (the pivot)
and the word ann ‘in it’, which in this use is an existential predicate.4

(16) Tá fion ann. (Irish, McCloskey 2014: 374, ex. 79)
is wine in.it
‘There’s wine’

The denotation of the existential predicate ann ‘in it’ in McCloskey’s analysis
incorporates two key properties of existential sentences: the establishment of a
discourse referent, accomplished through McNally’s (1992, 1997) predicate INSTAN-

TIATE, and the insight from Francez (2007) that existential sentences have as part
of their core meaning a contextually determined location – where this location is
not equivalent to what is termed the “coda” in existential sentences. The denota-
tion of ann ‘in it’ is beyond the scope of this overview, but as McCloskey writes,
the key to its meaning is that it combines “McNally’s fundamental semantics for
existentials with Francez’s theory of the context-dependence of existential propo-
sitions” (2014: 374). The proposal in Irwin (2018) explicates McCloskey’s analysis
and adapts it to English there BE and existential unaccusative sentences.

It is important to note that on both McCloskey’s analysis and the adaptation
in Irwin (2018), the contextually-determined locational element that is part of the
denotation of ann ‘in it’ is not identical to the coda. The contextually-determined
locational element is always silent; informally, it can be thought of as the “at
here” function, where “here” is a “definite null anaphor” (McCloskey 2014: 358).
The term “LOC” is used for this part of an existential predication. In addition,
analyses like these that build on McNally (1992, 1997) analyze the coda as an op-
tional element, semantically a modifier and syntactically an adjunct. The sche-
matization in (17) illustrates these concepts.

4 Ann is translated as ‘in-it’ for historical reasons (McCloskey 2014: 347).
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(17) There is [some tea] e (in the cupboard).
BE PIVOT LOC CODA

The structure in (18), shows the structure assumed for there BE sentences in En-
glish, where the verb takes a headed small clause complement (PredP), and the
complement of the small clause is the DP pivot (Hazout 2004, 2008). The Pred
head is labeled Predexist since it is a specialized existential predicate, like ann on
McCloskey’s analysis, and with roughly the same denotation as ann. The specifier
of the PredP is the contextually-determined element LOC, implemented as a Pla-
ceP. This is the position where the expletive there originates in Williams (1994)
and following analyses (e.g. Hazout 2004, 2008; Myler 2016). The structure in (18)
is compatible with such an analysis, but the many issues of there must be set
aside here (see Deal 2009 for discussion).

(18) Structure of an English there BE sentence (Irwin 2018: 10)

VP

V
be

Predʹ

DP

PlaceP
loc

Predexist
instantiae

PredP

2.2 Existential unaccusative sentences

The analysis in the previous section forms the foundation for the analysis from
Irwin (2018) of existential unaccusative sentences. As noted above, this analysis
builds on the idea that there is more than one way for a verb phrase to be struc-
turally unaccusative. On this analysis, which is in the spirit of Hoekstra & Mulder
(1990), verbs like arrive and walk in, can occur in the PredexistP structure (19).
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(19) Existential unaccusative structure (Irwin 2018)

VP

V PredP

PredʹPathP

DPPath
in

PlaceP
loc

Predexist
instantiae

The difference between the there BE structure in (18) and the existential un-
accusative structure in (19) lies in the specifier of the PredP: the existential
unaccusative structure requires Spec,PredP to be interpreted as a Path, a
Path to the contextually-determined LOC. The Path head in the existential
unaccusative structure must be overt and is often a particle-like preposition
such as in. In a sentence with a verb like arrive, a Path element (a- in the
case of arrive) is incorporated into the verb, as proposed by Moro (1997: 291,
fn. 19).

This paper will not present all of the arguments in favor of the analysis
in (19) (see Irwin 2012, 2018 for those details). For the purposes here, what is
important is the proposal that existential there BE and existential unaccusa-
tive sentences have shared elements of structure and meaning. One of those
shared elements is the function INSTANTIATE, which triggers the establishment
of a discourse referent. On this analysis, English has two relevant structures
that are particularly well-suited for establishing new discourse referents –
the existential there BE structure and the existential unaccusative structure.
The use of there BE sentences for the (re-)establishment of new discourse
referents is well-known; if existential unaccusatives also establish discourse
referents by means of INSTANTIATE, then this predicts that speakers would
make use of this structure – all other things being equal – for discourse refer-
ent establishment too. This is what the corpus experiment below is designed
to test.
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3 Experiment

The motivating intuition behind the corpus experiment described in this section
is the following: if existential unaccusatives and existential there BE sentences
share the discourse referent establishing function INSTANTIATE, there should be
evidence in usage for speakers’ recruiting the existential unaccusative structure
for this discourse function. The following subsections describe the corpus ex-
periment: the operationalizing of the relevant notions from syntactic theory; the
hypothesis formulation in terms of the operationalization; the collection of the
data from the corpus, in which factors like sentence type and lexical frequency
were controlled for.

3.1 Method

The hypothesis behind the experiment concerns the usage of a particular syn-
tactic structure, but corpus data obviously does not contain speakers’ analyses
of the sentences they use. The first step in implementing the experiment is to
operationalize syntactic structure. For this experiment, specific verbs serve as
stand-ins for syntactic structures. For example, a sentence with the verb arrive
is assumed to occur in the existential unaccusative structure – with a VP-internal
argument that is part of an existential small clause. The verbs used as stand-ins for
the existential unaccusative structure included enter, arrive, and emerge. These
verbs were chosen because they were all judged by the author as acceptable in
there-insertion sentences (see also Milsark 1974) – the class of arrive-type verbs in
English is quite small if “particle verb” predicates like walk in, dart in, come
over, etc. are excluded.5 These verbs were also selected because unergative
verbs matched in lexical frequency were found for them.

The existential unaccusative structure is contrasted with the unergative struc-
ture, one in which the single argument of the sentence is VP-external. Verbs that
were stand-ins for the unergative structure, laugh, smile, and sleep, pass the cog-
nate object diagnostic. For example, smile occurs productively in cognate object
sentences like (20):

(20) The child smiled a wide smile.

5 As discussed here and in Irwin (2018), sentences with indefinite subjects of predicates like
walk in are assumed to have the arrive-type syntactic structure, but these “particle verb” predi-
cates, though very productive, are much harder to search and control for in a corpus study.
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Finally, the verbs chosen for comparison were matched for lexical frequency in
the corpus, as discussed below.

The experiment also requires an operationalization of newness to the dis-
course; this discourse property is operationalized as indefiniteness. In other
words, a DP of the form [a NP] like a cat is assumed to have the status dis-
course-new. This assumption is far from perfect, of course, since not all dis-
course-new entities are indefinite in form (for discussion, see Birner 1996, among
others), and not all indefinites are new in their discourse status. For the purposes
of this experiment, only indefinites of the form [a/an NP] were included; for com-
parison, only definite DPs of the form [the NP] were included.

Put in these operationalized terms, then, the prediction is as follows: relative
to the frequency of definite subjects of these verb types respectively, we expect to
find more indefinite subjects of existential unaccusative verbs than indefinite
subjects of unergative verbs. It is worth noting at this point that this hypothesis
does not speak directly for or against the specific syntactic decomposition pro-
posed here and in Irwin (2018). But the results will be interpreted to suggest that
any theoretical model should capture the asymmetry in the discourse function of
existential unaccusative vs. unergative verbs; the decomposition proposed here
is one such model that captures that asymmetry. The proposed analysis also pre-
dicts an asymmetry between subjects of unaccusative verbs of the break/freeze
type versus those of the existential unaccusative type, since although the subject
of the change-of-state verbs is analyzed as an underlying object, that argument is
not part of an existential predication. As discussed further along, the testing of
this hypothesis is set aside for future work.

3.1.1 Corpus, verbs, and lexical frequency

The Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) was used (Davies 2008)
since it has the advantage of being large (450 million words at the time of the
data collection), freely available, and containing a mix of genres, including spo-
ken data (TV shows), novels, magazines, newspapers, film scripts, and more.6

In order to use verbs matched for lexical frequency, the representatives for the ex-
istential unaccusative class were chosen first, since English has fewer of these that
occur as single verbs, as noted above. These were chosen from the list of top

6 The size of the COCA has increased since this corpus study was conducted; as of 2021, the
COCA now contains more than one billion words.
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50,000 words in the corpus.7 Unergative verbs that were closely matched for lexi-
cal frequency were then chosen. These verbs, along with lexical frequency and
ranking in the COCA are given in Tables 1 and 2 below.

3.2 Procedure

For each verb, sentences of two types were extracted: those with indefinite sub-
jects (“a/an NP”) and those with definite subjects (“the NP”). Example search
strings used in the COCA interface are given in (21)–(22):

(21) Example search string (for smile) for indefinite subjects
.|;|, a|an [n*] [smile].[v*]

(22) Example search string (for smile) for definite subjects
.|;|, the [n*] [smile].[v*]

Table 1: Existential unaccusative verbs.

rank verb frequency

 enter ,

 arrive ,

 emerge ,

Table 2: Unergative verbs.

rank verb frequency

 enter ,

 arrive ,

 emerge ,

7 Available online at http://www.wordfrequency.info/intro.asp.
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These search strings are such that the definite/indefinite NP would most likely
be in subject position – that is what the punctuation separated by the “pipe”
symbol captures.8

Further processing of the data returned by the searches was performed as
follows: only sentences in which the target verb was the main verb were in-
cluded; and only complete sentences were included (the search results included
a few incomplete sentences such as a baby smiling). Finally, because the uner-
gative verbs are strongly biased toward animate subjects, only sentences with
animate subjects were included in the analysis.

3.3 Results

After processing the extracted sentences as described above, the total number
of (existential) unaccusative sentences was 973, and the total number of uner-
gative sentences was 925.9 Tables 3 and 4 show the breakdown of the extracted
sentences by verb type. Table 3 shows the number of (existential) unaccusatives
broken down by verb, and Table 4 shows unergatives by verb. The verbs in each
table are listed in order of COCA ranking from highest to lowest frequency.

Table 3: Sentences with unaccusative
verbs (N=973).

Verb N ratio

enter  .%

arrive  .%

emerge  .%

total  %

8 This search string has the drawback of excluding all sentences in which the NP is modified
(e.g. a happy child); it also excludes sentences with adjunct material between subject and verb
(e.g. a child slowly entered). Finally, the search string only includes verbs in simple forms – i.e.
simple present and simple past – so, for example, sentences with modals or in the progressive
were not included. As an anonymous reviewer points out, it may be that these restrictions cre-
ate a slight bias toward definite subjects, since adjectival modification might be more common
with indefinite subjects in a presentational context.
9 The word “unaccusative” rather than “existential unaccusative” is used here for brevity in
this section.
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These tables show that the distribution of the verbs in the extracted senten-
ces matches that of the ranking and lexical frequency for the corpus overall.
Within the unaccusative and unergative groups, sentences with the two most
frequent verbs (enter and arrive for the unaccusatives and laugh and smile for
the unergatives) account for approximately 80 % of the data, and in both the
unergative and unaccusative groups, the data is evenly distributed between
these verbs.10 The least frequent verbs in each category (emerge for the unaccu-
satives and sleep for the unergatives) account for 18 % and 15 % of the data in
each of their categories respectively.

We turn now to the distribution of definite and indefinite subjects for the
two sentence types, focusing specifically on the proportion of indefinite sub-
jects within each sentence type. Table 5 shows that 25.3 % of the unaccusative
sentences have indefinite subjects; Table 6 shows that 3.8 % of the unergative
sentences have indefinite subjects.

Table 4: Sentences with unergative
verbs (N=925).

Verb N ratio

laugh  .%

smile  .%

sleep  .%

total  %

Table 5: Unaccusative subjects.

Subject type N ratio

Definite  .%

Indefinite  .%

total  %

10 There is likely some noise in the lexical frequency for enter; this may be because of this
word’s use in legal contexts, as in “the judge entered a plea of guilty”. Extracted sentences with
this type of usage were excluded from the analysis.
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Note that the low N for indefinite subjects of both sentence types is to be
expected. Even though indefinite subjects are not categorically disallowed in
English, corpus work has repeatedly found that English, like many languages,
disfavors new information in subject position (Horn 1986; Prince 1981, 1992;
Beaver et al. 2005, inter alia). To the extent that indefiniteness is correlated with
discourse newness, then, the low N for indefinite subjects found in the data is
unsurprising.

Let us return to the hypothesis about the distribution of indefinite sub-
jects: if verb type does not make a difference for the establishment of new
discourse referents in subject position, then the ratio of definite to indefinite
subjects should be roughly the same in both sentence types – we expect the
ratio of indefinite subjects of unaccusatives (25.3 %) and indefinite subjects
of unergatives (3.8 %) to be very similar. These ratios are clearly not the
same, and the difference is statistically significant. A Pearson’s Chi-squared
test shows that the distribution of indefinite/definite subject types between
the unaccusative and unergative sentences is statistically significant (23).

(23) Pearson’s Chi-squared test with Yates’ continuity correction
Chi-squared = 172.07, df = 1, p-value < .001

To put this result differently – when the proportion of indefinite and definite
subjects for each verb type is compared, the higher frequency of indefinite
subjects in the unaccusative group is not the result of chance. This result sup-
ports the hypothesis that existential unaccusatives establish new discourse
referents more than unergatives do. Future corpus work will determine if exis-
tential unaccusatives establish new discourse referents more than break-type
unaccusatives do.

Table 6: Unergative subjects.

Subject type N ratio

Definite  .%

Indefinite  .%

total  %
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4 Further data exploration

The significance testing above confirms the hypothesis that verb type does matter
for discourse referent establishment from subject indefinites. Because the data
extracted from the corpus is small, the data can be explored further, qualitatively,
for the discourse functions that the sentence types in question have. In particular,
we can apply the litmus test for discourse referent establishment, subsequent ref-
erence. This descriptive section compares the sentences with indefinite subjects
with arrive and laugh. In addition to comparing the degree to which each verb
type establishes a persistent discourse referent, we will also explore some of the
other uses that these indefinite subject sentences have. The results from this sec-
tion support the claim that indefinite subjects of arrive establish persistent dis-
course referents more than indefinite subjects of laugh, but we will also see that
arrive-type sentences have an interesting variety of other discourse functions.

The data for this comparison followed the same methods for searching the
corpus and processing the extracted data as in original study, but because it
was carried out in the spring of 2019, the number of sentences extracted is not
the same as that of the original study (because the COCA has increased in size).
The comparison here is between laugh and arrive. Arrive was selected because it
is the prototypical verb of the existential unaccusative class (setting aside come
in, etc.), and laugh was chosen because it matches arrive most closely in rank
and lexical frequency in the COCA. After excluding non-animate subjects and
processing the data as described above, the N’s for indefinite subjects for the
2016 and 2019 searches are as shown in Table 7.

The extracted sentences from the both searches contain the same proportions of
laugh and arrive sentences – in both data sets, subjects of laugh account for ap-
proximately 17 % of the indefinite subjects, and arrive sentences account for
about 83 % of the data. The discussion in this section will focus on the data
from the (2019) search, since this includes the data from the (2016) search.

Table 7: Indefinite subjects extracted from 2016,
2019 searches.

Verb N () N () % of data

laugh   ~%

arrive   ~%

totals   %
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One qualitative generalization that can be made about all of the discourse
referents established by these indefinite subjects is that for the most part these
are fairly transient discourse referents, even in the cases where the referent is
subsequently referred to. This is likely a fact of most narratives – most stories
only have a few main characters. The discourse referents that are most salient
and referred to frequently over the course of a narrative tend to be established
at the beginning of a narrative, early on. But even granted that the discourse
referents established by indefinite subjects are fairly minor ones, we still find
striking differences in subsequent reference between unergative and existential
unaccusative sentences.

The most clear-cut diagnostic for discourse referent establishment is subse-
quent reference to the indefinite NP – using a definite NP, a pronominal, or a
name – in one of the following sentences. Using this diagnostic, Table 8 shows
that 6 % indefinite subjects of laugh were subsequently referred to, and 47 % of
subjects of arrive were subsequently referred to.

Table 8 also shows that the data for arrive included a number of unclear cases –
in 10 % of the arrive sentences it was not clear from the context what the dis-
course status of the indefinite NP was.

The clearest pattern in the data from this exploration is the fact that, with
one exception, subjects of laugh are not subsequently referred to.11 The discourse
referent that is most salient for the laugh sentences is an event – specifically, a
sound event. These sentences might be called “scene-setting” since they add

Table 8: Discourse reference.

Verb Subsequent reference
definite/pronominal/name

None Unclear

laugh %
(N=)

%
(N=)

%
(N=)

arrive %
(N=)

%
(N=)

%
(N=)

11 The context of the exceptional unergative sentence is given in (i) below, with the two pro-
nominal references underlined:
i. He sat midway forward, studying the passengers around him: their gestures, where they looked,
whom they talked to and in what tones. They were all so transparent. A woman laughed, and he
stared her down. “I’m not a freak,” he snarled, and she couldn’t muster a response. He turned
away sullenly. “I’m better than you. I’m better than all of you.”
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descriptive information to the scene. In the case of laugh, they add auditory de-
scription to a scene. Examples (24) and (25) give two instances from the extracted
sentences with laugh. Here we see that both sentences establish a discourse refer-
ent that is subsequently referred to by a pronoun or a definite NP, but the refer-
ence is to a sound event in both cases. In these examples, the target sentence
is in boldface, and the discourse reference in the subsequent sentence is both
underlined and in boldface.

(24) Directly below her, in the street, a woman laughed. Itwas a throaty, intimate
sound.

(25) Around the bend, a child laughs # I start toward the sound as # I slowly
begin to creep toward my

In the examples given below as (26)–(27), these unergative sentences do not es-
tablish any salient discourse referents – not even the sound event is referred to.
These unergative sentences simply provide sensory, scene-setting details.

(26) In the echoing wings, a girl laughed somewhere, and a door slammed.

(27) Out in Kilindini Harbor, a hippo snorted. A hyena laughed somewhere in
the night.

Subjects of arrive were more likely to be subsequently referred to than subjects
of laugh. The selections in (28)–(30) give two examples of what the different
types of subsequent reference to subjects of arrive look like.12

(28) A guest arrives through the festooned gate. A girl, something of a tomboy –
flannel shirt and blue jeans, a red cowboy hat. She holds out a present
wrapped in paper

(29) A general arrives; the trembling stationmaster gives him the last two troi-
kas, including the one reserved for couriers. The general drives off

12 Example (28) has the interesting distinction of presenting a new entity with two indefi-
nites – first with “a guest”, and then with “a girl”. This is also the case with example (32).
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(30) Just as I'm ready to leave for the morning's contest, a man arrives, his calm
voice telling me, “We have her.” I hired this man last night. In a rented hy-
perplane, he and some associates flew home, running an errand for me.

In some cases, arrive sentences do, in fact, serve to introduce salient discourse
referents, though as noted above, most narratives only have a few main charac-
ters, so the rareness of these in the extracted sentences is not surprising. Some
of these examples from the corpus are from plays, as in (31), where the script
continues with the first lines from the character.

(31) A woman arrives,MAGGIE, Hawkins’ producer.

Two other examples of non-trivial discourse referents established by arrive are
given in (32) and (33):

(32) In season three, an American arrives on the scene, a real American here.
I mean Cora, Lady Grantham, is an American

(33) After a day in the Pakistani capital, a man arrived and said his name was
Akhtar. We would only ever know him as Akhtar

The qualitative analysis of indefinite subjects of laugh suggests that unergative
sentences with indefinite subjects most often serve to add descriptive, scene-
setting information. But it should be noted that sentences with arrive can also
serve this function. This is especially the case with the 43 % of arrive sentences
that are not followed up by a subsequent reference. Descriptively, what is the
discourse function (or perhaps narrative function) of these sentences? In the
typical case of this usage, a person arrives on the scene and to bring either in-
formation (e.g. news, a command, or a message) or an object (e.g. a menu or
food). Examples (34)–(36) illustrate this usage; in these examples, the sentence
with arrive is in boldface, and the item that the indefinite subject brings is
underlined and in boldface.

(34) A few minutes later, a maid arrived bearing a tray with a pot of tea and
a cup -- not two cups, but only a single one. Mother didn't seem to care.

(35) A few weeks later, Sally Ganz remembers, a messenger arrived to return
the pieces. The Ganzes discovered that they now owned two damaged
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(36) On the twenty-eighth, in the depths of the gray Lenten cold, a messenger
arrived bearing a letter, not from Siegen but from the castle of the Count

5 Discussion and conclusion

In this paper it was hypothesized that a subtype of unaccusative sentence can
serve one of the discourse functions of existential there BE sentences. The cor-
pus study supports this hypothesis in showing that the greater proportion of in-
definite subjects of existential unaccusatives vs. unergatives is not the result of
chance. The experiment described here has the limitations noted above – small
overall N, limited in tense – but it provides proof of concept that syntactic the-
ory and corpus research can mutually inform each other. The corpus experi-
ment supports the claim that a subset of unaccusative sentences serve the same
discourse function as there BE sentences, but it does not support or refute the
details of the syntactic analysis that generated the hypothesis. Finally, it was
noted that the next step in this line of research would be a similar corpus exper-
iment comparing existential unaccusative verbs with change-of-state intransi-
tives like break and freeze, since the latter class are predicted to behave, in
discourse, more like the unergatives.

There is one objection that might be raised with respect to the way in which
existential unaccusativity was operationalized in this experiment: The stand-
ins for the existential unaccusative structure included the verbs enter, arrive,
and emerge. A reasonable objection might be that those verbs inherently denote
coming on the scene. There are at least two replies to this objection. One reply
is simply that in terms of Levin’s (1993) verb classifications, only emerge is con-
sidered a “verb of appearance”; arrive and enter are listed as verbs of inherent
motion.

Another reply is that on the syntactic analysis assumed here, arrive-type
verbs occur in the existential unaccusative structure, but as a class, they are un-
usual since they are derived from Latin preposition + verb constructions. Irwin
(2018) argues that a more familiar existential unaccusative sentence in English
consists of a motion or manner of motion verb such as come, run, walk, dart,
dance with a non-incorporated particle such as in or up. With an indefinite sub-
ject, then, we get existential unaccusative sentences such as those in (37)–(40):

(37) A lady walked in.

(38) A little boy darted into the room.
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(39) A cab pulled up.

(40) A bird darted by with golden wings. (Guéron 1980: 653)

These are the types of sentences that Guéron (1980) described as “presenta-
tional” – as only interpretable on an LF in which the VP denotes “the appear-
ance of the subject in the world of the discourse” (Guéron 1980: 653). And as
Guéron points out, none of the verbs in these types of sentence has appearance
as a core part of their meaning.13

On the analysis proposed here, the existential unaccusative structure itself
is responsible for the meaning of appearance or coming-on-the-scene: it does
this through the small clause structure and the function INSTANTIATE, part of the
denotation of Predexist. The verbal root (walk, dart, etc.) simply adds additional
information about the manner by which that coming-on-the-scene event occurs.
Future corpus work will determine the extent to which this prediction holds in
usage.
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